The best
of Hilton Head Island.
Coming and going.
Moss Creek Plantation is a community of private homes, located just
across the bridge from Hilton Head
Island on Highway 278.
You can't miss it, because whenever you come to Hilton Head, or
leave it, you pass right by
our entrance.
Maybe you've noticed it. Our
welcome to visitors starts with a deep,
green pecan grove embellished with
grazing horses, and a winding drive
bordered by a split rail fence.
Once you're inside Moss Creek,
you'll find 1,068 acres of hardwood
forest, rolling meadow, ten miles of
salt marsh frontage and a variety of
homesites. Every homesite overlooking a fairway, lagoon, or
salt marsh.
All recreational amenities are
reserved exclusively for residents and
guests. They include tennis, horseback riding, yachting, and golf. In
fact, our championship 18-hole golf
course was designed by George and
Tom Fazio, and is the home course
for the Women's International golf
tournament.
Since we're located just across the bridge from Hilton Head Island, all the color and excitement of
its nightlife is just close enough when you want it. And just far enough
when you don't.
~)
All in all, we think we can offer you the best of Hilton Head Island. But
~
we'd like to see what you think. If you haven't had a chance to see
Moss Creek yet, why not stop by.
Coming or going, we think you'll have a hard time finding a spot you
11\.
A private com munity by the
like better.
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
For more information, contact Moss Creek Plantation, P.O. Box 1697,
Hilton Head Island, S.C. 29928. Telephone (803) 785-4488 or (803) 785-6181.
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Forth coming ..
Parson Weims'

FRANCIS MARION
reprinted for the Bicenntennial,
the famous biography of the
Swamp Fox.

General Horry' s biography
(rewritten by the pious parson),
makes very good reading for the
twentieth century history buff

The
Tradd Street
Press
38 Tradd Street
Charleston ,
South Carolina

l
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sound a little priggish.
0. Doyle Martin
Greenville

Reference your "Endpiece" in April/
May Sand/apper. Bravo! I wish you
What ideas, opinions and com- success and satisfaction.
ments do you have about this issue
of your magazine? We're anxious to Thomas A Gandy, Jr.
hear what you think, so this col- Society Hill
umn is all yours-please drop us a
line.
..__
_. Wanted to comment on your backpage
"Endpiece" of some pet gripes of yours.
Well, my pet gripe is captions or lack of
them. How in the devil can I tell who,
"Endpiece": Pro and Con
what or where those beautiful Victorian
mansions are ...
Re: April/May 1976 "Endpiece."
You want to know something which John Friskillo
bugs a subscriber? An editor of a "down Jackson, Miss.
home" kind of periodical who manifests
the impatience of the sort expressed in
your "Endpiece." So what if the wrong Dr. Ricketson and I have received the
editor is addressed, or something is April/May Sand/apper which carries our
mailed to circulation instead of editorial? article "Mr. Paine and Mr. Laurens." We
The fellow who doesn't read the are very pleased with the handling of the
masthead will not catch your comments material. The eighteenth-century style
either. A nice note of instruction would print used for the title provides a nice
(Please tum to page 12)
have sufficed. As it came off, it made you

________________

"Thunder Road" is the newest addition
to the adventures of Carowinds. A twin
racing coaster, and one of the highest and
fastest in the world. Come take it if you
can. Carowinds. 1-77, south of Charlotte.

Visitors to Carowinds can camp at Frog
Creek, right next door to the park. Completely equipped hook-ups with a swimming pool. playground, and miniature
golf. Carowinds. 1-77, south of Charlotte.

Big name live entertainment, like Neil
Sedaka and Linda Ronstadt, is a big part
of the Carowinds entertainment season.
Catch a star at the 7500-seat Paladium
Theatre. It's all part of a day at Carowinds.
Carowinds. 1-77, south of Charlotte.

Please write for our accommodations
brochure: Carowinds, P.O. Box 15514,
Charlotte, N.C. 28210.

Please write for our accommodations
brochure: Carowinds, P.O. Box 15514,
Charlotte, N .C. 28210.

Please write for our accommodations
brochure: Carowinds, P.O. Box 15514,
Charlotte, N.C. 28210 .
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tis especially appropriate that Darby
Erd be making his appearance in
Sandlapper this month-his birthday is July 5 . The son of an Army father,
Darby began traveling the world ,
"shortly thereafter," he says. His first
formal art training was a class in Taiwan,
studying Chinese brush painting at home
with some friends and housewives. The
attention to detail and the fine line of the
technique, he says, carried over into his
highly-detailed etchings and finally, in his
military work.
" I have always been interested in
military uniforms and activities,'' he says.
" Having been an Army brat had a great
influence on this, I'm sure."
Darby's family finally alighted in Columbia, where he continued high school
and then entered the University of South
Carolina to major in art with a concentration on printmaking under artist Boyd
Saunders.
During the construction of Riverbanks
Zoo, Darby worked on detailed bird
identification plaques. He is quick to
point out that " many people may not
realize that all the art work at the zoo is
original art done by local artists.''
These days Darby is on the staff of the
USC Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology, doing cartography and scientific illustration.
He is also engaged in a project for the
Company of Military Historians, producing a portfolio of Revolutionary War uniforms of South Carolina for the Company's collection. Working with wellknown specialist Capt. FitzHugh McMaster, they are attempting a truly definitve
study of period military uniforms and accutrements.
Darby and his wife, Pelham Lyles
Erd-who did our fiction illustration in
February-live in the quiet surroundings
of their little farmhouse outside
Winnsboro.

claimed the lives of three elderly sisters
on their way to a fabric sale. The incident
imbedded itself in a tiny corner of the
writer's mind, eventually becoming the
basis for "The Celebration."
"I think," says Ms. Smith, "that for the
Bicentennial to have any validity we
must examine our past to find out its
meaning and relevance."
Lee has had three novels published by
Harper and Row: The Last Day the Dogbushes Bloomed, Somethin 's in the
Wind and Fancy Strut. She has just completed her fourth , Children of Cronus.
The Grundy, Va. native attended Hollins

College, to which she returned recently
for a temporary stint as writer-inresidence. Aside from her journalistic
pursuits, she has always been interested
in writing fiction. Her work has appeared
in Carolina Quarterly, Virginia Quarterly,
"in fact, mostly literary magazines," she
says.
She and her husband, poet Jim Seay,
have two children and an old Irish setter.
When not engaged in forming plot lines
and characterizations, Lee teaches out in
the country at the Carolina Friends'
School, located somewhere between
Durham and Chapel Hill.

Smith

W

hen Lee Smith worked for the Tuscaloosa News, one of her duties was
to assemble a column of news notes
from around south Alabama. Her correspondent in the hamlet of Opp would
send her items, headed by an appropriate Bible verse, relating the news
and public occurrences in that area. One
day, the correspondent included a small
notice of an automobile accident which
July 1976
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OurFoun .

Fathers

Fo~htBattlesAn.dRidirule

IDPutTheir Ideas0n~.
1776 was a banner year for flag wavers. Tories waved the British Union Jack in
loyalty to King George.And v\lhigs rallied arormd the stars and bars in support
of the great American dream: freedom Here, a bitter difference of allegiance
led to open revolt, slanderous ridirule and the Declaration of Independence.
A paper so powerful it has put tyranny to the SvVord for two hrmdred years.
The colonists' spirit of overcoming adversity to express their ideals and
achieve their ambitions hasn't perished. It can, in fact, be seen in our company's operations just as it could be seen in the actions of our formding father,
J\fajor James Llde Coker.
In 1890, he and his eldest son set out to find a method of transfonning
southern pine into pulp to sell to northern paper mills. A search his friends
deemed ludicrous at best But he and his son perfected their process only to
find that shipping their pulp north would be rmprofitahle.
Undarmted, the J\fajor scraped together what cash he had, borrowed the
rest and started his own paper company. In time, he connnitted a revolutionary
idea to paper. It was a design for a paper cone to be used by the textile industry
for winding yam.
That was 77 years ago. Today that same company has grown from a small
building in Hartsville, S.C., to 39 plants in the U.S., with subsidiaries and affiliates arormd the world. And now produces thousands of products
from paper, including composite cans for motor oil, fibre forms
for ronstruction, cores for everything from household wrap; to
newsprint rolls. And we're one of the leaders in the use
of recycled paper.
"
So in celebrating our cormtry's Bicentennial,
~
we'll follow in the footstep; of our formding fathers
andcontinuetoputourbestideason paper. SONOCO PRODUCTS COMPANY

•,jj)

Hartsville, SC 29550
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Let us 'rap'
paper with you.

from behind : ;
the palmet~

50 years of
experience and
seven service
locations give

Welcome to our Bicentennial issue - the Republic's Bicentennial, not
Sandlapper's. We'll put our little tour guide's cap on and lead you around. And
remember - no bubble gum on the marble floors and don't stash your
spearmint behind the statue's ear.
Now, here we have a fine example of a "South Carolina Heritage" showing
life behind the banners, so to speak. Dr. Francis Lord has provided the reader
with a fine view of the day-to-day grim life of the soldiers of four nations
involved in the struggle on the North American continent. He is superbly
assisted by artist Darby Erd. Note the look of resignation about the face of the
German soldier: While he was rented by the English, his duke got the silver, not
he. Note on the British soldier that hard gleam of readiness. A brawler or
common thief, perhaps, before he put on the uniform, but now he is one of the
finest infantrymen in the world. You may want to linger over this exhibit.
This fine piece of craftsmanship was executed by Robert D. Bass. It is an
interview with Francis Marion, catching the Swamp Fox at a time just as his
campaigns were beginning to arouse notice from the general public. If you look
closely you will see that resolute calm indicative of the little Huguenot as he
carefully plans his strategy. Marion is caught at a specific moment in time rather like a scarab imbedded in amber.
Those muted strings from the quartet here tell us of an adagio, a pavane for
three sisters who have locked themselves away from the present. This delicate
rendering by a North Carolina woman, Lee Smith, captures, we think, a mood,
an essence, a microcosm, while begging us gently to pause and reflect.
For those of you who wish something a little lighter, our cooking exhibition
here speculates upon a 178.0 feast. Our home economist Sarah Danner has
spent long hours over the wood burning stove to bring you a faithful re-creation
of a Colonial-era banquet.
There are more exhibits left. This state's most distinguished journal pays
tribute to the first South Carolina magazine, as well as the structures where
once lived and breathed the men and women who helped spawn this nation.
We break off the guided tour now, to let you roam these rooms at your leisure.
The likes of this gallery-in-print will not be seen again for a very long time. We
hope you enjoy your visit, and will come again often.

Cover: Benjamin Franklin thought
the turkey should be our national
symbol. Congress thought otherwise and, considering the connotation the word " turkey" carries
these days, it's a good thing Congress won out. Now the great bird
is dying out, a victim of accumulated poisons. Yet some Southern
bald eagles still nest in tall eyries
down in the Low Country.
Herewith, one of our mighty
eagles. Photo by Art Carter.
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you paper
professionalism
to meet all your
industrial and
fine printing
paper needs.
When we supply
your paper, you
get our primary
product - service!
Call the
'rapping'
counselors at:

p
HENLEY PAPER
COMPANY
GREENVILLE, S. C.

803/268· 7750
Asheville/Charlotte
Gastonia/Greensboro
Hickory/High Point, N. C.
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A
New Oceanfront
Resort Is Born!
A new nation was born in 1776 and 200 years later, a new Howard Johnson Hotel
has arisen on the beautiful shores of the Atlantic on the Grand Strand!

IT'S AN OCEAN RESORT!

1
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And new ideas have been born . . . The Crazy Horse Saloon featuring such names
as Chubby Checker, Dion, Brooklyn Bridge, The Four Lads ...
The Quadrophonic sounds of the Boat 'N Bottle Bar ... 250-plus oceanfront rooms
and much more!

Howard Johnson Ocean Resort
For Reservations

1-800-654-2000 -Toll Free
Shore Drive - Myrtle Beach

WOWARD

Jownson'S
OC EAN RE SO RT
Call : (803) 449-6 164
for reservations

At home and on the go with sandlapper.
dining out

I leaves from the
fa mil)? tree

The Bucksport Marina
Restaurant

The lntracoastal Waterway joins
the Waccamaw River at Bucksport.
Passengers, arriving in sleek yachts,
are a few paces from the Bucksport
Marina Restaurant. Part of the building reaches over water, and its windows give a 180-degree view of "the
most beautiful section of the Waterway." The restaurant's interior is
bright with red decor, softened by
dark paneled walls. At dusk candles
are lit to enhance the glow of the electric lamps, mounted on cartwheel
chandeliers.
The restaurant was formerly called
The Farm Bell, and specialized in
charcoal-broiled steaks. Five years
ago John Branton bought it, remodeled it and changed the name. He
added seafood, country ham and
chicken to the menu. The old farm
bell is still near the entrance.
Branton has had years of experience operating Brant's, a popular
burger drive-in at Myrtle Beach.
When he became owner of the
Bucksport Marina Restaurant, he kept
its skilled cooks and waiters.
For about six weeks in the fall pleasure boats from eastern United States
seaports dock at the marina. The
travelers appreciate not having to hire
a taxi to the nearest town for a good
meal. After wintering in Florida they
(Please turn to page 10)
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and lilies

More Genealogical Titles

Salient Deletions

We continue to receive many more
genealogical books and want to pass
the word on to you. We think they'll
be very helpful to you in researching
your family past.

Boy, do I admire guts.
The reason I say that is that recently
came in contact with a small
brochure called "Historic South Carolina -A Literary Tour of the State,'' a
reading list of books either about/ or
by South Carolinians.
The brochure is published in celebration of the American Bicentennial
to help acquaint South Carolinians
with the state's history and contains
the information that most of these
books are available at libraries in the
state. Okey-dokey, that's great.
The graphic design will never take
any awards but it is sort of a Bicentennialish red, white and blue.
Now let it be understood that it's
great that such a book list has been
published and both the South
Carolina State Library and the S. C.
American Revolution Bicentennial
Commission are to be commended
for their good intentions. But the road
to hades is paved with good intentions. While it's good that somebody
put out such a list, I would have to
sound a very faint fanfare for whoever
was in charge of the comprehensive
department.
Let it also be said that I suppose if
they had undertaken to print a complete and comprehensive listing of all
books ever published about and/ or
by South Carolinians it would have

Easterby, J.H.
Guides to the Study and Reading
of South Carolina History with a
Supplement: A Selected List of
Books and Reprints of Books on
South Carolina History published
since 1950, by Noel Polk.
Originally published Columbia, S. C.
1950. Reprinted Spartanburg, S. C.
(1975). 333 pp. indexed.
$15.00.
The one and only South Carolina
genealogist's handbook. A must for
all serious scholars of genealogy and
history as well. Sources are covered
under the following headings: (I) Libraries and other Depositories; (II)
Bibliographical Aids; (Ill) Periodicals
and Serial Publications; (IV) Public
Records; (V) Private Sources; (IV)
Secondary Works. An interesting
feature of this book is the inclusion of
a list of genealogies on individual
families. The following are some of
the less commonly encountered
surnames on which titles are listed:
Armory, Ballentine, Bolan, Brewton,
Brisbane, Gee, Giroud, Gist, Hext,
(Please tum to page 10)

(Please turn to page 10)
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Dining (Continued from page 9)
return, eagerly anticipating another
dinner at Bucksport.
With the exception of Christmas
Eve and Christmas Day, the restaurant is open from 4 to 10 p. m. daily.
The wine list is complete, and various mixed drinks are served.
Seafood platters cost around $5, a
child's plate is $3. Shad, that delicacy
of coastal waters, and its roe are
served in season. Couples often order
sirloin for two, $13. 95. Single steaks
cost less.
While the cooks work their magic in
the kitchen, dinner customers help
themselves at the salad bar. One can
choose a variety of salads, pickles,
cheese, peppers and lettuce, and the
selection may be topped with a favorite dressing. The light eater may prefer
a cup of she-crab soup or clam chowder, costing under a dollar.
Soft music envelops the dining
room, and a dance area overlooks the
Waccamaw. One hundred thirty four
guests can be seated in the main and
private dining rooms.
In summer the Island Queen, a
cruise boat from Wacca-Wache
Marina at Murrell' s Inlet, frequently
goes upstream with tourists who
enjoy combining a river trip with a
good dinner at the Bucksport Marina
Restaurant.
Not all customers take the water
route. Bucksport may be reached by
turning off U. S. Highway 701 between Conway and Georgetown.
The restaurant guests often stroll
the dock and admire the boats, water
plants, and view.
The satisfaction of a delicious meal,
expertly served, a restful view and a
background of interesting history, are
the elements that make The
Bucksport Marina Restaurant a favorite of gourmands who come by car,
yacht or sailboat.

Annette Reesor is a free-lance writer
from Conway.

Leaves

(Continued from page 9)

Harleston, Hyrne, LeJau, McCann,
Mell, Miot, Mood, Pendarvis, Quattlebaum, Rumph, Snipes, Thurston,
Timrod, Turquand, Winn, Wragg.
There are indexes for authors and
subjects. Much more. Buy this
volume before anyone learns you
10

didn't already own it. An absolute
necessity. This book may be ordered
from The Reprint Co.
Simons, Robert Benjamin
Thomas Grange Simons, 111, His
Forebears
and
Relations.
Charleston, S. C.: 1954. 211 pp.
Indexed. Illustrated.

$7.50.

This is a worthy secondary source,
and more than just another family
history. Drawn from 34 private collections, this source includes family
histories on Aiken, Bentham, Cordes,
Hume, Lucas, Martin, Mayrant,
Richardson,
Mazyck,
Noble,
Villepontoux, Moore and others.
Especially convenient is a list of
Colonial Dames Ancestors, including
the families de Chastaigner, de
Malacre, de St. Julien, Hume,
Keating, Le-Noble, Mayrant, Mazyck,
Peyre, Richardson, Simons and
Bentham.
A special feature of this writing is
"Rules for Principals and Seconds in
Duelling'' from the Code of Honor by
Gov. John Lyde Wilson.
Order this book from The South
Carolina Historical Society, The Fireproof Building, Charleston, S. C.
29401.
It's indeed gratifying to note the
continuing interest in genealogical
matters. We can only hope that such
concern for our roots, our heritage,
will transcend the current Bicentennial mania.
George Franklin Stout is a genealogist
from Beaufort.

Peacocks

(Continued from page 9)

been a real fool's mission. There is no
way. it could be done. Somebody is
bound to be left out.
It reminds me of a story told to me
one time by the director of the Department of History and Archives of
the state in which I was living. Apparently, one of the senators or representatives on the Budget Committee got
a bee in his bonnet that the Department of History and Archives should
publish some sort of literary map of
the state. The director of the Department tried to tell the legislator that it
was an almost impossible task, that

there was no way it could be done
without leaving off someone and
there would surely be many protests if
they did it. But the legislator was
adamant about the subject and finally
because the Department Director was
caught in that old vice of "the legislature giveth and the legislature taketh
away'' and in order to stay in the legislator's good graces agreed that they
would compile and publish such a
literary map. They did and received
hundreds of letters from disgruntled
people who weren't included.
Most of the letters ran: "I have
just seen your so-called literary map
and am deeply distressed. In 1837 my
grandfather Cletis Turnbuckle
Smudgefield wrote the definitive history of Turnbuckle County which has
become a classic in this state." Or
"What are we paying you dumbbells
at the Department of Archives and
History for? Why wasn't Great-Aunt
Lydumah Rutebager listed on your
literary map? Aunt Lydumah wrote
some of the most touching poetry and
verse you have ever seen from the
time she was a young girl until she was
well into her 80s. Why, for years and
years one of her poems was printed in
the Cantievi//e Blade and Bugle every
single week and then later the family
had them collected and printed. You
people ought to be ashamed of yourselves."
And so forth and so on. The poor
harassed department head just bundled up the letters and sent them
along to the legislator who had instigated the mess in the first place along
with a brief note saying in effect "I told
you so." Naturally, the next year her
budget was cut but then that's the way
it goes.
So let it be said that if the two organizations responsible for coming
out with such a list had undertaken to
publish a completely comprehensive
list it would have been a fool's mission
in the first place and if by some grace
of God and good fortune they had
been able to bring it off then the
brochure would probably have been,
if not bigger than a breadbox, at least
as thick as a slice of bread. Apparently
the brochure was undertaken as a
selection of books about and/ or by
the South Carolinians people might
possibly want to read during the
Bicentennial. Well, if that is what they
did, why the devil didn't they say so in
(Please turn to page 81)
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Elliott White Springs was never a summer resort.
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(Continued from page 4)

touch indeed. Thanks again for providing us with an outlet for our article.
Jerome D. Wilson
Lander College
Greenwood
I want to compliment you on the excellent reproductions of photographs and
the accurate text of "Mr. Paine and Mr.
Laurens" in your April/May issue. I am
sure it is a small matter to Jerome Wilson
but just to set the record straight, his
name, instead of mine, should have
been listed first as principal author; the
article was his idea and he did most of the
work on it.
William Ricketson
Lander College
Greenwood
In the March issue " Marshlands" by
Charles Stockwell and " Liberty is a
Woman" were very interesting and your
ApriVMay issue abounds with the best
specialities.
Nancy Klotz
Greenwood
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by Kip Blevin
etween 12 and 1 on the morning of
June 4, 1778, Capt. Thomas Bartholomew Bowen of the 9th Pennsylvania Regiment, along with two
lieutenants of the 2nd Pennsylvania, entered the encampment of the 3rd
Pennsylvania "in a riotous and mutinous
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manner .. , with drawn sword."
Eleven days later, according to the
writings of George Washington, at their
Valley Forge general court-martial, the
men were unanimously found not guilty
of the charges and acquitted "with
honor."
13

Whatever this episode may have
been, we have no further details. But we
do know that 19 years later, Bowen, by
then a 55-year-old retired major, in collaboration with William Primrose Harrison, started a literary magazine in
Charleston called the South-Carolina
Weekly Museum. This was not only the
first magazine in South Carolina, but the
first and only one printed this side of
Baltimore in the eighteenth century.
Publication began officially on Jan.
14, 1797. It was an eclectic miscellany in
which the usual Oriental tales, fragments, book reviews, verses and essays
vied with the state papers of the home
and foreign governments; and editor
Bowen was credited "with a fine literary
taste."
Noted historian Frank Luther Mott
called the establishment of this Southern
pioneer organ all the more remarkable
since Richmond, with a population of
less than 15,000, was still larger than
Charleston but unable to get a successful
magazine started until several years later.
Both cities were the only literary centers
in the South at that time.
Bowen took over complete control
Jan. 1, 1 798. While the Museum has
established its name in journalistic history, its principal founder has emerged as
· somewhat of a mysterious character. Little mention of his colorful but inauspicious life can be found in the Charleston
County Library. His military and
Masonic records are available, but very
little of it describes this man who took
care of orphans while in a frequently impecunious condition ("embarrassed circumstances," as his obituary put it).
The Masonic Register of 1802, which
Bowen printed, identifies him as a " native of Ireland" and 60 years old. This
and the date of his death (then age 63)
both place the year of his birth in 1742.
Nothing as yet can be found of his family
background and early years. An 1882
source says Bowen had been a lieutenant in the British Navy. However, he apparently migrated to Pennsylvania because the very first record of him in
America was his commission on April 6,
1776, at age 34, as a first lieutenant in the
Pennsylvania Rifle Regiment and
Pennsylvania Battalion of Musketry.
Through the winter of 1776-1777
Washington's forces were plagued by
desertions from the ranks, and a number
of men in Bowen's (now a captain) company, among others, were tried and convicted by court martial. As noted, Bowen
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himself seems to have gotten into a different sort of difficulty. After being exonerated, he was transferred and subsequently became regimental paymaster, receiving his discharge Jan. 1, 1783.
Some time during 1 784 he went to
Charleston, as the city directory for that
year lists " Harrison and Bowen" as
printers at 4 Queen Street. He eventually
became a high official in the Charleston
Lodge of Ancient York Masons. There is
no evidence Bowen ever married. The
1 790 census reports him living in the
Charleston district in a dwelling with "4
free white males over 16, 2 free white
males under 16, 2 slaves." He shared the
fate of most printers in the eighteenth
and early nineteenth century, who were
more frequently paid in produce than in
cash, and who had a difficult time making ends meet. He at times printed under
his own imprint, at other times in
partnership and at various places in the
older part of Charleston.
From 1 784 to 1 793 he printed the
Columbian Herald or Patriotic Courier of
North America though the name of this
newspaper changed seven times during
that period. It is said he later published
the South Carolina Weekly Messenger,
but no record has been found of surviving copies. But it wasn't until 1797 that
Bowen applied his "fine literary taste" to
start a weekly magazine for a few shillings
per issue, entitled The South -Carolina
Weekly Museum and Complete Magazine of Entertainment and Intelligence. It
was a pretentious title characteristic of
the times.
The complete file ran to three semiannual volumes and consisted of 52
numbers, or issues, Jan. 7 to Dec. 30,
1797. Bowen continued the publication
by himself after the partnership dissolved, Jan. 1, 1798 through July 7,
1 798. Each issue contained 30 pages,
published in printed wrappers with a
medallion
portrait of George
Washington on the front cover. The first
issue, dated Jan. 1, did not appear until
Jan. 7. Each page of the magazine had
the first word on the next page in the
bottom right hand margin. This was
probably done for the convenience of
the printer.
What were some of the ideas circulatting then that proved common fare for a
" literary" publication in the 1 790s?
Some insight can be gleaned from a
couple of letters to the editor in response
to Bowen' s first issue . Pomposity
seemed the order of the day, as well as
anonymity. One lengthy letter from " a

subscriber" began, "Gentlemen, It is
with pleasure I see a Weekly Magazine
published in this state." This was followed by this backhanded compliment:
"Your talk, though pleasing, is arduous.
To cook a dish to suit all palates will be a
vain attempt. . . . Your first number offers fair for approbation."
He went on to include examples of
how the magazine should be run and his
very own poem. He extolled the virtues
of the magazines over newspapers,
especially because newspapers are so
ephemeral and difficult to preserve.
Another, signing his name, " Roman
Nose," took serious issue with an earlier
article concerning the important subject
about the shapes of people's noses.
"Causes of Female Celibacy" was a
wonderful story for those men of the
eighteenth century who may have still
harbored some doubts. It was accompanied by its sequel, "A Vindication of
Old Maids," by Clara Reeve. Mistress
Reeve was evidently quite serious about
"the number of women who are turned
loose upon the world, over-educated,
without means to support themselves,
and disqualified to earn their living. " She
lamented that the men had " usurped
two-thirds of those trades that used to
belong to women.'' Deploring the ''false
sentiments, false refinements and false
systems, of modem times, [that have]
counteracted the laws of nature and
reason, and condemned a great number
of women to a life of perpetual celibacy,"
Ms. Reeve expressed regret that money
was everything, that the "ugly, the deformed , the foolish, the distempered"
with wealth are preferred over those who
are "lovely, amiable, accomplished,"
but poor. The chauvinists had their say in
the July 29, 1797 issue, under " Rules
and Maxims for Promoting Matrimonial
Happiness," e.g., " Read frequently ,
with due attention, the matrimonial service, and take care, in doing so, not to
overlook the word, Obey."
A further example of the adage, "The
more things change, the more they stay
the same,' ' as well as a manifestation of
the editor's priorities comes from this review in the March 10, 1 798 issue: Bowen
writes, "Mr. Moore has lately given to the
public an elaborate work, which treats of
the three most important topics which a
writer of the present day can discussSuicide, Dueling and Gaming. " Gaming
is the euphemism for gambling.
In the March 17, 1798 issue, we have
this rather curious, if not startling, article,
called, "Bleeding and Evacuation, two
Sand/apper

remedies for Love." There were a variety of advertisements on the back cover
and inside front cover of each number.
Everything was peddled in that ornate,
romantic vernacular of the times. Exaggeration and overstatement were typical.
There's an ad announcing the impending sale of Negroes, an upcoming play at
the Charleston City Theatre, one ad
charging you to see a bug, the Diamond
Beetle, "one of the greatest natural
curiosities ever seen in the United
States," and another ad to announce the
latest shipload of Madeira wine had arrived. And there was this modest ad from
a "native of Virginia" describing how he
had discovered a way to prevent worms
from boring into ships. Having stated his
proposal he surmised that "the discovery
is so noble and so interesting to the
whole universe at large, that I am convinced the world will not forget the author. You, therefore, will oblige him, if
you will find a place for this in the cover
of your Museum .''
Other articles include an "exclusive"
in the form of a conspiracy revealed by
the Spanish in Florida, recent ship arrivals, many examples of piracy and a lurid
expose of a scorpion that commits
suicide. A French privateer with about45
men and two carriage guns took over
and burned one ship after dropping the
crew off on Folly Island. Public and legal
notices were also common. One was the
offer of a contract by the agent of the War
Department of South Carolina "for supplying the Troops of the United States
with rations, etc. " This was for the garrisons in Charleston and Georgetown and
included, besides bread, beef, pork, salt,
vinegar, soap and candles, was a " half
gill of rum, brandy and whisky."
There was one story in the first issue of
the Museum which may shed some light
on the lifestyle of many of the early
South Carolinians. This was a recounting
of legislative acts recently passed by the
state at its last session. There was one
which would run counter to the
present-day psychology behind the Russian wheat deal. It was an act forbidding
the exportation of bread and flour.
Another had all the earmarks of a
welfare program. It "authorize(d) the
commissioners of the poor to assess and
collect taxes to discharge demands due
for the support of the poor." There was
an act to prohibit the importation of
slaves until the first of January, 1799.
Another act was passed to " prevent
debtors from purchasing repeatedly their
own property at sheriffs sales, to the
July 1976
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LIMITED EDITION
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Designed especially for this area by internationally famed artist, Harry K. Lange , (art
director of the film , "2001 , a Space Odyssey" ), the plate features the state seals,
flowers and capital buildings of both North and South Carolina, as well as excerpts
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"It's unreal! It's just
unreal!"
Myrtle Beach

"The most elegant
project north of Ft.
Lauderdale."
Troy

" If Maisons was in
Greensboro, we'd sell
our house and move right
in. \\e drive 200 miles
every weekend just to
be there and every mile
is worth it!"
Greensboro

"The architect must
have been a genius!"
Durham
"From every one of our
rooms, you can see the tennis courts, the pool, the
beach and the ocean.,,
Toronto

The most talked about new building in the history of the Grand
Strand offers the most talked about
new lifestyle between
Cape Cod and Key
West. Let your imagination run wild,

The Hurricane Lamp.
Simple. Elegant. Solid brass and
the look of gleaming crystal.
The Hurricane Lamp is perfect used alone
for intimate candle light dinners or in
bunches for patio entertaining.

Just $10.00
(Compare at $14.00)
1000 Things To Make
Somebody Happy ...
810 Dutch Square Blvd. in Dutch Center
COLUMB IA, S. C.

798-3480
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delay of the creditors; an act to authorize
the city council of Charleston to increase
the tax on licenses for retailing spirituous
liquors; an act to "remove magistrates
from their office for malpractices therein''; another to prevent shopkeepers and
others from buying from free Negroes
after 7 p. m. ; and an act to raise supplies
for the year 1 796.
There were frequent misspellings and
typographical errors in the magazine. In
one bookstore ad listing school books
and 20,000 quills and an assortment of
stationery "for the educated," both
school and stationery were spelled
wrong. Bowen seemed to share the
same complaints many modern editors
endure. The bottom of the last page in
each issue was his place for dealing with
free-lance writers or "correspondents,"
as he called them.
Under a separate heading for
"Acknowledgements," Bowen displayed a flair for diplomacy when he
noted plaintively, "C's poetry although it
has many beauties, is not sufficiently correct for the press." After this his "rejects"
get progressively more stern. "A.Z.'s
piece might possibly raise a blush on the
cheek of beauty." And "Xis inadmissible
on account of personality." ln another
issue we find what appears to be an admonishment to some neglectful writer:
"The author of 'Montauban Castle' has
disappointed us, this week, in not transmitting the continuation of his romance.
We shall not, however, in this number,
express an indignation; as we hope accident alone caused the neglect."
The Museum died officially July 7,
1 798 and seven years later, on a Thursday, July 12, 1805, so did Bow<=m, The
Charleston City Gazette of July i6 carried his obituary listing his attributes, including his willingness to provide for orphans and being "of a warm and benevolent heart, he would forget his own
distresses when those of others were presented to his view .... " It is significant to
note that Bishop Nathaniel Bowen (also
a native of Ireland) was chaplain of the
Orphans House at Charleston in 1800;
that Thomas Bartholomew died at the
estate of Maj. Charles Lining and was
buried in the family burial ground; that
Maj . Lining's son was to marry the
daughter of Bishop Bowen, all of which
suggests the probability that T. B. was
related to the famous Nathaniel Bowen
family.
But what of the contribution of his enterprise and why was it so short-lived?
Throughout the first 60 years of the
Sandlapper

nineteenth century one of Charleston's
chief claims to literary recognition lay in
the publication of periodicals. One of the
most indicative facts brought to light by a
study of this period is not so much the
number of periodicals begun as the
promptness with which they passed out
of existence. It has been aptly said, as
William Stanley Hoole noted in a study
of the phenomenon, that Charleston was
" a graveyard for magazines. " Indeed,
several magazines begun in other towns
were brought to Charleston to die. The
average life of the 30 literary magazines
whose dates are ascertainable was only
25 months, or slightly more than two
years.
Besides having a small literate population, some other reasons for failure of the
magazines at this time included the fact
that Charleston was, especially during
the first quarter of the nineteenth century, an isolated city, decidedly cut off
from the great centers of population.
Also, a lack of finances caused by the
non-payment of subscriptions made it
necessary to bring many of the periodicals to a close. There seems to have been
a decided aversion on the part of the
otherwise chivalric gentleman of the Old
South to paying his debts.
One thing at least should elicit nearly
everyone's empathy, especially among
magazine editors and others who have
had to depend on the tempered enthusiasm of employes to labor despite
the lure of the holiday spirit (or spirits).
Bowen and company shared a common
kinship with businessmen everywhere
when he complained about his first issue
being a week late. On the last page of
that first effort was an apology which
attributed the delay to " the festive season." It read: "The Editors are unhappy
in being impelled to the necessity of
apologizing to their numerous subscribers, for unavoidable delay in publishing
their first number. This festive season
having been celebrated, by some of
[ our] hands, in a more liberal manner
than usual, has occasioned the postponement. To make up the deficiency,
(we) have added a supplement, and will,
at the end of six months, present the
public with an additional number. The
Museum will, in future , be published
every Saturday, and delivered at the residence of the subscribers. "

Kip Blevin is a free-Janee writer from
Columbia .
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GIVE OUR
BEST
TO YOUR DRINKS

If you can afford to spend a little more to
get the best liquor, then you can 't afford
to mix with anything less than the best
mixers. The quality mixers. The mixers
from Canada Dry. Give our best to your
drinks.

CAROLINA CANADA DRY
BOTTLING COMPANY, INC.
Columbia, South Carolina
788-5310
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America's first industry:
now more important than ever.
Over the years, industries have
come and gone. But the first
industry in America-the first
enterprise that produced
finished products from
raw materials-is still
vital and dynamic.
In fact, it's more
important today
than ever before.
When early English
settlers landed at Jamestown, Virginia, they were
\} ;
awed by the immensity
of the forest. But the leader of "1./
the group, Captain John Smith,
quickly recognized its commercial
possibilities. He conveyed his ideas to
London, and several months later Dutch
and Polish millwrights arrived in the New
World. Under the direction of Captain Smith,
they constructed a sawmill near Jamestown,
and America's first industry was born. The
year was 1607.

The Value of Lumber
Soon, America's vast virgin forest was supplying
products for many industries. The forest also
provided building materials for homes, shops,
and churches.
Because of the heavy demands on the forests
and inaccessibility of the enormous wood supply
in the interior, the early colonists actually
worried about a wood shortage. As early as 1798,
newspapers and magazines were urging conservation measures to preserve and improve the
forest. It's interesting that the methods advocated at that time are common in modern silviculture (forest management). Editorials urged
the thinning of diseased and stunted trees. The
harvesting of old trees to promote growth of
younger, faster-growing trees. And the thoughtful regulation of fires which settlers often used
to clear land for crops.
But conservation was difficult because wood
was vital for the colonists. They used it to build
buggies, buildings, ships, butter churns, walkways, furniture-almost everything.
The colonists and early Americans found
other interesting uses for trees. A famous colonial
charter was hidden in the base of a tree to keep
it from the British. On a tree in northeastern
Tennessee, these words were carved: "D. Boon

cilled A BAR On Tree in
THE YEar 1760." "D. Boon" was,
of course, Daniel Boone. George
Washington assumed command of the
ragtag colonial army beneath another
famous tree, the "Washington Elm," in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

The Future of the Forest
These are just a few examples of the role played
by the forest in early America. It was important
then. It's important now. And it will be even
more important in years to come. Because wood
is a renewable resource. And, while other
natural resources are dwindling, the forest can
go on forever.
Georgia-Pacific is helping protect this natural
resource by managing its forests scientifically.
In addition, the Company is planting millions of
trees each year. And, each year, more of the
newly planted trees are "supertrees" which are
bred from superior stock. The "supertrees"
grow faster, are healthier, and have more usable
wood fiber than ordinary trees.
However, a wood shortage in the U.S. is
possible in the near future because vast tracts
of forestland, most of it government-owned, are
not being managed to best advantage. That is
why it is so important that G-P, as a private
timberland owner, is heeding the words of the
conservationists of 1798. Because, as much as
Americans relied on the forest products industry
in the past, they'll rely on it even more in
the years to come.

Georgia·Pacific
The Growth Company

sandslapper experiment
say, forget it," Alec Hamilton
said. "The president's wife is a
natural First Lady and you'll just
mess up this indestructible Constitution if
you make first lady an elected office."
Tom Jefferson extracted a pinch of
snuff from a silver box, sniffed a bit up
one nostril and the remainder up the
other, sneezed lightly into a lace-edged
handkerchief and said mildly, " No,
Alec."
Hamilton's face turned pink
"Aye, Tom, and there you go again.
Every time I say something you argue. "
" I'm not arguing about Mistress
Washington. Of course I don't call her
'Lady Washington' as the rest of you do,
because such titles are outmoded remnants of the yoke of King George. But
zounds and egad, we all know that Mistress Washington-or as our more
Southern friends would say, ' Miss
Martha' -is a lady true enough, and
that's my point. "
Hamilton struggled for control and
managed to keep his voice even.
"Agreed," he said. "Lady Washington is a lady true and when the inevitable
happens and the General is elected president and is known e' ermore as The
Father of His Country then, say I, we
should honor his wife as first lady."
It was Tom's turn to redden.
"I assure you of this: When I become
president after Jack Adams has a turn,
I'm going to cancel levees and such sundry formalities as remain from royal rule
and along with them abolish those titles
that make me see redcoat every time I
hear 'Lord, Lady or Duke.' "
"Do you mean you' d subject the president's wife to campaigns in the hustings,
to competing in the primaries and
politicking in party conventions just to be
called 'first lady'?"
"Alec, as usual you're missing my
point. And the point is this: We should
elect the best man available as president,
but that doesn't necessarily mean that his
wife would be equally qualified as first
lady.
"Why, it's even possible, Alec," he
went on, ''that the president's wife might
not be busy enough as the nation's main
hostess, or as mother of six children as I

I
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intend mine to be, or in seeing to White
House housekeeping to keep her out of
mischief."
"Mischief? Zounds and egad back at
you, Tom. What kind of mischief could a
First Lady get into?"
"Well, there is always the danger a first
lady might do some thinking and
then-Fates forbid!-she might even reveal her thoughts in the mistaken notion
that she has an official position."
Hamilton thought about that. But not
long.
"Okay, okay," he said. "But I fail to
see what harm Martha Washington or
any other president's wife could get into
by declaring she would rather baste the
pheasant with Madeira. "
Jefferson waggled a no-no finger at his
colleague.
"Oh, it's not pheasant or Madeira I'm
talking about. It's subjects like presidential offspring puffing silly smoke or
whether to amend the Constitution for
the women's libbers. Now that's the kind
of statements that could turn a basted
pheasant into a chicken bog."
"Impossible, Tom!" Hamilton thundered. "You're as far out as science fieti on."
" Of course it's not impossible," Jefferson said easily. "Just picture some future
president's wives and you can grasp
what I mean when I say the first lady title
shouldn't be ex officio for the mistress of
the White House."
Hamilton thought. And thought. Then
he grinned sheepishly.
"For once, Tom, I must agree with
you. And I propose a further step. Let's
make the president's wife ineligible for
the First Lady title. And when the Demos
and the GOP's hold their quadrennial
bashes in Philadelphia or Boston or
wherever, let's have them nominate
candidates for president, vice-president
and-get this, Tom-first lady. How
about that?"
"Done," said Jefferson.
"And done," said Hamilton.
But it wasn't.
David E. Abee/ is a free-lance writer from
Columbia.
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WHEREYOU
BRING
YOUR
CHILDREN
UP IS AN ··". . .
IMPORTANT
PART OF
HOW YOU
BRING
YOUR
CHILDREN UP.

-=:-- rn- Harbison, your children have
an environment perfect
for growing. Greenways, bicycle paths, tot lots and
play areas are already in use. Underpasses keep
children off busy streets. A private lake is under
construction . Lighted tennis courts are open . A
swim ming pool and neighborhood center will be under
construction soon.
Good schools are a special part of the life at Harbison .
Fresh , green, open space guarantees that every day is
a special day at Harbison .
If you 're looking for an environment in which to build
a better life for you and your children, look at Harbison .
Homes are a,vailable from . - - - ~ - - - - - .
$38,000 with 5% down payment.
See Harbison at 1-26 West, ....~~~~-::_,,Piney Grove Exit or call
772-4020 for information.

~ Harbison is a new Community assisted by the
1.:.1
New Community Development Corporation of HUD.
EOUAL HOUSING
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CZhe Signers' ~om

Ann Edwards and
Gus Graydon note
the four South
Carolina signers'
names on the reproduction of The
Declaration of Independence.
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hile nine British ships were raining
shells on an uncompleted Palmetto
log rampart early in the summer of
1776 delegates to the Continental Congress were safely sitting in the State
House in Philadelphia discussing the
question of independence. The date was
June 28, a day of two-fold significance in
American history, for as guns were
booming in far-off Charleston harbor (in
what was to be an unsuccessful attempt
of British forces to take over the largest
seaport in the South) Thomas Jefferson
was presenting the first draft of the Declaration of Independence to Congress.
For several weeks the delegation had
been moving toward severing ties with
Great Britain. It was a painful journey. In
the course they followed they were being
driven not by choice but by the notion
that independence was the only means
of preserving economic and personal
freedom.
Three months before the Battle of Sullivan's Island a new constitution had
been adopted by the South Carolina
legislature; at the time of adoption it was
intended merely as a temporary adminis-
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by Beth Ann Klosky
tration of the public order until the regular royal government should function
constitutionally. Even in the 11th hour
South Carolinians still considered themselves Englishmen.
Nevertheless, they were committing
themselves more and more deeply by
overt acts, and so as spring gave way to
summer the burden of South Carolina's
ultimate decision lay heavily upon the
shoulders of her four young delegates to
the Continental Congress. They were
Edward Rutledge, Arthur Middleton,
Thomas Heyward, Jr. and Thomas
Lynch, Jr., South Carolina's signers of
the Declaraton of Independence.
Are twentieth century South Carolinians too far removed from the period of
the Revolutionary War to relate with the
founding fathers and the agonizing birth
of a new nation? If so, do they appreciate
the real meaning of the Bicentennial to
any lasting degree? These were questions uppermost in the mind of South
Carolina's first lady Ann Edwards one

day in the spring of 1975. She had just
learned that a room in the guest wing of
the Governor's Mansion would need redecorating because of water damage
from a leaky roof.
Replacement of a roof and renovation
of a room seem to have little in common
with South Carolina history. However,
out of the necessary repair work at the
Governor's Mansion grew Ann Edwards'
idea of establishing the Signers' Room in
one of the guest wing bedrooms. In the
near future it will be opened to the public
as Mrs. Edwards' contribution to present
and future generations of South Carolinians.
The First Lady has a deep interest in
living history-history that you can see,
touch and feel, as she explains it. Her
idea of the Signers' Room was inspired
by this interest and the opportunity offered in redecorating the guest room.
When completed the room will be open
to South Carolinians of all ages. "The
Governor's Mansion belongs to the
people," Mrs. Edwards emphasizes.
"They should feel free to visit it and
enjoy it."
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Reconstructing a bit of the past will
help people identify more readily with
history, Mrs. Edwards believes. "An actual glimpse of life as it once existed
brings us into closer contact with those
who made history. We can visualize
them as living persons rather than
shadowy figures relegated to history
books. It is my hope that the Signers'
Room will provide an insight into the
lives .of the four men to whom it pays
tribute. "
The work of setting up the Signers'
Room has involved extensive research
on the lives of the ·signers and their surroundings.as men of wealth and culture.
A search for eighteenth century furniture, mi;lterials and decorations of the
period and,.the col\ecting of documents,
maps and pictures began a year ago.
Mrs. Edwards now is looking for artifacts
and mementoes of the signers which
might be loc;1ned for display or presented
as gifts by the owners. She also is search·· ·
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ing for more furniture to use in the Signers' Room. The search is not confined to
this project, however; it is part of a continuing effort to secure South Carolina
pieces of historic value for the mansion.
The First Lady' s project has been
helped along by the Mansion and Lace
House Commission headed by Jack
Scoville, chairman, and the assistance of
Gus Graydon, a commission member.
"The project could not have been successful without the help of Mr.
Graydon," Mrs. Edwards confides. "He
has given much of his time to the planning and work. "
Progress has been slow, but delivery
of two principal pieces of furniture, twin
four-poster rice beds hand-made by one
of the Southeast's most talented
cabinetmakers, E. H. (Boyd) Smith of
Charleston, speeded up the work in
May. The beautiful mahogany beds, ordered last October, took months to complete because of their delicate carvings
and painstaking hand-finishing. The
waiting period was well worth it to Mrs.
Edwards who points with delight to the
graceful posts carved with sheaves of rice
and acanthus leaves and embellished
with gold inlay in bellflower design. The
reproductions are so faithful that they
appear to be 200-year-old originals.
The beds are awaiting completion of
the coverlets and canopies. These will be
trimmed with embroidery work done by
members of Millwood Chapter, Embroiderers Guild of America, recently organized in Columbia and headed by Mrs.
Alvin Strasburger, president. Mrs. Patton
Adams, chairperson of the 16-member
committee working on this project,
created the embroidery design which
features rice, cotton and indigo, leading
products of early South Carolina agriculture, and yellow jessamine, the state
flower. Mrs. Adams pursued research on
the plants and drew up the designs from
actual pictures.
The beige or champagne-colored fabric for the coverlets and canopies was
selected by Mrs. Robert N. Whitelaw
who chose material typical of the Revoiutionary War period. The overall design also is her work. The coverlets will
have a central design of embroidered
cotton and indigo bordered by embroidered rice sheaves and sprays of jessamine. The state flower will adorn the
side pieces of the spreads and canopies.
Window draperies of a blue material will
be fringed with the rose and blue colors
of an oriental carpet covering the parquet floor. This carpet was the gift of
Southern Bank and Trust Co.

Mrs. Edwards hopes to find a table
suitable to use between the beds and
other appointments appropriate to an
eighteenth century bedroom reflecting
the elegance to which the signers were
accustomed. A number of rare documents have been acquired and framed
for display. Of greatest historical significance is an extremely rare print of the
original Declaration of Independence.
This is one of 200 that were printed on
rice paper from copper plates in 1823.
The necessity of making copies of the
original document was not realized until
4 7 years after the Declaration was drawn
up and signed. The copper plates from
which the prints were struck are preserved in the National Archives. The facsimile seen at the Governor's Mansion is
the same as the one on display at Independence Hall in Philadelphia.
Another rare item in the Signers'
Room collection is an original print of a
1775 Henry Mouzon map of North and
South Carolina. This map was used by
both British and American armies during
the Revolution; it shows the townships as
they existed at that time and lists the
names of plantation owners along the
South Carolina coast.
The collection also features documents bearing the signatures of the signers, displayed with their pictures; a
document bearing the signature of King
George III and a picture of his majesty;
watercolors of the signers' homes which
are the work of Dorothy Yaghjian, wellknown Columbia artist; rare prints of
South Carolina birds painted by Mark
Catesby, an Englishman dispatched by
the Crown to do botanical work and
paintings prior to the Revolution; and a
nine-volume set of books, the first on the
lives of the signers, published in 1820.
These displays shown in conjunction
with the beautifully appointed
eighteenth century bedroom will depict
the signers in a more human light and
perhaps inspire greater public interest in
their lives and accomplishments. Many
South Carolinians probably do not
realize that these four were among the
youngest delegates to the Continental
Congress. All were members of wealthy
Low-Country fam ilies of the South
Carolina ruling class; all were educated
in England; and all four were lawyers.
Edward Rutledge and Arthur Middleton
were brothers-in-law, Edward having
married Arthur's sister Henrietta Middleton.
Edward Rutledge , the son of a
Charleston physician Dr. John Rutledge,
received a classical education and read
Sand/apper

law with his brother John (who represented South Carolina in the Stamp
Act Congress) before going to England
to complete his legal studies. He entered
public life at the age of 24 when he was
chosen a delegate to the first Continental
Congress. His brother John and his
father-in-law Henry Middleton, president of the first Congress, were elected at
the same time. Middleton later declined
re-election and was succeeded in the
second Congress by his son Arthur Middleton. Although re-elected John Rutledge did not continue active in the Congress but returned to South Carolina
where he became President of the Provincial Congress.
John Adams first described Edward
Rutledge as "a young, smart, spirited
body." Later on after a day of quibbling
in Congress Adams wrote: "Young Ned
Rutledge is a perfect Bob-a-Lincoln .. . a
swallow, a sparrow, a peacock ... " Still
later, apparently when his patience was
sorely tried, Adams referred to Edward
as being " tedious upon frivolous points
. . . an ungraceful speaker who ...
shrugs his shoulders . . . nods and wiggles his head and speaks through his
nose ... " However, Dr. Benjamin
Rush's sketch of Rutledge describes Edward as " a sensible young lawyer, of
great volubility in speaking and very useful in the business of Congress."
In the second Congress Edward held
off action through the hot debates on
independence during June, 1776, restrained by the indecision of his constituents at home. On July 2, after the
home parishes voted " yea," he and his
fellow South Carolina delegates at last
took a stand for the Declaration of Independence. In November of that year
Edward went home to take part in the
defense of his new state. He was returned to Congress in 1779, but early in
1 780 when the British began their third
invasion of South Carolina Rutledge was
back taking part in the defense of Charleston until it fell in May. He was captured and held prisoner at St. Augustine
until July, 1781. Edward resumed his
public career in the state legislature, was
twice elected to the state senate and became governor in 1 798.
Arthur Middleton, son of Henry Middleton, was sent away to study in England at age 12 and did not return until
he was 21. After completing his education he spent two years touring Europe.
The year after his marriage to Mary Izard
young Middleton was chosen a member
of the committee to correspond with the
colony's London agent, probably one of
July 1976

the factors in his decision to go back to
England with his wife and a party of relatives and friends . The Middletons
traveled in England and southern
Europe for three years. Part of this time
was spent in Rome where Arthur indulged his interest in the fine arts by
studying music and painting.
The year that Arthur returned from
abroad his father resigned from His
Majesty's council in South Carolina to
lead in resisting the royal government,
although he was not a believer in independence. Young Middleton followed
his father's example in supporting the
American cause, writing political essays
on the questions of the hour and signing
them "Andrew Marvel. " He served in
the House of Assembly, was elected to
the first Provincial Congress and was one
of a committee appointed to prepare a
new South Carolina constitution. When
his father resigned from the Continental
Congress Arthur was elected to succeed
him in the second Congress.
One of his colleagues described Middleton as rather a snob, a trait one might
expect in a man of his inherited wealth
and elegant lifestyle. Rush considered
him a " man of cynical temper, but of
upright intentions toward his country."
According to Rush he spoke often in
Congress "always with asperity on personalities." Arthur was a critical Latin
and Greek scholar; he liked to read
Horace and other classics during recesses from Congress. When he was asked
to serve on the committee of accounts he
refused because of his dislike for dealing
with figures. He hated accounts, he said,
never kept his own and knew nothing
about them.
Middleton served in Congress through
1 777, fought in the state militia when
Charleston was beseiged in 1 780 and
was taken prisoner when the city fell.
After his release from prison at St. Augustine in 1781 he resumed his duties in
Congress and was re-elected in 1782.
He was bitter towards the British because
of the devastation they left behind them
in South Carolina. His own beautiful estate Middleton Place had been occupied;
although the buildings did not suffer Arthur's rare collection of paintings was
damaged.
When the U. S . Constitution was
adopted Arthur Middleton was appointed to a committee to prepare a seal
for the state of South Carolina. He personally drew the reverse side of the design that was adopted and still is official.
Being accustomed to the comforts of life
Arthur had a special field bed he carried

~L?-.•~./y..-1'~
with him to battle. This four-poster bed,
built so that it could be dismantled
quickly and as quickly set up again, now
occupies a guest room adjoining the
Signers' Room at the Governor's Mansion. The room is referred to as the Middleton Room.
Thomas Heyward was designated
"junior" to distinguish him from other
Thomases in the family. His father was
Daniel Heyward, one of the wealthiest of
the South Carolina planters. Young
Thomas was also shipped off to London
to study law; upon his return he was
elected to the Commons House of Assembly. There was a bitter controversy
between the Commons and the royal
governor at the time, one in which Heyward stood for the legislature's cause. He
was elected a delegate to the Provincial
Congress when it took over government
of the colony; he became one of the
busiest workers on the floor, serving on
numerous committees including the one

~~~~~/./
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-Doug Alverson

Right, E. H. (Boyd) Smith
smooths the finish on the rice
bed. Below, the bed as it will
appear with coverlets and
canopies.

appointed to prepare a new state constitution. In February, 1 776, he was
elected to the Continental Congress.
Heyward served in the Congress
through 1 778, then returned home and
became a circuit judge. According to Dr.
Benjamin Rush, Thomas was "a firm
Republican of good education and most
amiable manners" with "an elegant
poetical genius which he sometimes
exercised ... upon the various events of
the war." When operations moved south
Heyward fought on South Carolina
battlefields, was captured at Charleston
24

when the city fell and imprisoned with
Rutledge and Middleton at St. Augustine. He filled in his time in prison by
composing patriotic verses to British
tunes. Meanwhile, the British plundered
his beautiful plantation White Hall. After
his release from prison in 1781 Heyward
served in the legislature for two years
before resuming work on the bench. He
retired in 1 789 to devote his time to agriculture and the rebuilding of his home.
Thomas Lynch, Jr. was the only son of
Thomas Lynch, the first of the family to
serve in the Continental Congress. The

elder Lynch had laid the foundation of a
fortune by discovering a method of growing rice on the lowlands and taking grants
for large tracts of tidal area. His son
Thomas, Jr. was sent at age 15 to England for his education which included
the study of law. However, when he returned home Thomas showed no interest in pursuing the legal profession.
After his marriage to Elizabeth Shubrick
he settled at Peachtree Plantation given
him by his father and went into agriculture. Thomas entered public life at the
urging of the elder Lynch, was elected to
the first and second Provincial Congresses and was a member of the first
General Assembly. Unfortunately, he
contracted malaria while serving as captain in the 1st South Carolina Regiment
and was affected by it for the rest of his
short life.
Thomas Lynch, Sr. was elected to
both the first and second Continental
Congresses, but early in 1776 he suffered a stroke that rendered him virtually
helpless. His illness was one of the factors
in the election of Thomas, Jr. as a sixth
South Carolina delegate under the constitution which the younger Lynch had
helped to draft. These two were the only
father and son in the second Congress.
Young Thomas was also in poor health
although he was on hand to vote for
independence and to sign the Declaration. A blank space intended for another
signature among the South Carolina
names on the Declaration is a pathetic
reminder of the anticipation that the
elder Lynch would live to add his name.
At length it became apparent that he
should return home where he might
hope to recuperate. The two ill men set
off on the Jong journey which they
planned to make in easy stages, stopping
frequently for rest. However, they had
traveled only as far as Annapolis, Md.,
when the father suffered a second and
fatal stroke, leaving the son to continue
onward after burying his father.
Bad health continued to plague Lynch
for the next few years. It was in the hope
that he could regain his health in the
climate of southern France that he and
his wife embarked on a voyage to
Europe in 1779. After their ship left the
West Indies it never was heard of again.
When time passed with no news of survivors it was concluded that the ship
went down with all on board lost.
The Signers' Room at the Governor's
Mansion was not intended by Mrs. Edwards as a Bicentennial project, although
she is pleased that it will be completed
and opened to the public during the
Sand lap per
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INDIGO HOUSE
14 Jackob's Alley
Charleston, S. C. 29401

Charles Towne Landing is
I
an animate park where three
hundred years ago brave men
and women stepped ashore
and established the first permanent English settlement in
South Carolina. Today, magnificent live oaks draped in the
gray lace of spanish moss reflect the same tranquility found
by the earlier settlers. An Animal Forest with indigenous
animals, such as wolf, puma,
bear, bison, and alligator, roam
in their own environment- uninhibited by the presence of man. There is an open air pavilion with underground
exhibits featuring many artifacts found during archeological excavations. A full scale
replica of a 17th century trading vessel is moored near the reconstructed fortifications. The crop garden exemplifies the agricultural instructions given the settlers
when they left England. The beautiful gardens with camellias and azaleas offer
continual colour reflecting in the quiet lagoons. Many visitors enjoy bicycling or
taking tram tours through the park, while others enjoy a picnic lunch among the tall
pines and spreading oaks. Charles Towne Landing is a place for fun - a place to
see , hear, and learn of those who came before us - a place for the entire family.
Come and see why the early settlers were so impressed!
Additional information may be obtained by writing : Charles Towne Landing , 1500
Old Town Road , Charleston, South Carolina 29407.
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Bicentennial year. She envisions this particular undertaking as the start of a much
broader project devoted to the collection
of historic pieces at the Mansion on a
continuing basis. The first extensive research of the Mansion's history now is
under way, an added incentive to make
the Mansion a focal point of interest in
South Carolina history, as she sees it.
The effort in this direction will be a
cooperative effort in which South
Carolina citizens are invited to participate.
" I hope people will be as excited about
it as I am," the present First Lady comments. "When Gov. Edwards and I leave
here I will feel, as I'm sure all the governors' wives who preceded me did, that I
didn't have time to finish all I wanted to
do. Still, I'll have the satisfaction of knowing that the start I've made can be carried
forward by the governors' wives who
come after me. "

Beth Ann Klosky is a free-lance writer
from Anderson.

West of the Ashley on Highway 171

SOMETHING NEW UNDER THE SUN
POLVESTER ROPE HAMMOCKS
Stronger than cotton
Rot and fade resistant
4 vivid decorator colors
Will not absorb water
like cotton

Stop by and browse through our outstanding selection offered now at
Coligny Plaza, Hilton Head.
GALLERY, LTD.
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Fantastic Values
on Civil War books~
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"THE PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY
OF THE CIVIL WAR"
. ,.

A 10-volume edition originally published at $100

NOW - All 10 for only $44.80.:,_ ·
(or each volume for only $4.98) ·
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THE OPENING
BATTLES.
First Bull Run . Down the
Mississippi Valley to
Shiloh . New Orleans. The
Virginia struggles.
Richmond saved. Vol. 1.
Originally publ. at $10.
Now $4.98.
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The rise of Lee . 2nd Bull
Run . Antietam . Opening
the Mississippi. The sieges
of Vicksburg and Port
Hudson. Gettysburg . Blood
at Chicamauga. Vol. 2.
Originally publ. at $10.
Now $4.98.

D

THE
CAVALRY.
Federal and Confederate
Cavalries, Raids in the East
and West. Outposts, scouts
and couriers . Battles and
charges. Famous charges. Vol. 4.
Originally publ. at $10.
Now $4.98.

PRISONS AND
HOSPITALS .
Prisoners. Northern and
Southern prisons. Exchanges .
Treatment. The Army
surgeon . The surgeon in
the field. The hospitals.
With the Ambulance Corps. Vol. 7.
Originally publ. at $10.
Now $4.98.
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DECISIVE
&ATILES.
Grant vs. Lee . Sherman to
Atlanta. Unc0t1querable
Charleston . Sherman's final
campai1111s. The end in
Tennessee. The Fali of
Petersburg . Appomattox. Vol. 3.
Originally publ. at $10.
Now $4.98.

E

THE
NAVIES.
The organizations. Fi<1it
expeditions . Blockade .
Birth of the ironclads .
Monitor vs . Merrimac.
Farragut at New Orleans .
The Forts. Sea Life . The
Confederate & Cruisers. Vol. 6.
Originally publ. at $10.
Now $4.98.

FORTS AND
ARTILLERY.
Federal and Confederate
artilleries. Defenses.
Ordinance departments.
Ammunition . Entrenchments
and fortifications. The
Engineer Corps. Military
railroads. Vol. 5.
Originally publ. at $10.
Now $4.98.

H

ANJ~~D~~itm
SERVICE.
Military information . The
business side of war
making. Marshaling the
Federal volunteers. Inside
the Confederate Army.
Marching and foraging .
Secret services. The Signal
Corps. Telegraphs and
balioons. Vol. 8.
Originally publ. at $10.
Now $4.98.

POETRY AND
ELOQUENCE FROM
THE BLUE AND
THE GRAY.
Separation and reunion .
Deeds of valor. In
memoriam . Scenes from
sold ier life . Wives and
sweethearts. Lyrics. The
Lighter side. Gettysburg.
Lincoln . Brotherhood . Vol. 9.
Originally pub I. at $10.
Now $4.98.

J

THE ARMIES
AND THE LEAD~RS .
Grant. Lee . Sherman .
Jackson . Losers. federal
leaders. Confederate
leaders. Veterans organizations . Vol. 10.
Originally publ. at $10.
Now $4.98.

OTHER OUTSTANDING VALUES
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1. THE CIVIL WAR COLLECTOR' S ENCYCLOPEDIA.
Important referen ce work for the expert, the
buff, or the casual Civil War fan . Here , are
complete descriptions of the arms, uniforms
and equipment of the Union and Confederate
armies, alphabetically organized , rich ly detailed
and profu sel y illustrated .
Originally publ. at $17.50
Now $6.98.
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2. THE CIVIL WAR EXTRA. An extraordinary collection of frontline reports by the editors and
writers of the Charleston Mercury and the New
York Times. Facsimiles of front page news articles and editorials-as seen by both sides of
this colossal confl ict.
Originally publ. at $35.
Now $12.98.

3. CIVIL WAR GUNS, by William B. Edwards. The
true, exciting and sometimes romantic history
of the weapons of the great war, told wi th
colorful, dramatic text, profusely illustrated
with hundreds of photographs and drawings .
The complete story from forge to battl~front,
including tales of the heroism of the men who
used them . 438 packed pages.
.,
Nciw $6.98.
Originally publ. at $15.
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by Lee Smith

Do not go gentle into that good night,
Old age should burn and rave at close of day;
Rage, rage against the dying of the light .
. . . Dylan Thomas
"No, it' s not," said Ruth-Ann. " It was
lo was out back, working in her Coke
a lot hotter on Tuesday. I bet it was ten
garden.
Ruth-Ann and Mildred were in the degrees hotter than this."
front room, drinking iced tea with lemon
"Was not," Mildred said.
and mint. They sat together on the sofa,
"Now Mildred, I ought to know. You
not a foot apart, so that they could both know I can't stand the heat. You know
be blown upon by the ancient window how it does me."
"It must be 95 in the shade," Mildred
fan. A green plastic flyswatter, compliments of a bank, lay between them on said.
the sofa and occasionally Ruth-Ann or
"Will you get out of my wind," said
Mildred would reach for it, poise, and Ruth-Ann.
swat. They were waiting for the afterMildred gave Ruth-Ann the women' s
noon paper and when Buddy Carter section of the paper and sat back down,
threw it from his daddy's pickup and it heavily, on the couch. Her bottom was
landed flap on the front walk, Mildred got broad and solid now in her old age, and
up to get it. Mildred was the one who got all the flesh of her arms and body
the paper. 'He' s late today," she said.
seemed to be sinking slowly down
"You' re right in my wind," com- beyond her waist, leaving her arms
plained Ruth-Ann in her high baby skinny and white with the muscles standing out in them like ropes, while her hips
voice, and Mildred moved.
" Hot," she said when she came back, and thighs bloated to great proportions
sliding off the rubber band and unrolling and the blue veins in them swelled.
the paper. " This is the hottest day we've Mildred wore a plaid shirt with the collar
open and the tail out over tight blue
had."
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pedal pushers which pinched at the
knees. On her feet she wore black corduroy loafers with rippled soles. Mildred
was 75.
"I sure would like to go over to West
Margaret," Ruth-Ann said, flopping the
paper down on top of the flyswatter and
stretching out her arms, then falling back
dramatically upon the crewel work pillows in a special way she had.
"West Margaret," Mildred repeated
with no intonation. "You know we never
go to West Margaret. "
"But why not?" Ruth-Ann gave a
great sigh. " We never do anything fun,"
she pouted. " I want to go to the BuyCentennial Sell-A-Bration. Day after tomorrow is July the fourth and I want to
go. This one' s something special. "
Ruth-Ann touched her ribbon with one
finger and rolled her eyes to the ceiling
but Mildred wasn' t even looking her
way. Ruth-Ann stretched her hands out
in front of her then and studied her nails,
which she painted every other night with
Midnight Sun polish. This was a silver
shade with little gold flecks in it which
Ruth-Ann found very attractive, like the
union of sun and moon or something
connected with the hqroscope. RuthAnn, the eldest, was plump all over with
little pouches of fat in unexpected places.
Her eyebrows had been plucked out
completely and then pencilled back on in
round black half-circles, which gave her
a look of perpetual astonishment.
Ruth-Ann's eyes were light blue and
runny , as if they had .been recently
watercolored, and her hair was bluish
and frazzled.
Ruth-Ann picked the paper back up
and read from My Stars, Your Daily
Horoscope by Carroll Righter: " If today
is your birthday, you are one of those
delightful people who find bliss in outof-the-way spots, a free spirit who delights in the everyday. Your spiritual nature alerts you to the hidden beauties of
this, our universe. "
" It might as well be my birthday,"
Ruth-Ann said. She went on to read her
individual horoscope, which forecast a
voyage.
Mildred merely grunted, a noncommittal grunt such as she had given at least
a thousand times while she taught
school. It was the kind of grunt which
meant: "That's not the answer, but I can
see you've read the lesson."
" Next," said Mildred.
"What?" said Ruth-Ann, fluttering her
hands on the paper.
"Nothing," Mildred said. Sometimes
she worried herself.
July 1976

"Is she going to stay out there all day
long?" Ruth-Ann asked abruptly, as if
angry, but Mildred went on reading.
Ruth-Ann could not keep her mind on
one thing. She was already through with
her section of the paper, having dipped
and skimmed along the headlines with
her watery, nearsighted eyes.
"She ought to come in," Ruth-Ann
said. "She hasn' t got the sense God gave
a mule, to stand out in the sun like that. "
"I thought you thought it wasn't hot
today," Mildred said triumphantly, and
raised her close-cropped head.
"I never said that!" cried Ruth-Ann
daintily, rolling her eyes.
" Did," said Mildred.
" I did not either."
" Did. "
"Why, you old bag!" cried Ruth-Ann.
Suddenly, Flo stood at the door. Flo
appeared everywhere as if by magic:
Doorways, chairs, or rooms were empty,
and then they were occupied by Flo.
There was no transition. Flo moved so
quietly, so gently, that no one ever saw
her come or go. Her clothes were a
camouflage instead of a wardrobe: the
dresses shapeless and soft after many
washings, their pastel colors faded into
each other past all recognition. Flo herself was the thinnest sister, but she was
not angular. Her arms and legs were
oddly graceful and pliabl e, as if
fashioned from pipecleaners. Her skin
was so white that it seemed transparent
and she kept her eyes cast down as if
studying something very important at
her feet. Yet when she raised her eyes
you saw that she had not been studying
anything, after all. Flo's eyes were wide
and completely blank, the eyes of a child.
They sat like ornamental blue-china
plates in the placid expanse of her face.

Flo never looked directly at anyone, but
stared carefully at a space in the air
above the left ear of the person to whom
she spoke.
When she taught school, Mildred used
to tell her pupils on the first day of classes, every year: "Look at me when you
talk to me. Look me right in the eye and
speak up. If you don't look me in the eye,
I'll know you're lying." Mildred's class
was martial in aspect, for she believed
that she molded souls and engendered
respect in this way. But none of her children could look her in the eye, and
neither could Flo.
And Flo stood now in the doorway,
looking down.
"She wants the comics," Ruth-Ann
said. "Give her the comics, Mildred. "
" Do you want the comics, Flo?" asked
Mildred.
" Unh huh," said Flo, nodding, staring
over Mildred's ear to the space on the
wall above the couch where a yellowed
picture of two deer had been hanging for
years. Perspiration ran slowly down Flo's
cheeks in symmetrical creeks.
"Just look at you!" Ruth-Ann said. "A
person has got to keep up their looks. "
Ruth-Ann turned slightly so that her profile was presented to the other two from
her favorite angle, chin up. Ruth-Ann's
profile had once been very fine.
"You silly thing," Mildred said to her,
halfway affectionate.
Flo made a noise and Mildred gave her
the comics and Flo sat down in the green
chair and spread them out on her lap.
She liked to look at the pictures.
"Well, why can't we go to West Margaret?" cried Ruth-Ann, suddenly enlivened. Ruth-Ann was supposed to be
"vivacious" -she thought of herself as
"vivacious" -but sometimes she forgot.
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Remembering, now, she tossed her pastel curls and slapped at Mildred coquettishly with the flyswatter. " We never go
anywhere ," she wailed. "I want to go the
the Buy-Centennial Sell-A-Bration. Just
look here at all the money we could save
at the Buy-Centennial!" thinking that
would appeal to Mildred. " Looky,
looky," she chanted, crackling the pages
at Mildred.
" Get those damn papers out of my
face ," Mildred said. " What would you
buy, anyway?" she added, to humor
her.
" We could buy all our Christmas presents," Ruth-Ann said, inspired. "Yes, we
could. We could buy them all now and
save loads and loads of money."
" We only buy four," Mildred reminded her. The sisters gave gifts to each
other and sent one by mail to their
brother's son in Ohio, a place they had
never been. They had never seen their
brother' s son either, and he was grown
up now and had a family of his own.
They had seen pictures of this familyone came each Christmas, on an engraved card-but their brother had died
years ago.
"Just listen, just listen! " Ruth-Ann
said , reading aloud. " Ray's Kredit
Jewelers. Elgin. See specials in our window. Your Choice $19.76. Easy terms.
Waterproof. And listen to this, just listen
to this, Mildred! Automatic calendar. ' '
Ruth-Ann bounced upon the sofa.
"You'll get your blood pressure up,"
Mildred said.
" You need some new shoes,
Mildred," Ruth-Ann went on. "Those
old things look awful. Now listen here:
Shoe City's selected casuals at $6.96.
You could get you some selected casuals, Mildred. You could get a whole
bunch and save money. You could get
some Fashion Flairs with a bubble instep,
half-price."
Mildred was drawn to bargains, but
she was frightened by the trip. West Margaret was a Jong way away-over 30
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miles, she couldn't remember herself,
she who once could name the states in
alphabetical order with their capitals
thrown in. Ruth-Ann didn't have any
conception of the distance, Mildred
realized. The sisters had not taken a trip
for eight years, not since Mildred's heart
had gone bad. But that was a secret.
Nobody know about Mildred's heart except Mildred and Dr. Stone. Mildred
hadn't told because she knew Ruth-Ann
would hold it up to her, taunt her with it.
"You old bag, you better watch out or
you'll have a heart attack! " Mildred
could just imagine what Ruth-Ann would
say, and she wasn't about to give her the
satisfaction.
Slyly, Ruth-Ann said, "You're afraid
to go," and when Mildred made no response, Ruth-Ann turned vivacious
again.
" Why, everything' s on sale!" she
cried. " Everything in the whole town.
You never heard of such a thing. Here's
where I'm going-Grimm' s Fashion
Fabrics. Kettle cloth, the real McCoy.
New shipment on sale for $1.63 a yard.
How about that! Now just listen here,
here's what I want. "
Flo had put the little people down and
was staring wide-eyed and solemn at
Ruth-Ann. Mildred, too, was alarmed.
Ruth-Ann had not been so excited in
years, not since the time when Mildred
had retired from teaching six years ago
and they had all gone to the testimonial
dinner at the high school, where Mildred
was presented with many testimonials
and a steam iron.
" It's no use getting your head all
buzzed up, now," Mildred warned. " We
can't go."
"I will go, I will! " Ruth-Ann seemed on
the point of tears. "Wide wale corduroy,
59 cents a yard," she panted. "I need
some of that for winter. I need some new
clothes."
"You'd look like a wide whale, all
right," Mildred snorted.
Flo giggled unexpectedly, surprising

even herself. She put the back of her
hand to her mouth and looked steadfastly at the droning fan , so her sisters
could see only the edge of her face, but
her shoulders shook with laughter.
"Oh," squealed Ruth-Ann, enraged.
She took a cube of ice from her tea,
lunged, and put it down Mildred's back
Mildred clambered to the bathroom,
cursing, while Ruth -Ann collapsed
against the pillows giggling wildly and
gasping for breath. Ruth-Ann had emphysema. Flo rippled silently in her chair.
"Ruth-Ann, you' ve just wrought yourself all up over nothing," Mildred said
when she came back "We can't go and
that's that." Mildred drew herself up and
summoned all her dignity. She was flat,
positive, and menacing, as with a recalcitrant student. ''You don't really want to
go anyway. You' re just trying yourself.' '
"You old goat, " spat Ruth-Ann. "I do
so want to go and I'm going, so there.
And that's not all-"
Mildred tried not to answer but she
couldn't help herself. " What?" she
snapped. "What's not all. "
"Flo wants to go."
" Flo does not want to go."
"She does too, don' t you Flo?"
Both sisters turned to look at Flo, who
blushed and then smiled at them. She
looked from one to the other, back and
forth . " Stop that," Mildred said. Flo
stopped. "Now listen like a good girl."
Flo folded her hands in her lap and
leaned forward. " If we go, Flo, you'll
have to drive the car." Flo was the one
who drove the car. 'You don't want to
drive that far, do you Flo? You don't
want to drive where you've never been. ''
"Oh, she does so," Ruth-Ann broke
in. "She's only 65, after all. She can
drive just fine . She's a good driver.
Aren't you, Flo?"
Flo nodded. It was true. Nothing distracted her when she drove, and she
liked the little knobs on the car and the
car's smooth gliding as it ate up the dotted lines on the road one by one.
Ruth-Ann played her trump card. " Flo
wants to go," she said emphatically,
"Because she wants to go to the Seed
and Feed. There's not anything like it
here. Listen, Flo, hanging baskets, eight
dollars. New load of geraniums, salvia,
periwinkle. You name it we've got it
wholesale. Five varieties of calladium
cheap. Seed of all kinds." Ruth-Ann put
the paper down. ' 'Flo wants a red
geranium in a pot," she said slowly, emphatically, with great dramatic effect.
Flo wanted Vigoro and Bug-Get-ApelSandlapper

lets too, for her Coke garden. She and said stiffly, "It doesn' t matter. Trip
gripped her knees, still leaning forward in and voyage are synonyms. I guess you
the green chair, until her fingers hurt and wouldn't know what a synonym is, now
the bones in them showed white through would you, Ruth-Ann?"
the skin. She imagined the red geranium.
"I want to go," she said, in a very loud
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voice.
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"It's all right," Mildred assured her,
even though, in a way, she was enjoying
Ruth-Ann's little fit. "We don't have to
But Ruth-Ann lifted her profile to the
go, Ruth-Ann. We were all just talking.
We'll just go downtown here like we al- wind, impervious, and thought about her
voyage. A propitious day for a voyage
ways do, all right?"
But Ruth-Ann was humming "Her- which she, Scorpio, (a creature of earth
nando's Hideway" to herself as she and fire) would make. And who knows
swiveled her eyes about the room. She what might happen, she might (even at
did not appear to have heard what her age) meet someone. It had happened before, at her age. It was not so
Mildred said.
"I want to go to the Seed and Feed," unusual. A tall, distinguished stranger,
Flo said in that same loud tone of voice, possibly a retired military man with a
looking at the deer over Mildred's ear. limp, the kind of man who would be
I might as well be talking to a bunch of irresistibly drawn to a creature of earth
Eskimos, Mildred thought, furious. Not a and fire.
"I want a red geranium in a pot," Flo
one of them will look me in the eye.
"Don't worry, we aren't,going to West recited as if she were hypnotized.
"You don't have any money,"
Margaret," she assured Ruth-Ann, but
Mildred
said.
Ruth-Ann was in a state of active vacilla"I do too," Flo flushed. "I do, Mildred.
tion on the couch and paid her no mind.
Ruth-Ann's silver-speared fingers flut- You know I do."
Mildred knew it. It was a constant
tered like insects around her hair and the
source
of irritation to her, the small inhem of her dress, and she considered her
horoscope: "a propitious day for a voy- comes which their father had arranged
long years back, payable monthly to
age."
each
of the girls. Mildred had the most
"Is it a voyage if you go in a car?"
money,
of course. She had $21,000 in
Ruth-Ann asked suddenly.
the bank, saved up, plus a mortgage on
"What?" snorted Mildred. It is impos- the Robo Car Wash. It was a lot of
sible to carry on a reasonable conversa- money. But still it was annoying that Flo
tion in this house, she thought.
and Ruth-Ann had money, too. They
"If you go in a car is it a voyage or do didn't have to ask her for money often
you have to go in a boat to call it a enough. Right now, for instance. If they
voyage? You're supposed to know. hadn't had money, none of this would
You're the teacher." Ruth-Ann invested have happened. She could have con"teacher" with a profound scorn. No trolled it, shaped it. But no.
lady would work for a living and she was
"You silly old thing!" she said to
proud to say that, she, Ruth-Ann, had Ruth-Ann , exasperated. Her voice
never turned her hand. She said this of- deepened and grew in volume, the voice
ten, in fact, sometimes just to make of a camp counselor. Flo knew that voice
Mildred mad.
and she sat back and·pressed herself into
Mildred drew herself up and crossed the green upholstery and fiddled with the
one mountainous knee over the other lace on the arm of her chair.
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"Flo and I shall go to West Margaret,"
Ruth-Ann sang airily, fluffing her hair.
"To the Buy-Centennial," Flo said.
Flo liked to get everything straight.
"I haven' t had a voyage in a while,"
Ruth-Ann annnounced in a high coquettish voice.
"Look here, Queenie ," sneered
Mildred. "Queenie" was what they had
called Ruth-Ann in her teens, because of
the airs she put on. The nickname had
hurt her then and it still hurt her, decades
and decades later. It was contrary to the
image she wished to project.
"You don't have to go, Mildred," Flo
said. Flo was being practical and meant
no harm but her words hung fire in the
hot old parlor. It was the second time that
day that the rules had been broken.
Mildred became conscious again of
the mechanical whirring and the room
began to turn, turning in on her, pushing
her into the long steel blades of the fan.
She could never do it. She never could
stav here alone.
"You'll get lost," Mildred jeered,
falsely.
"Oh honestly!" Ruth-Ann flounced
past the couch and headed for the
kitchen. Ruth-Ann was the one who
cooked. But first she stood for a second
in the doorway, leaning theatrically
against the ornate, green-painted
woodwork. "I wish you' d just drop dead,
Mildred!" she said. It was something the
young people often said on TV. "You
know what' s the matter with you?"
"What?" Mildred asked grimly.
"You' re senile," Ruth-Ann drawled
slyly, maliciously, and giggled. Flo followed her into the kitchen to help and
after a while Mildred got up and turned
on Walter Cronkite.

I

twas an old and frequent argument.
It usually began with dessert, but
sometimes it began at other times as
well. The basis of the argument was that
Ruth-Ann was not sufficiently appreciated.
Ruth-Ann was the cook but she was a
terrible cook. Her meals never varied:
meat or chicken, fried; boiled potatoes;
jello; slices of Wonder Bread; and a
fabulous, esoteric dessert. Ruth-Ann
economized by saving the grease in
which she fried Monday night's supper
and used it for the rest of the week, so
that by Thursday, everything tasted the
same. Fried chicken or Swiss steak, you
couldn' t tell. In this way, Ruth-Ann
rationalized the price of the desserts. The
desserts were spectacular. Her pie crusts
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were as light as clouds; her custards,
never watery; and her devils' food cake
could make you leave home. Ruth-Ann
often cut desserts out of the Ladies
Home Journal: some of these flamed,
and others involved tricks with powdered mixes.
"Ta-ta-ta-TA!" Ruth-Ann sang
every night in the manner of a trumpet,
as she brought in the dessert. Tonight, it
was butterscotch pie.
"Oh my," Flo said.
''That's the last thing you need,
Queenie," Mildred observed.
"Ha!" said Ruth-Ann. "Ha ha! I notice
you eat enough."
"I guess you never heard of cholesterol," Mildred commented, eating.
"Cholesterol, shemesterol," RuthAnn cried gaily, and Flo giggled until she
choked.
"It wouldn't hurt us to eat lettuce once
in a while," Mildred said.
"You listen!" Ruth-Ann said, beginning it. "You're just lucky I'm around to
cook for you at all. All the proposals I
had! All the chances I had to up and
leave. Don't you go sticking your nose
up in the air at me, you old schoolteacher, you."
"Then how come you're still an old
maid?" Mildred asked in her best schoolteacher voice, as if she were asking how
much is eight times eight. It was a voice
calculated to infuriate Ruth-Ann.
"Why, John Telco begged me on
bended knee, you know he did. And
gave me that lovely silk umbrella. And
wrote Mama and said he would never
love another soul. I broke his heart, you
know I did. You know what he wrote
Mama."
They were well into the argument
now, Mildred goading and surly, RuthAnn haughty and coy. They went on and
on, enjoying it, but Flo stopped eating
and stared up at the hanging light bulb
because they were going on too long,
and she knew what was coming next.
The light bulb swung back and forth,
gently. Ruth-Ann was screaming.
"Mister Case! Mister Case! Why do we.
always have to talk about Mister Case?"
"You loved him, didn't you? You
were going to marry Mister Case."
"I was not, I never was. I despised the
ground he walked on."
"Look me in the eye, Ruth-Ann."
"What do I want to look in your old
eye for? Why do we have to talk about
Mister Case?"
Usually Mildred was satisfied and let it

go at that; but tonight, after losing the
afternoon round, she pressed on. Flo
picked at the aluminum edge of the plastic kitchen table and crossed and uncrossed her feet. Flo picked at the little
gold specks in the plastic.
"What happened, Ruth-Ann? What
happened to Mister Case?"
"Ask her if you're so smart." RuthAnn pointed a wrinkled, trembling, Midnight Sun-tipped finger at Flo. "Just ask
her! She's the one that knows. It was all
fine until that dance, just fine. You just
ask her and see what she did. He came
back for my sweater, it was my red
cashmere sweater with seed pearls."
"Ask her yourself," Mildred's voice
deepened. Mildred was hitting her stride.
"It's all her fault, yes it is," Ruth-Ann
said viciously. "She did it."
"Now, now," Mildred said. "You're a
silly old woman, to make up something
like that. It's all in your mind, Ruth-Ann.''
"Go on and ask her."
"Ask her yourself."
"What did he say, Flo, when he came
back after the sweater? You were here,
what did he say to you, Flo?" Ruth-Ann
had forgotten to be vivacious. Her voice
was old and cracked, and hateful. It was
only the third time in their lives that she
had come to the point of asking.
The sisters stared at Flo. Suddenly,
inexplicably, Flo raised her head and
looked back at them both. "I want a red
geranium in a pot," she said. They had
said his name out loud; usually they
never got as far as actually saying his
name. "And some Vigoro," Flo added.
Ruth-Ann smiled, rapt and staring at
Flo. "The Sell-A-Bration," she whispered.
Bunch of loonies, Mildred thought. Oh
she would make them go now, she
would direct the trip. The mention of
Mister Case tied Mildred's stomach up in
knots, every time, and made her wish to
lash out. Well, she would. She would call
Mrs. Sweeney and get directions and
that would fix them all. Ruth-Ann would
have married Mister Case if he hadn't got
away; Mildred knew she would. Just ran
off in the middle of the dance to get
Ruth-Ann's sweater and never came
back-and Ruth-Ann never got over it
either. Mildred could not understand
why: Didn't she give Ruth-Ann everything she wanted? But it was Ruth-Ann's
fault anyway. Ruth-Ann had had plenty
of beaux, that was true, but she had put
each of them off too long. Finally they
had tired and married others, but RuthAnn had never tired of Mister Case.
Sand/apper

With Mildred, it had all been different.
Mildred had always known that she
would never marry, so she had gone to
college at a time when going to college
was a rash, peculiar thing for a woman to
do. But it had paid off, Mildred thought
grimly. Oh yes. Ruth-Ann had not gone
to college, of course, she was too busy
with all those young men. And with Ro
there had been no question.
Mildred shrugged her shoulders. " Get
me something to write on,'' she said, and
Flo brought a pencil and paper, and
Mildred went to the phone.
Ruth-Ann hopped up from the table,
very agitated. "We can't go!" she cried.
"We just can't. I don' t have a thing to
wear.''
" We ' re going, Ruth-Ann ," said
Mildred. She dialed.
uth-Ann lay flat on her back in her
bed and folded her hands on her
beating heart. Just exactly like I'm
dead, she thought suddenly, Here I am
laying here like I'm dead, and she unfolded her hands and forced them to stay
at her sides where they plucked
helplessly at the lace on her flamecolored shortie nightgown. She could
not sleep. Ruth-Ann lay flat on her back
and thought of the impression she would
make in West Margaret. Her clothes
were laid out already on the chaise
lounge in the corner of her bedroom, the
bedroom she had slept in all her life. She
would wear her white silk blouse from
the Orient (via mail order from Rich' s, in
Atlanta); a pleated, knit turquoise skirt;
black patent shoes with many straps and
thin, high heels; bangle bracelets; andthe final touch!-a black velvet ribbon
around her neck This was the year for
romance. McCall's told her so, plus
Vogue and the Ladies' Home Journal. It
might make her hot but so what. That
velvet ribbon was the cleverest touch,
but the white silk blouse had its aspects. It
was demure enough to assure any onlookers that here, indeed, walked a lady;
yet it was bizarre enough to assure the
right kind of onlooker that here, also,
walked a creature of earth and fire .
Ruth-Ann was pleased with her outfit.
Still, she could not sleep. It was hot up
here and the heat made the flamecolored nylon press and cling like a second skin. Just exactly like a clammy second skin. It was creepy. It gave Ruth-Ann
the oddest sensation because often she
felt as if there was a second Ruth-Ann
anyway, hidden inside the old, old
Ruth-Ann that everybody saw, the one
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with the sagging body and the unfamiliar
face. Inside this apparent Ruth-Ann was
the real Ruth-Ann, the one who had received all the proposals. The beauty.
The beauty battered gently (she would
not be rude!) at the shell of aging flesh ,
but the old Ruth-Ann would not let her
out Still, the real Ruth-Ann could fix up
the apparent Ruth-Ann, dress her up so
that in spite of her age she looked smart;
and the real Ruth-Ann still felt things with
all the intensity of her youth, when she
had been so very, very cute.
Such as her affinity with the moon.
Moonlight came in now through the side
window and made a bright, unnatural
square on the faded Persian rug. At one
time, when that rug was new, the Stricklands had been well-to-do. Ruth-Ann lay
on her side looking down at the square of
moonlight and thought of the past and all
the boys in their open cars and the times
they had parked on the dam road, and
the things that had been said about
moonlight in relation to the real RuthAnn's eyes and her long blond hair. Nobody had a tongue like Mister Case,
though, nobody could talk so sweet. Butter wouldn't melt in his mouth. The old
Ruth-Ann ran her hands down her sides
over the slick nylon and felt the bulges
now in the spots that Mister Case had
touched-they had come so close.
Ruth-Ann had not succumbed, however; Ruth-Ann had never succumbed.
She knew better. You had to keep them
on the string.
Ruth-Ann' s mind suddenly balked in
the way it had taken to doing lately, and
she could not remember Mister Case' s
face or anything about him at all, and she
could not remember the names of her
other beaux. But she could see them,
dancing, when she closed her eyes. They
came up to her politely in white flannels,
asking for this dance, but her card was
already full. Outside her front window
the gaslight glowed on its wrought iron
stand and all night long, bugs committed
suicide (ping) by diving at the light.
lo woke up each morning with the
birds. The light in her room was
milky and heavy, damp from the
dew but already hot and still. Flo got up
and dressed and did the things she did
every morning to get her bearings: She
took the top off the Maxwell House coffee can on her dresser and brought out
her treasures one by one and looked at
them, turning them in her hands. She
took out the Christmas cards from Jack
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and his family first, putting the top two
down without glancing at them. The last
three were the best. First there was one
child under a Christmas tree; then there
were two; and the last card featured a
new baby in Jack's wife's arms, all of
them seated beneath a white tree decorated in shades of blue. Flo considered
that tree to be the prettiest of all the trees
on all the cards. She had never seen a
tree like it-not in nature, not in
Prattville. Imagine. A white tree covered
in blue.
Flo could not conceive of Jack or
Jack's wife as being made of anything
other than colored, glossy cardboard,
but the last baby was real. It was a little
girl with a button nose and wispy hair
and a wide mouth, stretching out her
arms. Flo liked to look at the baby and
imagine how it would be to hold a baby
like that. You would have to be careful.
Flo looked then at the picture of her
own parents, taken at a fair. Whoever
took that one was a joker, Ruth-Ann
said. They stood behind wooden cutouts of a weightlifter and a bathing
beauty, so that only their faces poked
through. The weightlifter was pinching
the bathing beauty' s bottom. Papa's face
was smiling, and Mama's face was laugh-

ing fit to kill. Ruth-Ann said that those big
bodies were not Papa's and Mama's,
they were wooden bodies. That was the
joke. Painted trees stood tall in the
background and beyond them was a
volcano. The moon shone on the left
side of the picture, the sun on the right.
Flo laughed at the joke. She emptied the
other contents of the coffee can and
spread them on the dresser: a silver
spoon with Washington, D. C. written on
the handle and the whole Capitol of the
United States engraved at the end; a rock
with Grand Canyon painted on it; a blue
ball point pen that said Raines Motor
Sales, Spokane, Wash.; the mother-ofpearl button; and a little sign that said
PLAN AHEAD . Thiswasajoketooand
Flo liked jokes. She smiled at the sign
and then put everything back in the coffee can, which she sealed with a plastic
lid.
Next Flo took a green and white Dixie
cup out of her top drawer and went out
into the dark hall to the bathroom where
she filled it with water, came back, and
watered her philodendron. She pinched
two dead leaves off the philodendron
and put them in the wastebasket. Flo
pulled the green chenille bedspread up
over the bed and glanced, as she left the

room, into the wavy mirror. She looked
into the mirror purely because that was
what people did when they dressed and
left the rooms they were in. She had
watched them do it; she had zipped up
Ruth-Ann's dress.
Outside, the air was wet and heavy but
a small wind lifted it from time to time,
ruffling the flowers in the Coke garden.
Flo got the hose and turned on the spigot
and started with the hollyhocks. She
started with the hollyhocks every day.
The sun came up over the Masons' s garage while Flo watered and the water
washed the rows of pale blue-green bottles and left them wet and sparkling. Flo
did not think while she watered; but she
got the feeling that she had forgotten
something. This was an old, old feeling,
and it was usually correct. Flo forgot
things all the time but she could not remember what they were even though
she knew she had forgotten. Something.
Something about today. Along with the
feeling of forgetting came the equally
familiar fear of Mildred and Ruth-Ann
and what they would say when she
didn't do whatever it was that she was
supposed to remember.
The rows of Coke bottles gleamed in
the sun. They cut up the entire back yard
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into small sections, an expanse like the
view through a kaleidoscope. Petunias
grew in one section, allysum in another
and so on. The sisters' back yard looked
like a patchwork quilt and people came
from far away to see it, standing silently
at the fence on Sunday afternoons.
When Flo had finished watering she
stood still and let the hose drip onto her
tennis shoes and stared at the shining,
erratic rows of Cokes. There was no pattern to it, no overall plan. Flo had been
adding to her garden, gradually, for
twenty years.
What was it she had to remember?
The sun sat on top of the mimosa beside
the Mason's garage. It was round and
white and hot. The screen door banged
behind her and Flo jumped. It was too
early for them to be up. They should
sleep for two more hours. Flo felt bad all
over.
"Flo!" Mildred bawled.
Flo had not plugged in the coffee, and
Mildred would be mad. Flo planted her
feet in the Coke garden and stared at the
white-hot sun.
"You come on," said Mildred. "We
got to get ready to go."
Flo remembered. She was the one

who would drive the car. She turned and
went in the house, not letting the screen
door slam.
ust shut up, Ruth-Ann," said Mildred. "I know you're hot."
"Heat just does me awful," wailed
Ruth-Ann from where she sat, or lay,
across the back seat. "I don't think we're
ever going to get there, anyway. I just
think you all have got me out here in the
heat to make me sick. You're jealousyou've always been jealous, Mildred,
and don't deny it-and now you just
want to see me suffer. I wish you'd look
here at my very close veins."
"Varicose," said Mildred.
"What do you think I said?"
"You said 'very close,' Ruth-Ann. You
meant varicose." Mildred wiped sweat
with a Kleenex, smugly.
"You don't know what I meant," said
Ruth-Ann. "No more classes, no more
books, no more teachers' dirty looks,"
she chanted unexpectedly, waggling her
bluish head forward so that the curls
were at Mildred's ear. When Mildred
made no response Ruth-Ann flopped
backwards again, onto the black
naugahyde seat, and gave a deep sigh.

J

"Turn on the radio, Flo," she said.
"The radio doesn't work. It hasn't
worked for four years,'' Mildred pointed
out severely.
"I want some music," Ruth-Ann
pouted.
Flo drove straight ahead through the
hot, dense morning. She drove where
Mildred said, leaning forward from the
waist and holding tight to the steering
wheel which was wet and sticky beneath
her fingers. Sun coming in the windshield burned her through her shirt, but
she could not take her hands off the
wheel. You have to keep your mind on
your driving and your hands on the
wheel, but when they talked so loud
Flo's mind went back to her Coke garden
and little sections of it paraded through
her head. She could not keep them out.
She saw the little clump of periwinkle
near the clothesline. She wished they
would not talk so loud and that the roaring in her ears would stop.
"Oh, Isadora, don't spit on the floor-a;
use a cuspidor-a, oh Is-a-DOR-a!"
Ruth-Ann sang out in a loud shaky voice,
and giggled.
"You are a disgusting old woman,"
Mildred announced in the tone in which
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she used to say " Rice is the principal
food of Japan."
"My voice has been highly
acclaimed," Ruth-Ann spat back.
The road shimmered before them in
the heat like a canal, blinding. Heat
seemed to flow upwards from its cement
surface and crest, a waving layer of light
which arched across the highway just
ahead, always ahead of the Chevrolet.
" How much longer is it, Mildred?"
wailed Ruth-Ann.
" I told you it was a long way," Mildred
said. " I told you it was a bad idea to
come. But oh no, you have to go to West
Margaret, nothing will do but a trip to
West Margaret, so here we are. It's
another 40 minutes, anyway. We have
to turn left up here at the quarry," she
said, consulting her notes. " I hope
you' re enjoying yourself," she added
maliciously.
" Roll me over in the clover, roll me
over, lay me down and do it again,"
Ruth-Ann sang. " I'm going to get me a
chocolate nut sundae in West Margaret,''
she said.
" If we ever get there," Mildred said.
" What do you mean, if we ever get
there? Now just what do you mean by
that? Flo hasn't got us lost, has she? Flo,
you watch where you're going, you hear
me?" Ruth-Ann sat up and shouted into
the front seat.
" She doesn't even know where we' re
going,'' Mildred said. ''I have to tell her. ''
"Well, don't you get us lost, you old
dummy," Ruth-Ann said to Mildred and
laughed wildly. She felt naughty and gay
with the black ribbon at her neck. It was
the season for romance.
" Now I've had about all I can take ,"
Mildred said, eating two Rolaids from the
little roll that she carried in her bag. Her
stomach was burning, but she would
never tell. She wouldn't give Ruth-Ann
the satisfaction.
The car ate up the white lines one by
one but this time it did not give Flo a
sense of satisfaction, of order. This time
the white lines were crowding right into
the car, confusing her, pushing against
her chest and in at the sides of her head.
She pressed hard on the steering wheel
until her hands were white and red and
looking at how funny they looked, she
ran onto the side of the road. The car
kicked up clouds of gravel and dust.
" You watch where you' re going,"
Mildred said severely, giving the wheel a
jerk that threw them back into the shining
road.
" Oh Jesus, sweet Jesus," Ruth-Ann

whined , cowering in the back seat.
" We've had a wreck. "
" We have not had a wreck," Mildred
said. "Sit up."
" Oh, what a terrible wreck!" RuthAnn cried dramatically. Her heart leaped
up against the little black ribbon and she
felt the blood thudding at her neck. !twas
like being a girl again. In all her speculations, she had never dreamed of a wreck.
If they had had a wreck already, who
knew what might happen next? It fairly
took her breath and she gripped the back
of the front seat in great excitement.
What if they all had to go to the hospital
and somebody like Young Doctor
Malone came to fix her up? Somebody
with sideburns. It was too much and
Ruth-Ann felt giddy, absolutely giddy at
the thought.
"The last time I had a wreck, I was
riding with Mister Case," she said suddenly. She had almost forgotten it herself.
" That wasn't a wreck either, it was a
flat tire," Mildred said scornfully.
Flo drove straight ahead.
" Well it was almost a wreck," RuthAnn said. "You don't know anything
anyway."
" I'm the only one who knows how to
get to West Margaret," Mildred said. She
took two more Rolaids from her purse
and ate them.
Flo wished they would both be quiet
because she had to keep her mind on her
driving and her hands on the wheel and it
was getting harder and harder, with the
white lines crowding inside her head.
" If I had some Lifesavers I wouldn't be
so stingy and awful about them," RuthAnn said.
"They aren't Lifesavers."
" Well what are they, then?"
" Something."
" What?"
"Just something," Mildred said and
wouldn' t give herself the pleasure of
looking into the back seat even though
she was dying, just dying to see RuthAnn's face.
They went on and on, but Flo found
that she could not hear them any longer.
Her head was so full that nothing else
would fit inside. The road glittered like
the Coke bottles after she washed them ,
like the shirt and teeth of Mister Case as
he sat across from her on the front porch,
and they swung back and forth in the
hanging swing. She could smell the wisteria. It was all around the porch and
then it was all around her. Then he was
standing up, black against the light from
Sandlapper
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inside and all she could see was his white
shirt, glistening in the dark, and his teeth,
"Don't cry," he said, but she was not
crying. Why would he say that, why
would she cry? She was lying in the bed
of flowers. "My God," he said. She
could not see in the dark. Later she heard
his car and then still later, when she sat
up, she found his collar button where it
had fallen and then lodged beneath her
in the grass. It had made a small circle, an
imprint, in the soft flesh of her upper arm
and she took the button and put it right
then in a box so she would have it to
keep.
"Look out, look out!" Somewhere
Mildred was yelling and the sky went
crazy and the ground tilted up and up
and the last thing Flo saw was a daylily
sticking through the window of the car. It
looked funny there.
"O Lord, oh mercy," Ruth-Ann cried.
"We've all been killed."
"For God's sake, be quiet, just be
quiet," said Mildred. Flo lay forward on
the wheel.
"Oh my baby," Ruth-Ann sniveled.
"Oh Flo."
"She was never right," Mildred said,
but suddenly, unaccountably, Mildred
was shaking.
"Nobody will ever see us down here,"
Ruth-Ann wailed, "Nobody even knows
we came." And then she hushed suddenly and there was no sound in the car
at all except their labored breathing and
the summertime sounds of the birds.
''You know we can't live without Flo,''
Ruth-Ann said quietly, utterly lucid.
"Oh, Flo's all right," Mildred said, but
she didn't believe it.
Mildred reached her hand back over
the seat and Ruth-Ann took it and held.
The bees buzzed in waist-high weeds
around the tilted Chevrolet and the heat
was like a heavy, real thing, a fist pounding at them inside the car.
"Oh God, we'll all die," Ruth-Ann
cried dramatically.
"Just be quiet for once in your life,"
Mildred said, but her heart was not in it.
"You old dummy," whimpered
Ruth-Ann, strictly from habit, because
Flo was not there to hear. Ruth-Ann and
Mildred held hands in the heat, and
waited for help to come.

Lee Smith is a novelist from Chapel Hill,
N. C. Her most recent work is Fancy
Strut She has just completed her fourth
novel, Children of Cronus.
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Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?
by Sarah Danner

S

ome people read cookbooks as they
would a novel, for enjoyment.
Others plan imaginary menus, not
necessarily to cook, but just to be creative with food combinations. And then
there are the guest list fantasizers-who
would you combine for a interesting
party? How about Elizabeth Taylor, Billy
Graham, Queen Elizabeth II and Sam
Ervin? Or perhaps Winston Churchill,
the Duchess of Windsor, John C. Calhoun and Scarlett O' Hara? The logical
extension of this mental recreation is deciding what to serve this "let's pretend"
assemblage. Something nice and English
for the two Elizabeths, with a little
down-home Carolina cooking for their
dinner partners; the Duchess and Miss
O' Hara would undoubtedly be calorieconscious, but their gentlemen would
enjoy heartier fare.
Our national birthday celebration
gives an added impetus to our game.
Imagine this very special guest list:
Gen. and Mrs. Francis Marion
Gen. and Mrs. Andrew Pickens
Gen. and Mrs. Thomas Sumter
Gen. and Mrs. Daniel Morgan
Gen. and Mrs. William Moultrie
To make the dream menu for this illustrious group even more fun, we'll plan a
covered dish dinner. What might each
general's lady bring as her contribution?
Her husband's favorite dish? Something
characteristic of her region? One of her
grandmother's recipes, handed down?
Let's see if we can put together this fanciful dinner from the past.

"AN ONION SOUP CALLED
THE KING'S SOUP"
2 large bermuda onions, thinly sliced
1 quart milk
Yz tsp. mace blades
Yz cup butter
1 Yz tsp. salt
1 egg yolk
chopped parsley

Melt butter, stir in grated onion and cook
over moderate heat for a minute or two.
Stir in mushrooms and cook several
minutes. Add tomatoes and cook about
five minutes. Stir in crab, salt, cayenne
and cream. Heat until mixture comes to a
boil but no longer. Add chives, parsley
and brandy. Serve in soup bowls over a
heaping tablespoon of cooked rice.
Serves four to six.

Place onions, milk, mace, butter and salt
in a saucepan. Bring to a boil and then
reduce heat and cook slowly for 30 to 40
minutes or until onions are very tender.
Pick out the mace blades and discard.
Beat egg yolk in small bowl, then add a
little of the hot soup, beating constantly.
Pour egg mixture into soup and cook a
minute or two to thicken slightly.
Sprinkle each serving with chopped
parsley.

The tomato in this recipe would give it
a tang and a new taste to our historic
guests. The more adventuresome cooks
were just beginning to use the "love apple' ' in the late 1 700s, but it flourished in
South Carolina' s soil and climate and by
the end of the next century tomatoes
were an established part of the regional
diet.

How shall we plan a dinner fit, if not for
a king, for a general and his lady? Considering their loyalty to the new nation
and to South Carolina, only native foods
would do, but that presents no problem.
From earliest times the bounty of the
state's fields, forests, streams and shores
has been plentiful, not only in quantity,
but in variety.

Since even the best-equipped eighteenth century kitchen depended on a
fireplace for cooking, combination dishes such as this crab stew were widely
used and might have been chosen as a
feature of our fantasy feast:

While our knowledge of the eating
habits of the state's original inhabitants is
sketchy, we know considerably more
about foods and recipes in use in Colonial days. Educated guesses are possible
about the dishes our generals' ladies
would favor.
For example, even allowing for slow
Colonial communication, chances are
good that the military wives would have
shared this recipe from Martha
Washington's recipe book The Lady's
Companion, published in 1 753:
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The use of mace in this recipe is
characteristic of early American cookery.
If mace blades aren't a part of your herb
collection, substitute ground mace.
Beef was not the menu standby we
know it to be in Colonial days and chickens were more prized for their egg-laying
abilities than for their main-dish attributes. Fish and game were widely used
and variations of preparation methods
were myriad. Plentiful and popular were
crabs and shrimp throughout the coastal
region and similar recipes were used upstate featuring fresh-water fish instead of
the seafood.

CRAB STEW
lbs. butter
small oinion, grated
lb. mushrooms, sliced thin
4
ripe tomatoes, skinned and
2
chopped
1 lb. crab meat
1 tsp. salt
dash cayenne
1 Yz cups heavy cream
a few springs parsley, chopped
1 tsp. chopped chives
% cup brandy
2
1y,:

Whichever your dialect dictates, " per
low," " pea Jou," or "pea-lof," your taste
buds will shout "hooray" for pilau. It's
another combination dish , probably
brought to Charleston first by seafarers,
but rapidly adopted into the culture of
the Low Country and then the entire
state. The early success of rice planting
undoubtedly played a part in the popularity of pilau in its many forms. Here's a
variation that our generals could only
enjoy while residing or visiting near the
coast; modern food technology makes it
possible for folks who've never even
seen the surf to join the Shrimp Lover' s
Society. Chances are that this taste treat
would be the focal point of our dream
dinner:

SHRIMP PILAU
2 cups chopped tomatoes
(6 ripe whole ones)
2 cups uncooked long-grain rice
2 pounds medium raw shrimp
8 slices bacon, diced
2 tsp. salt
2 cups onion, chopped
3 cups chicken stock
2 tsp. Worchestershire sauce
1 tsp. ground mace
dash cayene
Peel and de-vein the shrimp. Preheat
the oven to 350 degrees (a luxury undreamed of by the generals' ladies). In a
heavy pot fry the diced bacon until all the
fat is out, remove the pieces to drain and
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pour off all but about three tablespoons
of the fat. Add the onions and stir and
cook until they are soft and transparent,
but not brown; add the uncooked rice
and stir well, then add the rest of the
ingredients, except the shrimp and bacon. Bring to a boil rapidly, then cover
tightly and place in the oven. (If your pot
is not oven proof, now is the time to transfer the contents to another dish.) After
baking 30 minutes, stir in the shrimp and
bacon. Cover tightly and bake about ten
minutes longer, or until the liquid is all
absorbed and the shrimp are pink and
tender. Remove from the oven and allow
the dish to rest for ten minutes still tightly
covered. Then fluff with a fork and serve
four to six delighted guests.

ingredients, but our distinguished guests feast occurred in the fall, a tasty addition
would relish it.
to it would be a Colonial favorite , Persimmon Pudding:
CRACKLIN' BREAD
PERSIMMON PUDDING
% cup finely diced salt pork
1/z tsp. baking soda
3 very ripe persimmons
2 cups corn meal
% cup brown sugar, firmly packed
1 tsp. salt
1 cup milk
11/z tsp. baking powder
% cup butter, melted
2 eggs, well beaten
1 cup sifted all-purpose flour
1 cup buttermilk
2 tsp. baking powder
2 tbs. salt pork drippings
% tsp. salt
% tsp. cinnamon
(If you want to use self-rising meal, omit
the salt and baking powder. ) Fry salt pork Peel persimmons and work through a
over a low heat until nicely browned. sieve (or blend in an electric blender).
Drain, saving both drippings and crackl- Measure one cup of pulp and combine
ings. Sift together dry ingredients; com- with brown sugar, milk and butter. Sift
From the time the first settlers acquired bine eggs, buttermilk and drippings. Stir together dry ingredients and stir into pulp
skills in raising corn and a taste for eating into corn meal mixture, together with mixture until smooth. Pour into a one
it from their Indian neighbors, it has been cracklings, stirring only enough to mois- and a half quart baking dish and bake in
a staple South Carolina vegetable. Mrs. ten. Spread batter in a greased baking a 325-degree oven for about an hour or
Daniel Morgan, wife of the hero of Cow- pan (llx7xl 1/z ) and bake at400 degrees until the pudding pulls away from the
pens, would surely bring to our dinner a for 25-30 minutes. Serve hot.
side of the dish. The surface will be soft.
family favorite corn pudding as her covMay be served to four or six, warm or
Charlestonians have always felt great cold.
ered dish. This recipe has been handed
down in his family for generations and is pride in the benne seed and its products,
enjoying national identification with this
Mrs. Daniel Baxley of Williamsburg
as good in 1976 as it was in 1776.
tasty seed first imported by slaves, then county was not a contemporary of our
cultivated locally. However, Thomas Jef- dream diners, living about 100 years latferson also claims connection with it. In er, but her pound cake recipe, handed
GENERAL MORGAN'S
1808, he wrote in a letter to South down through her family for several genCORN PUDDING
Carolinian John Taylor, "The Africans erations, is typical of the confections
2 cups fresh corn
brought over to Georgia a seed which produced in Colonial kitchens. This trea3
eggs
they call Beni and the botanists Sesa- sured old recipe would make a fitting
% cup flour
mum. I lately received a bottle of the oil, finish for our fantasy feast:
1 tsp. salt
which was eaten with sallad [sic] by vari1/z tsp. white pepper
ous companies, all agree it to be equal to
MRS. BAXLEY'S POUND CAKE
2 tbsp. butter, melted
the olive oil. I propose to cultivate it for
2 cups light cream
my own use at least. " So perhaps one of 8 eggs, separated
the generals' ladies would bring along 1 lb. butter
Cut corn from the cob. Beat eggs vigor- some of Mr. Jefferson's own dressing for 2% cup sugar
ously, then stir in corn and a mixture of some tender "sallit. "
1 tsp. vanilla
flour, salt, white pepper. Add butter and
1/z cup cream
cream. Pour into a buttered one and a
MONTICELLO DRESSING
3 1/z cups plain flour
half quart baking dish, place in a pan of
% tsp. salt
Combine 1 small clove garlic
hot water and bake in a preheated 325degree oven for 1 hour or until a knife (crushed), 1 teaspoon salt, 1/z teaspoon Measure flour and sift four times. Beat
inserted in the center comes out dry. white pepper, % cup olive oil, % cup egg whites with six tablespoons sugar
Serves six to eight.
sesame oil, % cup tarragon or wine vin- until stiff and place in a cool place.
egar. Place in a covered jar and shake Cream butter and the remainder of the
Corn in other forms (in addition to well before pouring over greens.
sugar until smooth. Add one egg yolk at a
liquid, of course) was an important part
time until all are used, creaming well after
Any good covered dish dinner calls for each addition. Add flour alternately with
of South Carolinians' diets. Of course
our traditional "old-time" dinner calls for a variety of desserts and early Americans cream. Add vanilla, fold in egg whites.
cornbread. How good a pan of hot were skilled at adapting whatever was at Pour into a greased and floured ten-inch
cracklin' cornbread must have tasted to hand to produce delicious sweets. Being tube pan. Bake at 325 degrees for one
Gen . Marion and his men as the outdoorsmen, our guests surely were and a half hours.
"Swamp Fox" encamped on Snow Is- familiar with the plentiful persimmon
land. How good it tastes to a hungry trees across the Carolina countryside;
family today. Like many old recipes, this they were familiar, too, with the fact that
one has been updated with the addition it takes the first frost to make the fruit of Sarah Danner is a home economist and
of eggs and buttermilk to the original. those trees palatable. But if our fictious free-lance writer from Florence.
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by Francis A. Lord
Illustrations by Darby Erd
hen we Americans think of the Revolutionary War we think of it as a
struggle between Englishmen leaving England to fight English subjects in
America. It is commonly recognized that
the English subjects over here included
such diverse peoples as Irish, Scots,
Germans and many others. What is not
so generally known is that thousands of
other Europeans came over as active
participants in the struggle. Actually, the
American Revolution was a phase of the
"second Hundred Years War" between
France and England. This world conflict,
beginning in the seventeenth century
and ending at Waterloo in 1815, involved such major world powers as England, France, Spain, Holland-and
their dependencies.
As we celebrate the bicentenary anniversary of this seminal period in world
events-the American Revolution-we
will understand the struggle better if we
are aware of the types of soldiers involved, both English and foreign . It is
essential that our patriotic societies and
schools discuss the Revolution not in
terms of closed shops of limited family
and local history but in terms of both
national and international significance.
We must not get too geographical in our
interest or loyalty or we miss the entire
significance of the 1775-1783 period.
We need a balance in our appraisal-an
appreciative realism. In the early decades of our Republic hero worship was
the order of the day. And in more recent
times it has been fashionable to depre-
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cate much of what our Revolutionary
War antecedents stood for and what they
accomplished.
In terms of men involved and casualties incurred, the 1775 war was a drop in
the bucket compared with some of our
later wars. The Americans lost only
10,000 killed and wounded in the entire
war, whereas at Sharpsburg alone [Sept.
17, 1862] , the Federals lost more than
that in one day of fighting.
Our main opponent, of course, was
mighty England. A leading world power
at that time, England was governed by a
hard-headed Parliament with businessmen making the important decisions.
Her overseas colonies had been established and protected by the most powerful navy in the world. For a token show of
strength on the Continent and for warfare overseas the English depended on
excellent regular army, which in 1775
amounted to 32,000 men. Before the
war was over England had sent to
America 58 regiments of the line, three
regiments of foot guards and two regiments of dragoons. In addition, she used
Tory regiments, "Hessians" and Indians.
The British Soldier
he British army had been a professional army since the Elizabethan
period. Recruiting was on a volunteer basis, at least in theory. In practice
press gangs went around the country
picking up scoundrels, vagrants and
country boys thrilled with the thought of
adventure. When no volunteers showed
up the press gangs took men forcibly off

T

the streets, or even seized them as they
came out of church. These "volunteers"
had to be at least five feet three inches tall
and between the ages of 16 and 50.
They were paid eight pence a day if in the
infantry, and nine pence a day if in the
cavalry. But since the captains paid the
men there were extensive deductions for
food and clothing. As a result the British
soldier ended up with slightly over one
pound per year. Rations were basically
bread, cheese and fresh or salt meat.
These enlisted men were the outcasts
of British humanity-poachers in the
rural areas, thieves in the taverns. They
carried 60-pound packs, lived on very
meager rations and were subject to a
brutal discipline which permitted whipping up to 1,000 lashes. After his discharge from the service the British soldier
found it almost impossible to get a job.
He was considered a rascal and a nuisance. No pension was provided for him.
His local parish was supposed to make
some provision for him if he was destitute. Accordingly, he might hope to get a
license enabling him to beg without
being whipped.
British officers got their commissions
by buying them. Since the cost of commissions ranged from 400 pounds for an
ensign up to thousands of pounds for
field-grade officers, it is apparent that
only men of substantial means could be
officers. Only in very exceptional circumstances could an enlisted man become an officer, but he was opposed by
the " gentlemen" officers. Officer pay
43
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was not enough to support one as an
'' officer and gentleman.' ' Promotion was
slow and could be achieved only by
purchasing-in competition-the commission pertaining to the vacancy. One
British officer spent 42 years as a cornet
(lowest commissioned rank in the
cavalry), and retired on half pay, debtridden.
The commission was considered an
item of property and could be sold if the
owner desired to leave the service. This
was not at all uncommon in the Revolutionary War because many British
officers did not want to come over here
to fight other Englishmen.
There were no military schools except
for artillery. Young lads of the officer social class generally entered the army at
the age of 16 and learned their profession in active service.
Each British regiment of the line had
an authorized strength of 477 officers
and men but generally the actual
strength was about 300. Each regiment
was organized into eight companies of
ordinary foot soldiers, one company of
light infantry, and one company of gren-

adiers. These last two companies were
the elite; the light infantry were selected
for special qualities-vigor and
alertness-and were used extensively for
reconnaisance and as flank protection.
Britjsh grenadiers also were picked
troops. The grenadiers were organized in
1678 to use the grenade-a new
weapon at that time. (It was a small iron
bomb with an ignited fuse-to be thrown
like our hand grenade of today). Since it
was assumed that the tallest and
strongest men could throw the grenade
the greatest distance, such men were
picked to form grenadier units. To permit
slinging their muskets on either shoulder
while throwing grenades, the men wore
a brimless cap instead of the usual
broad-brimmed hats. These caps in time
developed into the tall miter-like headpiece familiar in pictures of grenadiers
which added to their apparent height.
The British army had given up on the
hand grenade by 1775 and while grenadiers were armed like normal infantry,
they were still considered an elite corps.
For weapons the officers carried a
spontoon (pike) or fusil (short musket)

plus a light dress sword. The men carried
the "Brown Bess" flintlock musket, four
and a half feet long and weighing about
ten pounds. This musket was caliber. 75,
had no rear sight and was equipped with
a 21-inch bayonet. The Brown Bess was
very inaccurate but that was not important. The British solider was taught to
"point" his gun toward the enemy-not
"aim" it. Effective range was under 100
yards. Firing was involved and loading
complicated. In 1764 a total of eight orders were needed to prime and load and
any soldier who got off two or three shots
a minute was doing very well. Firing was
done in volleys, one rank firing while
others loaded.
Uniforms of the Revolutionary War
were generally modeled after European
military styles. This was true for the
British, Hessian, French and even the
American Continental line. British uniforms were modeled after those of German units on the Continent. Such uniforms were very ornamental and looked
great on the parade ground, but were
hardly practical in the forests of New England or the swamps of South Carolina.

A Hessian press gang issues its invitation.
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The British soldiers wore a scarlet coat,
covered with facings, lace and brass buttons. His waistcoat (vest) was also
scarlet-or white; his white breeches
were covered from the foot to the knee
with buttoned garters, while his hat was
of various styles. A leather stock or "dog
collar" made him keep his head up. He
wore his hair in a queue which was stiffened with grease and white powder. His
accoutrements were a broad waist belt
and cross-belts-these were kept white
with pipe clay. His buckles and other
brass trimmings were kept brightly
polished.
The German Soldier

B

ecause many Englishmen were less
than enthusiastic about fighting the
Americans, England was forced to
find cannon fodder outside England itself. She had some success in recruiting
Provincial regiments in America as well
as enlisting Indians in her cause. But her
main sources of supply were the various
German states, like Hesse-Cassell or
Brunswick. Initially England tried to get
Russian units but the other European
countries prevailed on Empress
Catherine not to permit Russian soldiers
to go. So England turned to the heads of
German states who had soldiers for rent.
Eventually six of these states sent a total
of 30,000 men to America. Of these,
12,500 never returned to Germany;
about 5,000 deserted and the rest were
casualties. The duke of Brunswick got
" head money" at the rate of seven
pounds, four shillings and four and a half
pence per man. He also got the same
amount-additionally-for each man
killed. Also, three wounded men were
considered equal to one man killed in
this arrangement. All this money went to
the duke alone. The wounded men and
the dead men's families did not even
receive the extra half price. Some of the
German units sent to America were
Jaeger or riflemen. These soldiers,
armed with the rifle, were used to fight
the American riflemen. The name "Hessian" comes primarily from the fact that
most of these troops came from Hesse'Cassell.
America's Allies
hree European countries-France,
Spain and Holland-declared war
on England and thus, in theory at
least, were allies of America. However,
Spain and Holland sent no troops at all
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over here. The French Navy made a definite contribution , especially at
Yorktown, while the French Army was
represented by some regular regiments.
Like the British, the French Army was
trained and disciplined for European
fighting. One gets an idea of the French
Army of 1 775 when he notes that of that
army, numbering 170,000 men, 60,000
were officers. And of these 60,000 officers only 10,000 were with their regiments.
America's Army
merica went into the war under
some severe handicaps. Politics
were supreme; local pride often prevented cooperation among states. The
government could not draft men and, in
time, Continental currency became practically worthless. The few trained officers
we had emulated the discipline and tactics of Europe and England. Even
Washington wanted to fight the British in
close-order formation. This was fatal.
Time and again the better-trained British
regulars defeated the half-trained American foot soldier. Moreover, Washington
had no use for cavalry or riflemen.
Cavalry was essential for reconnaisance
in America but on more than one occasion Washington took away the horses of
his mounted men, and when they declined to serve as infantry he sent them
home. The Americans under Washington should have used guerilla tactics (as
Marion and Sumter did) and should
have built up a good cavalry force to cut
off the long British wagon trains. But
Washington tended to put his army
against his adversary at the point where
the British were strongest and he was
weakest. He pitted his infantry against
infantry, ignoring the fact that the British
infantry were the best in the world.
While historians disagree as to the total
number of American enlistments, apparently some 230,000 Americans served
for various periods of time during the
war. Of these, about 10,000 were killed
or wounded, or less than five percent.
Contributions by states reflected several
factors, including of course, the number
of males of military age available. Massachusetts sent 67,907 into the field
while Delaware sent 2 ,386. (South
Carolina sent 6,417.) Militia troops usually only fought in their own backyard
while the Continental Line fought in all
areas where needed. For example, at
Yorktown the colonies were represented
by troops from New England, New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia and
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Maryland. The 1st South Carolina Continentals served with Washington at
Brandywine and elsewhere.
The vast bulk of Americans in the war
served only in the militia. This force included the entire potential manpower of
each colony. Every man from ages 16 to
60 was listed on the militia rolls, was
enrolled in a company and hopefully
possessed a musket, equipment and
ammunition. He was trained four times a
year-hence the term "train bands" In
1774, when British Gen. Gage arrived in
Boston, each company commander of
the American militia was ordered to enlist
a third of his men as Minutemen-to be
ready to act " at a minute's notice"
These new companies were organized
into regiments. These are the men who
confronted the British at Lexington and
Concord, April 19, 1775. Also "alarm
companies" were organized as a last reserve. They were made up of boys, old
men, clergymen and magistrates. The
militia regiments themselves were called
out when the enemy was in their local
area and served only until the immediate
threat was over. But it was these
militiamen who captured Burgoyne and
his army at Saratoga which turned the
tide of the war in the North. Equipped
with their own muskets or fowling pieces,
with no uniforms worthy of the name,
these men achieved a victory which is
now listed as one of the decisive battles
of the world.
However, short-term enlistments of
militiamen was not the answer. To meet
the British on more even grounds over
long periods of campaigns, the Continental Line was established, June 14,
1775. This is the birthday of our regular
army. A total authorized strength of
20,372 was established, including 26
regiments of infantry, one regiment of
artillery and one regiment of riflemen.
But even this force was enlisted for one
year only. Washington was always
plagued with the problem of keeping any
kind of an army together. On Jan. 1,
1776, he had only 8,000 men. As compared with the poorly-equipped militia,
the Continental Line regiments were
fairly well-equipped with muskets ,
bayonets and cartridge boxes.
Although discipline was better in the
Continental Line than in the militia regiments, it was a constant problem in most
units. Apparently, the quality of discipline was directly proportional to the social structure of the area in which the
regiments were raised. New England reg-
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iments were notorious for the "democracy" in their ranks. There was often no
difference between officers and men.
Where men elected their officers it was
difficult for the officers to enforce discipline over their neighbors and social
equals. The situation was somewhat better in the South. After the arrival of Baron
von Steuben the situation improved. He
established a uniform system of drill regulations, forced the men to keep their
weapons and equipment in good condition and insisted that the officers look
after their men ' s welfare. Severe
punishments were instituted to tighten
up discipline, extending to use of the
pillory, lashings and even hanging.
American rifle units deserve special attention. Composed of backwoodsmen,
many over six feet tall and skilled in Indian warfare, these expert marksmen
were recruited in Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia. Their "uniform" was
eminently sensible-hunting shirts,
breeches and moccasins of a color which
was a natural camouflage in the woods.
Their weapon was the rifle as made by
German and Swiss riflemakers in
Pennsylvania. This weapon was truly
lethal. Whereas the musket ball carried

no more than about 100 yards (the
length of a football field) the small ball
from the rifle killed such selected targets
as British officers at three or four times
that distance. These experts could hit
consistently a small target at ranges up to
300 yards. The rifle had certain drawbacks, however. It took twice as long to
load and was not equipped with a
bayonet. But for sniping it was superb.
The British feared these riflemen but
Washington considered sniping a waste
of powder. The riflemen themselves
were a constant disciplinary problem.
They were individualists and disliked the
monotony of camp life and duties.
It is regrettable that the British learned
more from the Revolutionary War than
we did. Americans gave up on the rifle
except for a few issued to special units.
Our basic weapon continued to be the
smoothbore musket modeled after the
French model 1763. We gave up on the
irregular tactics of Dan Morgan, Marion
and Sumter. Instead we continued the
linear, dose-order tactics of Scott.
But the British realized that the American war had wrought a revolution in
weapons and tactics. As the British historian J. W. Fortescue put it:

Drill and discipline could make the
soldier stand and be killed; but they
could not wait him to silence the
unseen rifle which, safely ensconced beyond the range of his
own musket, struck down first his
officers, then his sergeants, and at
last himself ...
The British officer returned after the
war fully aware that the bayonet was so
outmoded as to be practically useless.
The third rank in the British infantry line
was dropped altogether and some rifle
units were organized. However, incredible as it may seem, the officers who
stayed at home eventually were able to
defeat many of the innovative measures
proposed by their colleagues who had
fought in America. The Revolutionary
War is an interesting example of that
military mind which is too often inflexible
and impervious to new ideas.

Francis A Lord is the author of Civil War
Collector's Encyclopedia, Vol. I and II.
His collection of 10,000 military artifacts
is on indefinite loan to the University of
South Carolina.
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His name is John Thurmand, and he's the Executive Chef at The Wade Hampton Hotel. Chef John
has a way with food that you just won't believe until you treat yourself to luncheon or dinner at Maxims in
The Wade Hampton.
John is just one of a legion of dedicated people at The Wade Hampton Hotel who are reviving the
graciousness, warmth and hospitality that was the custom a hundred years ago. The same attitudes which
prevailed when General Wade Hampton established his famed regiment, Hampton's Legion.
So stop by The Wade Hampton soon and let Chef John and his staff prepare such specialties as
Veal a la Oscar, Tournados a la Henry or even a great American steak. Or let Chef John cater your next
banquet or reception .
Chef John Thurmand. A truly great chef and an integral member of Hampton's
Legion anxious to serve you by doing it Wade's Way.

~
Where hospitality is the order of the day.
Across from the Capitol, 1201 Main Street, Columbia. Phone: 779-8500
Managed by Hospitality Management Corp ., Dallas, Texas.
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by Joe S. Jones III
bout 15 minutes before the S. C.
House of Representatives is scheduled to begin its daily session, Richard E. Padgett casually puts on a pair of
white cotton gloves. He is one of the
sergeants-at-arms, and he is going to
take South Carolina' s oldest symbol of
authority, the mace, from its niche behind the speaker's rostrum. He will place
it before the speaker's chair where it will
serve as the speaker's sign of authority
just as it served as the sign of authority for
the head of the Commons House of Assembly of the province of South Carolina
before the Revolutionary War. Although
the mace is now used for the purpose for
which it was made, it has not always
enjoyed the care and protection it now
receives.
The South Carolina mace is the only
state mace older than the Declaration of
Independence. Purchased by the Commons House of Assembly of the province
of South Carolina in 1756, it was made
in England by a well-known plate
worker, Magdelene Feline, at a cost of 90
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guineas. In today's currency, 90 guineas
is about $189.
From 1 756 until some time during the
Revolutionary War, the mace served the
Commons House of Assembly. However, during the Revolution the mace fell
into the hands of British sympathizers,
and it would not be used by the lower
house for about 100 years. In 1798, 15
years after the United States won its independence from England, an unidentified person offered the mace to the
House of Assembly of the Bahama Islands. Money was appropriated by the
island assembly, but the purchase was
never made.
There is no information on the whereabouts of the mace from the time the
British sympathizers offered it for sale
until 1819. That year Gov. John Geddes
wrote to fellow South Carolinian Langdon Cheves, president of the United
States Bank in Philadelphia, inquiring
about the mace. From the following excerpt of this letter, the future of the mace
seemed no better than it had been in
1798. Gov. Geddes wrote:
"Several years ago, a silver Mace
belonging to this state was deposited by Major General Thomas
Pinckney in the former Bank of the
United States-would you have the
goodness to inquire after it, and inform me what it would sell for at the
mint of the United States?"
This letter contains an interesting but
unanswered question: How and when
did Maj. Gen. Thomas Pinckney get the
mace? This letter is the first evidence of
the whereabouts of the mace since its
proposed sale in 1 798. Also, it shows the
further disregard of the mace's importance to state officials.
Cheves' answer to this inquiry and a
subsequent letter from the governor
makes it plain that the governor was
going to have the state legislature authorize the sale of the mace. It was to be
melted down and sold as bullion.
Luckily the 63-year-old mace was
saved from the melting pot. The assayed
value of the mace was much less than
Gov. Geddes had expected. He thought
the mace would be worth $700 or $800,
but it was worth considerably less. Also,
Cheves saw the value of the mace in its
present form. He suggested to the
governor that the mace be retained as an
historical memento. The governor
agreed, saying in a letter, " It would be a
pity, for a small sum, to destroy an article
which might serve as an historical
monument, and at the same time be a
July 1976

great curiosity to those who have never
seen the like-I confess I am one of those
among the number who have never seen
a Mace." And in the fall of 1819 the
mace was returned to its home state.
Although the mace was returned to
South Carolina, where it was stored is
unknown. It was not used in the House
of Representatives until 1882 when
James Simons of Charleston became
speaker of the House. Simons began
using the mace as the symbol of authority of the House of Representatives
shortly after becoming House Speaker.
No records have been found to tell us
where the mace was stored from 1819 to
1882. During this time South Carolina
and the nation were going through hard
times. The mace was in storage during
the Civil War, and it missed the stormy
and corrupt Reconstruction Era following the Civil War. Inez Watson, former
clerk of the House of Representatives
and authority on House history, said the
mace could have been hidden under
a bed or in someone's closet during this
period.
After 1882 the mace served as the
symbol of authority of the speaker of the
House until 1971 when it was stolen
from the Capitol. The security of the
mace was little better in 1971 than it had
been in earlier days. At the time of the
theft, the mace was housed in the same
niche where it now rests, but there was
only one small lock on the glass door.
The key to this lock was kept in the office
of the clerk of the House located just
behind the mace's niche. The thief did
not even have to break the glass to take
the mace.
One thing had changed about the
mace-its value. Inflation had driven the
value of the precious metals to about
$8,000. That is quite an increase from
the gold-plated, silver mace's assayed
value of less than $700 in 1819 when
Gov. Geddes had wanted to sell it. Also,
the mace's value as an historical monument had been realized. At the time of
the theft the mace was insured for
$20,000, but officials agreed it could not
be replaced for any amount of money.
The mace was found less than one
month after it was stolen. Chief J . P.
Strom of the S. C. Law Enforcement Division found it in Gainesville, Fla. in the
trunk of a car. It was unharmed. During
its absence from the State House, Rep.
Giles Cleveland of Spartanburg County
offered to replace the mace with an Indian artifact that had belonged to a tribe
that had lived in the state. But before the

1 756 mace could be replaced by the
primitive Indian mace, it was returned to
the State House.
After the mace was returned to the
State House, security improved. Until
the present four-alarm vault was completed in 1971 , the mace was stored in a
vault in the State Treasury Building. The
sergeant-at-arms went to the Treasury
Building every day, got the mace and
took it to the House chambers for the
daily House sessions. After the House
completed its work, he would take the
mace back to be stored in the treasury
vault for the night.
The vault in which the mace is now
stored is a vast improvement over the
glass-covered niche that had housed the
mace when it was stolen. The present
vault is built into the old niche and the
glass door has been replaced by a thick
glass plate electronically wired to sound
an alarm if it is broken. The glass front
both protects the mace and enables it to
be seen by visitors to the House chambers, and the mace sits on a pressure
sensitive base which sounds an alarm if
the mace is moved when the alarm system is activated. Also, inside the velvetlined vault is a thermal alarm which signals a change in temperature. This alarm
protects the vault from being opened by
a cutting torch. Moreover, the vault is
secured by a modem combination lock
much like those found on bank vaults.
For further protection, the mace is not
taken from the State House without the
consent of the House of Representatives
and the Senate. For this consent a joint
resolution from both bodies is passed.
The mace has been taken from the State
House only once since the vault was
completed. It went to the special session
of the House and Senate when a session
met in Charleston in 1973. This special
session was the re-enactment of the first
meeting of the S. C. General Assembly
of 1 773. This ceremony was the first
major Bicentennial observance in the nation.
The South Carolina mace has survived the Revolutionary War, a governor
and a legislature who wanted to sell it,
the Civil War and the turbulent Reconstruction wranglings for power. And recently it survived being stolen in its 250th
year to be returned to the chambers of
the House of Representatives to serve as
the speaker's sign of authority.

Joe S. Jones III is a free-lance writer from
Columbia.
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Conversation with

THE SWAMP FOX
by Robert D. Bass
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Having been assigned the task of riding to South Carolina, seeking out Lt.
Col. Francis Marion and getting an interview for the Pennsylvania Gazette, this
reporter left Philadelphia on November
30 and arrived at Port's Ferry over Pee
Dee River on Jan. 1, 1781.
At Port's there was a redoubt manned
by militia of the Britton' s Neck regiment
commanded by Col. John Ervin. After I
had shown my credentials and stated my
mission, he placed me under the charge
of Capt. John Dozier. The captain reported that Col. Marion was on Snow's
Island with his headquarters in the house
of Sgt. William Goddard.
The sergeant was an affable young
man about 21 years old. He asked that
his cousin Francis Goddard go to help
paddle the boat back from the island.
With these two paddling the large dugout
cypress canoe we shoved off from the
ferry and headed down Pee Dee.
During the 20-minute trip the young
men chatted gaily about their experiences with Marion . Then they told me
about their homes and families and their
kindred in Brittan's Neck. Francis was
the son of Widow Jenkins who lived
about a mile east of Snow's Island. William was the son of the late Ann Snow
Goddard, the sister of William and James
Snow, for whom the island was named.
William had inherited 1,000 acres of the
northern end of the island and he had
persuaded Col. Marion to use his home
as his headquarters and encamp his men
on the sand field around the place. Here
the Swamp Fox was as snug and secure
as King Alfred had been at Athelney.
The two militiamen paddled the canoe
to the west bank of Pee Dee, tied it to a
willow tree and set out on a country road
toward the center of the island. After
walking for half a mile across fields where
com and peas had grown , we came to a
large frontier cabin built of hewn cypress
logs with cracks chinked with dried red
clay. Standing on the front porch beside
the door were two soldiers with loaded
muskets. Pvt. Jenkins called for the officer of the day. "Cousin Henry!" he
shouted.
Lt. Henry Britton came from behind
the house, shook hands, and asked what
he could do for us.
"I am from the Pennsylvania Gazette
and wish to interview Col. Marion."
The lieutenant looked at me, smiled
and replied, "There's no Col. Marion
here." Seeing my puzzled look he continued, "A courier came from Gov. Rutledge this morning and brought him a
July 1976

Our intrepid reporter has done something the
British couldn't do. He has caught the Swamp
Fox.

commission as brigadier general."
Britton then escorted me into a large,
plain room . At the head of a long table of
undressed boards sat the Swamp Fox
surrounded by his military family . At his
right sat Hugh Ervin, senior colonel in the
corps. At his left sat Col. Peter Horry,
commander of the cavalry. Then Col.
Hugh Giles, Col. Hugh Horry, Maj. John
James and Maj. John Vanderhorst sat
around the table in order of seniority.
After shaking hands, Gen . Marion welcomed me to dinner and bade me sit at
the other end of the table.
" We were planning a strike against the
South Carolina Rangers, a Provincial
regiment commanded by Maj . John Harrison and quartered among the Tories
around Radcliffe's Bridge about40 miles
up Lynches Creek," whispered Maj .
James.
During our shuffling and whispering,
Oscar, the servant of the Swamp Fox,
had been busy gathering sweet potatoes
from the bank of ashes in the fireplace .
After dusting them off, he placed two
large, hot yams before each guest. After
Maj . James, an elder in the Presbyterian
Church at Indiantown, had returned
thanks we began our dinner. The flesh of
my potatoes was almost red, soft and
sweet as candy . As we ate, Oscar
brought each a steaming cup of tea made
from the bark of sassafras roots and
sweetened with cane syrup. In all his experience this reporter has never eaten a
more satisfying meal.
After the officers had gone to their respective posts of duty, your correspondent moved up and began his interview
with Gen. Marion .
REPORTER: Congratulations on your
appointment as brigadier general. I was
sent down from Philadelphia to interview
a Swamp Fox, not a General. Nevertheless, the Whigs in the North are eager to
read about your heroic exploits. I'd like
to talk about your campaigns. Sgt. Goddard told me that you arrived at the muster grounds ion Lynches River near Indiantown on August 17. After a boatburning foray along Santee River, you

surprised and captured a guard of British
troops marching 125 prisoners of war
from Camden to Charlestown and released the prisoners. You then crossed
Pee Dee River at Port's Ferry?
MARION: On the third of September I
had advice that upwards of 200 Tories
intended to attack me the next day. I
immediately marched with 52 men ,
which is all I could get. In the morning of
September the fourth I surprised a party
of 45 men which escaped. I then
marched immediately to attack the main
body which I met about three miles
away. I immediately attacked and put
them to flight and they got into a swamp
impossible to all but Tories. The next day
I was informed that they all had dispersed.
REPORTER: Yes, sir. Sgt. Goddard
called this the battle of Blue Savannah.
He said that it was near Little Pee Dee.
What occurred afterwards?
MARION: On September the fifth I was
joined by about 60 men. I then threw up
a small redoubt to secure my camp from
being surprised by the Tories should they
again assemble.
REPORTER: General, it is a very well
constructed little fort. One of the men
said you then faced rather, shall we say,
uncomfortable numbers?
MARION: On the seventh of September
I crossed Pee Dee and Lynches Creek
with 100 men, leaving 50 to secure my
camp and the river. I wished to attack a
party of British and Tories in Williamsburg burning the houses of all the
men who had joined me. When I got to
Indiantown, Maj. James met me and said
the party of British and Tories numbered
200 and that Maj. Wemyss with 200
more was to join them.
REPORTER: That was a formidable
concentration, indeed.
MARION: On the eighth of September I
received intelligence that Maj. Wemyss
had crossed Black River and Pee Dee at
Yauhannah to fall on my rear. The Tories
whom I had dispersed were again assembling on my right which would completely surround me. This obliged me to
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retreat to White Marsh at the head of
Waccamaw River.
REPORTER: Did all of your men go with
you?
MARION: Only 60 men. The rest left me
to look after their families who had had
their houses burnt. The enemy have
burnt a number of houses on Black
River, Lynches Creek and Waccamaw
River.
REPORTER: How long did you remain
in hiding? And what was your next
move?
MARION: I set out from the White Marsh
on Sunday evening the 24th of September and took a tour to Kingston.
From there I turned and crossed Little
Pee Dee at Woodberry's. I then made a
forced march across Big Pee Dee to
Black Mingo. There was a guard of 4 7
men of the militia commanded by Capt.
John Coming Ball. I attacked them about
12 o' clock at night on the 28th of September. They had drawn up beside a
swamp and received our fire within 30
yards. They returned fire twice and then
fled into the swamp.
It was my intention to break up
another guard at Black River Church,
but many of my followers were so desirous to see their wives and families, who

have been burnt out, that I found it
necessary to retreat across Britton' s
Ferry and continue to Amis' Mill.
REPORTER: According to your battle
reports, sir, your next strike was against
Col. Benjamin Tynes at Tearcoat
Swamp. It seemed very successful.
MARION: Having intelligence of a party
of militia embodying in the forks of Black
River, I crossed Pee Dee on the 24th of
October and on the 25th at night surprised Col. Tynes with a body of 200
men. The surprise was so complete that I
had not one man killed. We killed six
men, wounded 14, took23 prisoners, 80
horses and as many muskets.
REPORTER: Your next encounter was
with Col. Tarleton and his green dragoons. How destructive is the man?
MARION: Col. Tarleton burnt all the
houses and destroyed all the corn from
Camden down to Nelson' s Ferry.
REPORTER: British officers are not usually so wanton and cruel.
MARION: He not only destroyed all the
corn, but he burnt a number of cattle in
the barns he fired.
REPORTER: How did he treat the Whigs
along the Santee?
MARION: He behaved to the poor
women with great barbarity. He beat

Mrs. Richardson to make her tell where I
was and has not left her a change of
raiment.
REPORTER: Such conduct is against the
practices of civilized warfare.
MARION: It is distressing to see women
and children sitting in the open air
around a fire , without a blanket or any
clothing except what they had on women of good families who had ample
fortunes.
REPORTER: General, house-burning is
repugnant to all civilized people.
MARION: I assure you that there has not
been one house burnt by my orders or
by any of my men.
REPORTER: You and your partisans are
certainly worthy of praise for your humanity.
MARION: To injure women and children
is what I despise most.
REPORTER: General, as I rode down
the post-road from Cross Creek to Port's
Ferry I heard that a large party of
Loyalists under Col. Hector McNeil has
gathered at Amis' Mill. How do you view
this concentration?
MARION: I think this body of men are
dangerous. They will collect a large
number of Tories from North Carolina
and the enemy possessing Waccamaw
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Neck will give them a large extent of
country which contains a great quantity
of provisions of all kinds.
REPORTER: Sir, could you have prevented this raid?
MARION: I should have marched my
whole body against those Tories, but I
should be obliged to withdraw all my
detachments which would have left 50
miles open to the enemy.
REPORTER: What would be the result?
MARION: The inhabitants finding their
property and families exposed would desert me to a man.
REPORTER: How can you prevent this?
MARION: Last week I ordered Col. Abel
Kolb to march his regiment to Little Pee
Dee and sent Maj. Vanderhorst with a
detachment from here to meet him and
disperse these Tories. But Col. Kolb
never obeyed my order.
REPORTER: Is this an indication of the
cooperation you get from the militia?
MARION: The people here are not to be
depended on. I seldom have the same
set for a fortnight.
REPORTER: Why is that?
MARION: Many of my people have left
me and gone over to the enemy, for they
think that we have no Continental Army
and that they have been deceived. I wish
I had some assurance of support I could
give my people. If I had a few Continental troops I should be able to do much
more.
REPORTER: Sir, you may get your Continentals. When I passed through
Richmond I saw the legion of Lt. Col.
Henry Lee. The rumor was that they
were marching to South Carolina to join
the Swamp Fox. Would that boost
morale?
MARION: Lee's Continentals would awe
the militia who act with diffidence. One
hundred would be sufficient for that purpose.
REPORTER: Yet, General, will not the
arrival of Col. Lee raise problems of
command? As you know, a lieutenant
colonel of Continentals outranks a
brigadier general of militia. And LightHorse Harry is young, ambitious and
aggressive.
MARION: Should I join in duty with Col.
Lee, I expect to command, not from the
brigadier' s commission I hold, but from
my older commission in the Continentals.
REPORTER: Sir, the common gossip
around Philadelphia is that the British
and Loyalists in South Carolina ignore
flags of truce and even hang prisoners of
war.

July 1976

MARION: I wish to carry on this war as
usual with all civilized nations. All British
officers and men who have fallen into my
hands have been treated with humanity.
I hope sincerely that I may not be obliged
to act contrary to my inclinations. But I
will retaliate in every instance any mistreatment of my followers.
REPORTER: In all of your campaigning
what do you need the most?
MARION: I am greatly in need of a surgeon. One of my wounded followers
bled to death. I have no medicine whatsoever.
REPORTER: Gen. Marion, as I sit here in

the cabin of William Goddard, hidden
away on Snow's Island, I feel that I am
talking to one of the most valiant and
chivalrous soldier of America.
MARION: Thank God I can lay my hand
upon my heart and say that since coming
to man's estate I have not intentionally
done wrong to any person.
Robert D. Bass is author of Swamp Fox,
Gamecock and The Green Dragoon.
This interview is based on Marion's campaign reports- the Swamp Fox's words,
although originally written and not spoken, are his.
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Lafayette: Major General
arie-Joseph-Paul-Yves-Roch-Gilbert
Motier Lafayette. With a name like
that a man is either a spectacular
success or a spectacular failure. Yet
Lafayette, called Gilbert by his friends, is
a major general in the American
army-at age 19. He has departed his
native France to fight the British, arriving
aboard the Victoire, at a landing just
below Georgetown, with Baron Johann
de Kalb.
"I rejoice at having found such a glorious opportunity of occupying myself and
of acquiring knowledge," he said. " I am
conscious that I am making an immense
sacrifice, and that to quit my family, my
friends, costs me more than it could do
any other person."
The young marquis intends to travel
by land to meet Gen. George Washington, there to learn the military ropes-at
the front lines, though, on-the-job train-

M
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ing could be a trifle dangerous. He is
enthusiastic about the prospects of war.
" I fear that my martial labors will be
very light, if it be true that Gen. Howe has
left New York, to go I know not whither. "
Lafayette is descended from two of the
most noble families in France. At the age
of 13, orphaned, he joined the Black
Musketeers, bodyguards to the king of
France. He married Adrienne, daughter
of the Duke d' Ayen. Theirs was a union
of power, prestige and graceful fortitude.
Yet the young marquis grew restless,
witnessing as he did each day the tinsel
and empty glitter of Versailles and the
frivolity of life under Marie Antoinette.
He longed for a cause, he longed for
adventure. Then, in 1775, he heard
news of a Colonial uprising among the
British colonies in America.
He joined up with Baron Johann de
Kalb, a soldier of fortune, and sought a

commission in the American army from
American Commissioner Silas Deane.
After procuring the Victoire, then setting
sail, he reached a bay. Now, the young
nobleman is ready to ride north.
He has found Charleston to his liking,
and rests there, awaiting his journey.
''The campaign is opened, but there is
not fighting, or at least, very little," he
said. "The manners in this part of the
world are simple, polite and worthy in
every respect of the country in which the
noble name of liberty is constantly repeated.
" I hope to set out in two days for
Philadelphia, which is a land journey of
more than 250 leagues. We shall divide
into small parties; I have already purchased horses and light carriages for this
purpose.''
The one thing that unsettles Lafayette
is that delivery of letters from his wife,
who is expecting, is very slow.
" My only fear is that the privateer
which was to bring them to me might
have been captured on her way," he
said. "Although I can easily imagine that
I have excited the especial displeasure of
the English, by taking the liberty of coming hither in spite of them, and landing
before their very faces , yet I must confess
that we shall be even more than on a par
if they succeed in catching that vessel,
the object of my fondest hopes.
" What gives me most pleasure, " he
continued, "is to see how completely the
citizens are all brethren of one family. In
America there are none poor, and none
even that can be called peasants. Each
citizen has some property, and all citizens
have the same rights as the richest individual, or landed proprietor, in the countr y."
Eventually Lafayette would like to see
some sort of expansion of campaign
strategy, provided his undecided homeland joins against the British. His main
hope lies in a strike against the East Indies.
" Without pretending to the art of
prophecy in relation to present events,"
he said, " but convinced in the sincerity of
my heart that to injure England would be
serving (shall I say revenging?) my country, I believe that this idea would powerfully excite the energy of each individual
bearing the honorable name of Frenchman.''

Caughman Bayh is a free-lance poet
who travels the South and Southwest.
Sand/apper

hen news of Dan Morgan's victory at
the Cowpens reached Gen. Nathanael Greene's camp on the Pee
Dee River, the Rhode Island Quaker
knew for the first time that truly, militia
and Continentals could work together.
But Brig. Gen. Daniel Morgan, the
"Old Wagoneer," seemed to have recognized that all along.
"The troops I have the honor to command have gained a complete victory
over a detachment from the British Army
commanded by Lt. Col. Tarleton," he
said, from his camp on the Pee Dee
tributary of Cain Creek. "Such was the
inferiority of our numbers that our success must be attributed, under God, to
the justice of our cause and the bravery
of our troops. "
Justice and bravery, yes - and a little
backwoods wile from the general in the
linen hunting jacket.
That jacket becomes the crusty old
frontiersman. Striking out from New Jersey across Pennsylvania and then to Virginia, Morgan wound up, at age 19, as a
teamster sitting atop a load of army baggage in Gen. Braddock's campaign
against Ft. Duquesne. Among the troops
was one Capt. Horatio Gates, lately
come to the Colonies from England. A
dozen years later, the semi-tamed, clever
wagoner would be under Gates' command and in charge of the riflemen who
turned the tide at Saratoga. And ironically, it would be that same Gates who,
fresh from victory at Saratoga, would be
sent to South Carolina only to encounter
disaster and disgrace at Camden.
"This is just the mess we've come to
straighten out, by God," Morgan said.
His voice carried through the tents and
Jean-tos of his troops. He is a big man six feet, 200 pounds with steel blue eyes.
He is not old, and despite infirmities
which hinder him occasionally, he is vigorous.
Morgan spent several years brawling
in taverns and getting into general mischief before he married Abigail Curry
and fathered two children. His Virginia
home, Soldier's Rest, is located only a
few miles from the tavern in which it had
been his habit to test the breakables
arm-in-arm with John Barleycorn.
But all that ended with his marriage.
"She housebroke me, by God," he
winks. "Now I feel like I've been married
all my life.''
That Morgan seems to be on a constant first-name basis with the Creator is
not atypical.
Before the Colonies' official declaration of independence, Morgan and a
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Dan Morgan: Cowpens Victor
company of riflemen were roaming the
New England and Canadian frontier,
doing unkind things to the British there.
The climate, hardships, Jack of proper
food and clothing and a stretch in a
British prison brought rheumatism and
other maladies that the general has yet to
conquer. But his spirit remains indomitable.
"I remember one time in the Valley
Forge-Monmouth campaign," he grins.
" My men were assigned to clear the
road. I rode up and they were trying to
move this huge rock. The ensign in
charge was just standing there with his
teeth in his mouth. I asked him, 'Well,
why don' t you help them?' He said, 'Sir,
I am an officer.' And I says, 'Beg your
pardon. I didn' t think of that. ' Well, I got
off my horse, helped grab that rock and
we shoved it further than a musket's
range. Then I just rode away.
"Now that's why we're having this
trouble in the war," he said. "Officers
like that who think they' re too good to do
a man's work. Freckle-bellied buggers
like that - they'd order a bloody
bayonet attack then get dressed for some
kind of la-de-dah costume ball. No sir, I
go where I tell my men to go."
At Cowpens, Morgan made use of the
fact that militia were not wont to stand
the fire of advancing enemy. Greene had

told Morgan not to depend upon them.
As Tarleton' s infantry advanced that
morning, militia under Gen. Andrew
Pickens stood fast , fired twice then
seemed to retreat. Suddenly the British
found themselves confronting a solid line
of Maryland and Virginia Continentals,
who held their ground. As Lt. Col. John
Eager Howard urged them on, Morgan
stayed in the rear, directing the
mechanics of the surprise he had prepared.
"I would not have had a swamp in
view of my militia on any consideration,"
he said. "They would have made for it
and nothing could have detained them.
As to covering my wings, I knew my
adversary was perfectly sure I should
have nothing but downright fighting. As
to retreat, it was the very thing I wished to
cut off all hope of. When men are forced
to fight, they will sell themselves dearly.
"Now William Washington might look
like a butterball," Morgan said, " but that
morning he and his cavalry came rushing
at Benny Tarleton's rear like a thunderstorm in the Blue Ridge. About that
time Col. Howard made some mistake in
his orders, but I turned him around just
as that Presbyterian elder [Pickens] and
his boys came a'rooting out of them
woods. Both sides started fighting with
everything they could get their hands on.
61

Tarleton knew the game was over and
started to get out Billy Washington took
off after him. Probably chased him back
into the swamps down in the Pee Dee.
So much the better. Let Marion get a
crack at him. I lost 12 killed , 60
wounded. Benny Tarleton lost about
100 killed, 830 prisoners including 230
wounded, 35 baggage wagons, 100 fine
dragoon horses, 60 slaves, two stands of
colors of the 7th Regiment, a lot of ammunition and all his music."
The general was beginning to tire.
"This cold weather and all the rain getting to my bones," he said. "And I
understand they found a little medicinal
stuff in one of those wagons. We used to
use it for snakebite, but anything will do
after a brawl. "
With that the Old Wagoneer pulled on
his flat-brimmed hat, signaled Maj . Edward Giles, his aide-de-camp, and strode
stiffly off. He turned.
"We whipped Benny Tarleton," he
roared. "We tore up one quarter of my
lord Cornwallis' troops. Ha-ha - pretty
good for a subdued army. "

P. Bradley Morrah, Jr.:
Commission
Chairman
ineteenth-century historian George
Bancroft observed that " none suffered more, dared more , or
achieved more" during the Revolution
than did the brave sons and daughters of
South Carolina. Now, 200 years later,
the state' s Bicentennial observance has
followed this tradition of people involvement, led by state commission
chairman P. Bradley Morrah, Jr.
When Morrah accepted the chairmanship of the newly formed S. C. American
Revolution Bicentennial Commission in

N

Harry Hope is assistant editor of this
magazine.

"Come! Get acquainted. We
are waiting for you. Patriots,
murderers, lovers, generals,
ladies, cowards. We are all ·
here. Where? Why, I thought
you knew. We are dead."
Every old house has its Ghosts, especially in Charleston. Meet them . Get Acquainted. Get into the SPIRIT? of things
in '76 with this STEREO LP . Original
score and sound effects by Fred Macafee
accompanying 15 historically accurate
narrative, spiritually uplifting tales. Two
years of research brings you the Grey
Man of St. Phillips , Lavina Fisher (the
mass murdress) , the Sword Gates Romance and twelve other haunting tales .
Do the ghosts exist? You decide .
Send $5 .50 to Media Services , check or
money order, to 205 King Street, Suite
206 , Charleston , S. C. 29407

Send $5.50, check or money order, for
your original GHOSTS OF CHARLESTON stereo LP. Send to Media Services, 205 King Street, Charleston,
S. C. 29407.
(No INVISIBLE money accepted)
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1972, it was with some reluctance.
ing his law school days to handle the
"We began work in the shadow of a upkeep of his car, a rare commodity at
Tricentennial effort that had used mill- Duke in the 1930s.
ions of state tax dollars," said Morrah.
"I ferried students to nearby board"We felt that South Carolina's Bicenten- inghouses where I earned a five-cents
nial demanded people, not huge meal credit for each student I brought to
amounts of tax dollars."
dinner. Six students meant a free meal.
Morrah, a Greenville lawyer, is proud In fact, one of my frequent dinner comof the people-oriented success of the panions was Richard Nixon."
state's Bicentennial observance. "More
Bradley Morrah' s history of public serthan 4,000 clubs and businesses have vice includes many years in the S. C.
programs registered by the Commis- General Assembly as a vocal and highly
sion," he said, "and 91 percent of the respected representative of the Upstate's population live in nationally rec- Country. He entered the House of Repognized Bicentennial communities. resentatives in 1941, barely two years
Consider that this commission has re- after beginning his Greenville law pracceived $110,000 in direct state appro- tice. Resigning two days after the invapriations, while in the 13 original states sion of Pearl Harbor to enter military
alone more than $40 million in state service, he returned several years later to
monies has been used."
his practice, serving again in the House in
The enthusiasm and dedication in his 1947 and 1948. In 1952, Morrah was
approach to the Bicentennial are well- elected to the state Senate, where he
used traits of this sixth-generation South remained until 1966.
Morrah' s political career honed one of
Carolinian . He graduated from The
Citadel in 1936, finding time to serve as his most notable talents, public speaking.
yearbook editor and sports editor of the He has stood before countless Bicentenschool paper while enjoying four suc- nial audiences in the state, weaving colcessful years of basketball and track. He orful stories of King's Mountain and
continued his education on a scholarship Cowpens and Sullivan's Island, daring
to Duke University Law School. Morrah citizens to accept the patriotic challenge
fondly recalled a scheme he devised dur- he offers.

In an article, "Opera in Greenville,"
published in The New Yorker in 1947,
English trial expert Dame Rebecca West
complimented this eloquence, also observing that he "gave the impression of a
dandy out of the nineteenth century."
Morrah, an attractive man with a genuine
air of a Southern gentleman, laughingly
admits that this description is one of his
favorites.
Bradley Morrah' s work for the Bicentennial has far exceeded the boundaries
of his home state. He has been an articulate and active member of the Bicentennial Council of the Thirteen Original
States, serving as the group's Secretary
in 1973. Active in many other civic
capacities, he is a former member of the
Board of Trustees of the Greenville City
Schools and The Citadel Board of Visitors.
In a state that boasts such a proud
Revolutionary War heritage, P. Bradley
Morrah is certainly a fitting leader for the
20th-century commemoration of that
occasion.
Betsy Moorer Wolff is public information
coordinator for the S. C. American Revolution Bicentennial Commission.
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Thi s e!t-gant S. C. Bicentennial Scarf is cmblazed with the S. C. Bicentennia l symbol on
na\·v blue. The center of the scarf cont;iins
13 ·blu e and write stripes. The scarf is I 00%
po lyster and se lls for $5.95.

The bea utiful S. C. Bi centenn ia l Tie
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South Carolina is joining with the Nation in celebrat in g the 200th anni,·ersary of th e
founding of America.
The official symhol of the South Carolin;i American Re.volution Biccntenni:tl Comm ission,
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state and ( 1783) th e officia l ending of the American ReYoluti on with the s igning of th e
Trea ty of Paris.
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Powerguard saves maintenance dollars, reduces downtime losses and reduces energy usage due to increased
efficiency. There are over 35,000 systems installed in over
25 states and these numbers are growing every day. Many
customers report a wide range of kilowatt savings up to
35%. Most reported savings range between 8% to 20%.
(Savings depend on many variables and vary with each
installation.)
Some of the satisfied users in the Columbia area include
office buildings, banks, doctors' offices, manufacturing
plants, supermarkets, apartments, motels and many other
types of business.

FEATURES:

BENEFITS:

• Protects Motors
• Reliable (7-year warranty)
• Protects Lighting
• Economical
• Versatile (8 models to accommodate any distribution • Protects Computers
panel or circuit)
• Protects Medical Equipment
• Protects Sensitive Electronic Components
• Requires No Maintenance
• Easy Installation
• Suppresses Contact Arcing
• Increases Motor-Compressor Efficiency
• Internally Fused
• Promotes Overall System Efficiency
• Safety Tested
• Lower Energy Usage Due To Increased Efficiency
Powerguard of South Carolina offers a 90-day satisfaction guarantee. You will be pleased or we will remove the
equipment and refund your money (less installation charge) .
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Powerguard of South Carolina, Inc.
2711 MIDDLEBURG DRIVE• SUITE 203
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29204 • TELEPHONE 803-771-7982

Our Southern

Id Eagles
by Kent Nickerson

B

illy Dobson and I were fishing the a moment he was winging away across
rice dikes on the upper Combahee the rice fields for a favorite feeding perch,
River the day I saw my first wild bald ill-gotten booty in tow.
eagle. We' d been casting plugs into cane
" Eagle could have killed that osprey,
patches and reed beds since first light you know," Billy said, cranking up the
without much luck, so we decided to outboard with a yank on the starter rope.
motor further up river to a spot where the " But he's smarter than he is mean. He'll
runoff from old rice canals drew schools be on that old fish hawk again tomorrow
of black bass and bream. As we rounded or the next day for another easy feed. Big
a bend, Billy suddenly cut the outboard and beautiful and ornery as the devil,
and pointed excitedly towards the sky. them baldies, you gotta give ' em that."
Almost 200 years ago Benjamin
High overhead an osprey with a large
fish dangling from his talons was flying Franklin watched a classic duel befuriously for a stand of trees on the far tween eagle and osprey and came up
side of the river. There was another bird with a different opinion. The United
right behind him, a chestnut-bodied States was shopping for a national symgiant with gleaming white head and tail. bol in those days, and the bald eagle
Its wingspan made the fish hawk's five- soared rapidly to the top of the nominating list. The huge, white-headed predfoot spread look puny in comparison.
"Ever seen an eagle steal breakfast? ator was impressive to look at, unique
Well, just you watch. That old baldy to North America and could be seen in
hasn't been catching any more fish than every state in the union. It seemed a
we have, but he' s no gentleman-just as natural enough choice. But Franklin
couldn't agree. He voiced loud disapsoon steal a fish as catch his own.' '
proval of Congress' choice, citing eagles
At that moment the eagle folded his for laziness, piracy, carrion-consumption
wings for a power dive, aiming right for and other " un-American" traits. He
the fleeing osprey's head. The fish hawk suggested that the wild turkey be
dodged as best it could, but with the selected as a more appropriate national
burden of the fish in its talons simply bird. But congressmen were not the stucouldn't move fast enough. He shud- dents of bald eagle Jore that Franklin
dered as the plummeting eagle struck was. In 1782 they installed the "glorious
him a passing blow. Screaming thin, fowl" at the center of the Great Seal,
rusty-hinge sounds, the eagle made a where it remains to this day, symbolic of
banking turn and came at the osprey strength, courage and a brand of wild
again, this time from the side. The small- independence only eagles seem to coner bird tried to dive, but the fish seemed vey.
Billy and I fished the Combahee durto unbalance him. He fluttered clumsily
in the air as the eagle struck at him again. ing the mid-'60s, at the very end of the
When the eagle turned for another straf- bald eagles' reign over that Low-Couning assault, the battered fish hawk de- try paradise. Today, ospreys fly across
cided he'd had enough. He dropped the the ricelands unmolested by feathfish and powered for altitude. The eagle ered highwaymen. The eagles are gone
spotted the falling fish and dove after it. from their great nests along the river, just
Halfway to the water he shot out a great as they are gone from most of the sea
yellow foot and plucked it from the air. In islands and inland lakes of South
70

Carolina. In the Palmetto State, great
eagles reign not over the coastal plains
and high mountain watershed as they
did a century ago, but at the top of an
endangered species list. Times have
changed since the days when visitors to
Hunting Island could watch young
eagles try their wings and a pair of the big
birds nested just beyond the Charleston
city limits. According to the Non-Game
and Endangered Species Office of the
S. C. Department of Wildlife and Marine
Resources, ''the bald eagle is very rare in
South Carolina." It appears on both
state and federal endangered lists. In
three decades our eagle population has
undergone a precipitous decline, resulting in a current nesting total of perhaps a
half-dozen pairs state wide. Neighboring
North Carolina, once a stronghold of the
bald eagle, reported not a single breeding pair in that state during the past year.
The national bird is flying dangerously
close to becoming a national tragedy.
But the last pages in the eagle dossier
have not yet been written. The bald
eagle story is rife with legend, misunderstanding and hope. Learning what
happened to South Carolina's eagles,
and what is happening to them today
requires a look at the ancient and enduring relationship between men, eagles
and an abused but still valid system
called the balance of nature.
Man has been aware of eagles for a
Jong time. Ancient Egyptians worshipped them as gods and inscribed images of eagles on the thrones of beloved
kings. Old Testament scribes recorded
that the eagle sat at the hand of God,
contributing speed to the guardianship of
His throne. One of the earliest eagle
yarns comes out of the Bestiaries, a series
of Medieval books that tried to explain
the unfathomable wonders of nature.
According to naturalists of the day, the
Sand/apper
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eagle could renew his strength every few
years in an impressive fashion: "When
his limbs are stiff, his flight feeble and his
eyes dim, the aging King of Birds seeks
out a spring that flows by both day and
night. Having found it, he soars beyond
the sixth and seventh circles of Heaven
and looks straight at the sun, which
maketh his eyes bright. Then he swoops
down into the water below. His plumage
is restored immediately, but his beak is
still twisted with age. So in the last stage
of rejuvenation he straightens and
sharpens it upon a stone. "
American Indian tribes have integrated the plumage of eagles into religious totems, believing them to possess
certain magical powers. The Hopi, Zuni
and Rio Grande tribes look to the
Kachina, a cult of supernatural beings,
for gifts of rain, crops and the turning
seasons. They don robes and massive
wooden eagle masks to dance and chant
" Behold us maned with buffalo's dead
manes and beaked with beaks beyond
Man' s memory of birds . .. '' to insure the
continuity of life as they know and love it.
Even today, the awesome spectacle of
eagles remains a focal point in the
folklore of South Carolina' s sea islands.
The last root doctor to practice voodoo in
Beaufort County called himself " Dr.
Eagle," in an attempt to symbolize his
domination of the local competiton, who
were known under such lesser titles as
" Dr. Buzzard" and " Dr. Crow." A wrinkled old man from Seabrook recalls days
when his mother took him into the fields
to guard an infant brother as she worked
the crops. He swore eagles would circle
the farmlands, eager to pounce upon
any baby unfortunate enough to be left
untended. Fishermen plying backwater
creeks and bays have long followed
eagles, and more recently ospreys in
search of the richest netting grounds.
But eagle-fact is not the stuff legends
are made of. Eagles are not gods. They
cannot influence the seasons, bring the
rains or produce huge catches of fish .
Even the most powerful bald eagle could
not lift enough weight to bear an infant
off into the sea island skies. And unfortunately for the breed, they have found it
impossible to soar beyond the rings of
Heaven to replenish their dwindling
numbers.
With a wingspan of seven feet and a
body weight that can surpass 14 pounds,
the Southern bald eagle is our largest
winged predator. But if the eagle is king
of anything, it is not of the tribe of birds.
More realistically, the hapless giant is
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monarch of a gigantic food chain. Since
the 1940s, when man began to pour ton
after ton of that persistent pesticide DDT
into the environment, the innner workings of this food chain have been threatening to wipe bald eagles from the face of
the earth.
Viewed as a diagram, the chain would
look like a huge pyramid formed by legions of fish and animals with an eagle or
two perched at the very top. At the bottom of the pyramid, billions of tiny fish
consume minute particles of food laced
with DDT residue that has washed down
out of farmlands into their aquatic
habitat. They store the chemical in the
fatty tissues of their bodies. In time, many
of these little fish are consumed by larger
fish (who live a notch or two up on the
pyramid) and transfer the stored DDT
into the bigger fish ' s tissues . If a
medium-sized fish eats 5,000 little minnows, he accumulates 5,000 times the
dose of DDT residue each little fish could
carry. When an even larger fish eats him
in turn, it gets the stored DDT in a jolting
dose. Again and again larger fish take in
smaller ones, building the DDT content
of their bodies each time they open their
mouths to feed . At the top of the food
chain we find an eagle eating large fish,
day after day, year after year. Concentrated poison from thousands of DDTlaced meals builds in the bird's fatty tissues, causing a strange thing to happen.
Few eagles die directly from DDT poisoning. Instead, the reproductive tracts of
hen eagles refuse to function properly.
Eggshells in eagle nests begin to get
thinnner and thinner as years go by.
After a time, the eggs become so fragile
that they crack under the female when
she tries to incubate them. Broken eggs
cannot produce young birds to rebuild a
vanishing species. Eagles are suddenly in
deep trouble.
Other pressures, combined with the
reproductive effects of the pesticide
problem, have managed to force the
Southern race of the bald eagle into near
extinction. A few gunners still find big
birds to be irresistible targets in the field .
Logging operations and spreading suburban housing developments displace
eagle nest sites which have been productive for decades. High tension wires
claim a few eagles through electrocution
each year, as do fatal collisions with automobiles and flying aircraft.
In many ways, the bald eagle picture
appears to be an almost irretrievably
dismal one. But there are glimmers of
hope shining through. Brightest, by far, is

a recent banning of DDT use throughout
most of the United States. Studies conducted by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service have shown that DDT residues
are on the downswing in some areas. It
may be that the lands and waters of the
Southeastern states can cleanse themselves over a period of years to a point
where bald eagles no longer have to suffer the ravages of chemically-induced
reproductive failure. But the question researchers pose today is a critical one:
Which will disappear first, the eagles or
the pesticides?
South Carolinians interested in seeing
wild bald eagles will probably find more
disappointment than birds throughout
our state, at least for the next few years.
Eagle sightings are for the most part a
thing of mid-winter happenstance.
Studies in Florida have shown that
Southern eagles and their young tend to
wander far to the north during the summer months in search of cooler weather
and more abundant food. Only when
cold fronts begin to push down out of the
arctic do these eagles return in number to
their Southern breeding grounds. Local
birds and visitors from throughout the
Northeastern United States winter in
South Carolina near coastal marshlands
and our larger freshwater impoundments. According to the Wildlife and
Marine Resources Department, eagle
sightings have been on the increase near
Lake Marion, Lake Jocassee and the
Hartwell Reservoir. Other reports of
eagle activity have come in from
Beaufort, Hilton Head, Myrtle Beach
and Georgetown. Last January an immature bald eagle sat out two weeks of
rain near the Lake Murray dam, often
perching atop one of the intake towers,
in plain view of hundreds of passing
motorists.
Although the days of easy eagle watching are presently a thing of the past in the
Palmetto State, we are entering the
Bicentennial year with programs that
have a real chance of changing that situation for future generations. Intensive research, legal protection, and increased
public awareness of South Carolina's
wild heritage are all working to increase
the bald eagle's opportunities for survival
and population recovery. With a bit of
luck, eagles may return to South Carolina skies in the not-too-distant future,
reclaiming a small niche in our environment that all of us can look to with pride.
Kent Nickerson is a free-lance writer
from Columbia.
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bicentennial intelligencer
irginia and Massachusetts are each
referred to as '' The Cradle of
Liberty. " South Carolina has just
title to ''The Battleground of Freedom.' '
More battles of the American Revolution
were fought on Palmetto soil than on that
of any other state. More of them were
lost than won for the patriot cause. Two
engagements, however, stand out as
major turning points of the struggle Cowpens and Kings Mountain. The
human ordeal of these two battles forms
the nucleus of a South Carolina
Bicentennial project.
Robert Windsor Wilson , native of
Springfield, Ohio, who now lives near
Woodruff, has painted a series on South
Carolina's role in the Revolution.
After retiring from the U. S. Air Force
in 1963, Wilson worked as a commercial
artist for six years before turning to
painting for his own enjoyment. His early
works ranged from aircraft to a series of
11 large pictures of Christ's ordeals from
trial to Resurrection.
At the urging of his wife, the former
Marjorie Lambert of Woodruff, Wilson
turned his brush to the Revolution in
South Carolina.
For each of the two monumental
battle scenes, Wilson spent three months
on research and two months at the
canvas.
The Battle of Kings Mountain was
fought between a force of 1,100
Provincials under command of the
Scottish Maj. Patrick Ferguson, inventor
of the world's first breech-loading rifle.
(Had the British seen fit to equip their
troops with this rapid-fire weapon, the
tide of the war would have turned.)
Col. John Sevier and Col. John
Campbell led a force of about 900
Tennessee and North Carolina riflemen.
Ferguson's orders were to scout the
countryside and then join Cornwallis for
the big push to Virginia, there to engage
and try to defeat Washington's army.
The mountainmen, armed with more
accurate rifle , paced Ferguson and
caught up with him as he camped at the
crest of Kings Mountain. On the night of
Oct. 7, 1 780 , the mountainmen
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swarmed the hill time after time, only to
fall back under the well-positioned
Tories.
Finally, they breeched the line. Above
the roar was the shrill silver whistle of
Maj. Ferguson. The whistle ceased as a
ball mortally wounded Ferguson. The
brilliant major was dragged the length of
the field, his foot caught in a stirrup.
When the fight was over, the vanquished
not killed were taken as prisoners.
While the battle of Kings Mountain
was, for a long time, called the turning
point of the war in the South, historians
soon realized that a much more
important battle - in terms of how its
outcome hindered British plans and
especially in terms of the strategy
employed - had been fought only a few
months later and not far away.
At Hannah' s Cowpens, a force of
combined dragoons and infantry under
Lt. Col. Banastre Tarleton met a mixture
of militia, under Gen. Andrew Pickens;
cavalry under Col. William Washington;
and
Virginia
and
Maryland
Continentals-all under command of
Gen. Daniel Morgan.
" Bloody Ban" Tarleton ' s troops
attacked " The Old Wagoneer' s" force
on the cold morning of Jan. 17, 1781.
The 30-minute battle produced a classic
in military tactics.
The militia, facing a well-organized
attack by the best infantry in the world,
feinted to one side, faking retreat. This
exposed a highly drilled, tightly
functioning force of Continentals sitting
square on their own property.
As the Continentals attacked, William
Washington's cavalry stormed out of the
woods on one side. Pickens' forces ,
thought by Tarleton to have retreated,
forged out of the flank. They had circled
around their own troops to come out for
a flanking movement. After a while, it
was all over.
Tarleton' s forces limped away ,
crimping British plans. Cornwallis wrote
of this battle, " This late affair has almost
broke my heart."
Daniel Morgan (1736-1802) was a
six-foot-two veteran of Indian wars who

had retired from the army. He returned
in 1 779 to lead a band of Continentals,
eventually being on hand to witness the
end of combat at Yorktown in 1781.
(See " Palmetto Profiles." ) A statue of
Morgan dominates Morgan Square in
Spartanburg.
His opponent, Banastre Tarleton, had
come to South Carolina with Cornwallis
when Charleston fell. His nickname,
" Bloody Ban," was given early in the
campaign, when his men attacked Abraham Buford' s force as they tried to
surrender during an engagement in the
Waxhaw settlement.
This event is doubly significant. It was
the final blow that stirred the Up Country
and brought its people to the American
side. While Tarleton spent the rest of his
life trying to explain why he and only 54
dragoons came out of the Battle of
Cowpens safely, he nevertheless went
back to England a hero . He later
obtained a major general's rank and
served in Parliament.
Marie-Jospeh-Paul-Yves-Rich-Gilbert
Motier, Marquis de Lafayette, was an
adventurous 19-year-old nobleman who
stepped onto American soil one murky
night near Georgetown.
Eager to fight the British (his countrymen and he had long wished to get at the
British for ages-old grievances), he soon
became a close friend of George
Washington.
Lafayette developed into a first-rate
commander who took his experience
back to the Continent, there to be caught
up in the sweep of the Napoleonic
upheavals. Wilson's portrait shows him
in the Continental uniform - the colors
for which Washington ordered after
discovering that French Anti-royalist
groups used buff and blue as their colors.
Wilson' s representations capture the
personalities and the drama of the
American Revolution. They are an
artistic meditation of the events we are
commemorating 200 years later.
Leslie E. Allen is a free-lance writer from
Columbia.
Copyright@ 1976 by ARTCO, Ltd.
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JOSCELYN, A TALE OF THE REVOLUTION, by William Gilmore
Simms (Vol. XVI of the Centennial
Edition). University of South
Carolina Press, Columbia, S. C.,
1975, 337 pages.
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Romances were, for Simms, a very
special genre of writing which he was,
like all authors of the nineteenth century,
obsessed with distinguishing from the
novel. " The modern Romance," he
explained, " is the substitute which the
people of the present day offer for the
History has not taken as much interest ancient epic. The form is changed; the
in William Gilmore Simms as he took in matter is very much the same.... " The
history. The great mainstream of Ameri- difference between Simms' romances
can history has quite forgotten Simms as and the modern historical novel is, of
a figure of importance in literature or in course, slight, but, significantly, Simms
the world of ideas. The late Perry Miller thought he was writing a series of epics
of Harvard, for one, was satisfied with about the Southern people.
Simms took his historical scholarship
this verdict: "Although until the day before yesterday boys continued to read very seriously and the romances are, as
Cooper, Simms is known only to an- far as possible, true to the historical outtiquarians." Others, generally Southern lines of the Revolution or of the Southern
historians and South Carolinians in par- frontier, which Simms knew well from
ticular, are not so satisfied about Simms' personal experience.
At first glance, Simms' works seem so
fate. "Neglect of an author of Simms'
stature," wrote Donald Davidson, "is large as to astonish the modern mind. A
nothing less than a scandal. . .. " Simms, most prolific writer, Simms wrote, in adthe foremost antebellum Southern dition to 25 Jong novels, three plays, a
novelist, has indeed suffered neglect, de- work of criticism, a collection of short
served or undeserved. This contrasts fiction, volumes of speeches and adpoignantly, of course, with his great dresses, and a multitude of magazine arpopularity in his own lifetime, but it is a ticles. He helped to edit nine magazines.
fate most of the other writers of the histor- Much of his work is devoted to pleading
ical romance have shared. The Univer- the cause of the South. He was, he
sity of South Carolina is publishing The wrote, "a genuine Southron, well hated
Writings of William Gilmore Simms as an by New England, hostile to the Tariff,
Abolition, &c. , not to speak of a hundred
antidote. This is one of a series.
Simms was the product of a period other Yankee abominations." His
overshadowed by Sir Walter Scott and novels, too, are written to vindicate and
by his American counterpart, James Fen- celebrate the native soil. Like Cooper,
imore Cooper. Born in 1806 in Charles- Simms believed in the use of American
ton, Simms grew to manhood reading scenery and history in works of fiction by
the great English master and Cooper as natives. The quality of his novels varies
well. In the 1830s when Simms began to enormously and they span the period
write the first of some 25 romances, he from 1833 to 1870, the year of his death.
initiated the "second wave" of historical
Joscelyn is one of Simms' lesserromances to sweep the country. His first known and minor works. It was written in
successful novel was Richard Hurdis in 1866, just after the conclusion of the
1834. It was the first of a series of " bor- Civil War and it was written at a time
der romances," or tales of the Southern when Simms was in poor health and
frontier. His second, greater success was found himself (as usual) in poor financial
The Yemassee in 1835, a novel depict- condition. It is set in time between July
ing the history of the uprising of the and December of 1775 in the backcounYemassee Indians in colonial South try of South Carolina. The Revolution, of
Carolina. It was in 1835, too, that he course, is a central theme.
Simms wrote better novels about the
wrote the first in his series of " Revolutionary Romances" depicting the South, Revolution in South Carolina, namely,
and South Carolina in particular, during The Partisan, Mel/ichampe and
the Revolutionary War.
Katherine Walton , butJoscelyn is enjoyJuly 1976
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able reading at this bicentennial point in
time.
Robert Rosen is a Charleston lawyer,
with an M.A. in history from Harvard.

SOME CHAMPIONS, SKETCHES
AND FICTION BY RING LARDNER, edited by Matthew J. Bruccoli
and Richard Layman with foreword
by Ring Lardner, Jr. , Charles
Scribner's Sons, $8. 95
For those who are only familiar with
Ring Lardner's sports writing, this book
will help to place him in a different category. Colloquial writing may not appeal
to many readers, especially in as large a
dose as this volume's 26 previously unpublished pieces. This caveat, then,
should prepare the casual reader for
Some Champions.
Matthew Bruccoli and Richard Layman have given us 17 articles and nine
stories - many autobiographical which they eked out from old magazines
and newspapers. The editors, both
members of the English Department faculty at the University of South Carolina,
claim that their selection helps the reader
to form an opinion of Lardner as
humorist, artist and social historian.
True. But their selection also shows us
Lardner the journalist, whose style is not
only that of the columnist but also that of
the " go-with-what-you've-got" reporter. His use of language is not merely
colloquial, it is concise and, as necessary,
witty.
H. L. Mencken, in criticizing The Love
Nest, and Other Stories in 1926, said that
Lardner '' does not see situations, he sees
people." On the other hand, Mencken,
in the same critique, described some of
Lardner's characters as " loathsome," a
point to which these editors apparently
refer in their introduction: "Some critics
have found it impossible to respect
Lardner' s work unless they convince
themselves that he wrote from a sense of
despairing misanthropy."
The articles range from "Who' s Who
- and Why," a listing by Lardner of his
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JOSCELYN, A TALE OF THE REVOLUTION, by William Gilmore
Simms (Vol. XVI of the Centennial
Edition). University of South
Carolina Press, Columbia, S. C.,
1975, 337 pages.
History has not taken as much interest
in William Gilmore Simms as he took in
history. The great mainstream of American history has quite forgotten Simms as
a figure of importance in literature or in
the world of ideas. The late Perry Miller
of Harvard, for one, was satisfied with
this verdict: "Although until the day before yesterday boys continued to read
Cooper, Simms is known only to antiquarians." Others, generally Southern
historians and South Carolinians in particular, are not so satisfied about Simms'
fate. "Neglect of an author of Simms'
stature," wrote Donald Davidson, "is
nothing less than a scandal. ... " Simms,
the foremost antebellum Southern
novelist, has indeed suffered neglect, deserved or undeserved. This contrasts
poignantly, of course, with his great
popularity in his own lifetime, but it is a
fate most of the other writers of the historical romance have shared. The University of South Carolina is publishing The
Writings of William Gilmore Simms as an
antidote. This is one of a series.
Simms was the product of a period
overshadowed by Sir Walter Scott and
by his American counterpart, James Fenimore Cooper. Born in 1806 in Charleston, Simms grew to manhood reading
the great English master and Cooper as
well. In the 1830s when Simms began to
write the first of some 25 romances, he
initiated the "second wave" of historical
romances to sweep the country. His first
successful novel was Richard Hurdis in
1834. It was the first of a series of "border romances," or tales of the Southern
frontier. His second, greater success was
The Yemassee in 1835, a novel depicting the history of the uprising of the
Yemassee Indians in colonial South
Carolina. It was in 1835, too, that he
wrote the first in his series of "Revolutionary Romances" depicting the South,
and South Carolina in particular, during
the Revolutionary War.
July 1976
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Romances were, for Simms, a very
special genre of writing which he was,
like all authors of the nineteenth century,
obsessed with distinguishing from the
novel. "The modern Romance," he
explained, "is the substitute which the
people of the present day offer for the
ancient epic. The form is changed; the
matter is very much the same.... " The
difference between Simms' romances
and the modem historical novel is, of
course, slight, but, significantly, Simms
thought he was writing a series of epics
about the Southern people.
Simms took his historical scholarship
very seriously and the romances are, as
far as possible, true to the historical outlines of the Revolution or of the Southern
frontier, which Simms knew well from
personal experience.
At first glance, Simms' works seem so
large as to astonish the modem mind. A
most prolific writer, Simms wrote, in addition to 25 long novels, three plays, a
work of criticism, a collection of short
fiction, volumes of speeches and addresses, and a multitude of magazine articles. He helped to edit nine magazines.
Much of his work is devoted to pleading
the cause of the South. He was, he
wrote, "a genuine Southron, well hated
by New England, hostile to the Tariff,
Abolition, &c., not to speak of a hundred
other Yankee abominations." His
novels, too, are written to vindicate and
celebrate the native soil. Like Cooper,
Simms believed in the use of American
scenery and history in works of fiction by
natives. The quality of his novels varies
enormously and they span the period
from 1833 to 1870, the year of his death.
Joscelyn is one of Simms' lesserknown and minor works. It was written in
1866, just after the conclusion of the
Civil War and it was written at a time
when Simms was in poor health and
found himself (as usual) in poor financial
condition. It is set in time between July
and December of 1775 in the backcountry of South Carolina. The Revolution, of
course, is a central theme.
Simms wrote better novels about the
Revolution in South Carolina, namely,
The Partisan, Mellichampe and
Katherine Walton, butJoscelyn is enjoy-

b~l~llf
able reading at this bicentennial point in
time.
Robert Rosen is a Charleston lawyer,
with an M.A. in history from Harvard.

SOME CHAMPIONS, SKETCHES
AND FICTION BY RING LARDNER, edited by Matthew J. Broccoli
and Richard Layman with foreword
by Ring Lardner, Jr., Charles
Scribner's Sons, $8. 95
For those who are only familiar with
Ring Lardner's sports writing, this book
will help to place him in a different category. Colloquial writing may not appeal
to many readers, especially in as large a
dose as this volume's 26 previously unpublished pieces. This caveat, then,
should prepare the casual reader for
Some Champions.
Matthew Bruccoli and Richard Layman have given us 1 7 articles and nine
stories - many autobiographical which they eked out from old magazines
and newspapers. The editors, both
members of the English Department faculty at the University of South Carolina,
claim that their selection helps the reader
to form an opinion of Lardner as
humorist, artist and social historian.
True. But their selection also shows us
Lardner the journalist, whose style is not
only that of the columnist but also that of
the "go-with-what-you've-got" reporter. His use of language is not merely
colloquial, it is concise and, as necessary,
witty.
H. L. Mencken, in criticizing The Love
Nest, and Other Stories in 1926, said that
Lardner '' does not see situations, he sees
people." On the other hand, Mencken,
in the same critique, described some of
Lardner's characters as "loathsome," a
point to which these editors apparently
refer in their introduction: "Some critics
have found it impossible to respect
Lardner's work unless they convince
themselves that he wrote from a sense of
despairing misanthropy."
The articles range from "Who's Who
- and Why," a listing by Lardner of his
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Don't Know About Horses" and "Insomnia," the latter called by the editors
"a stream-of-consciousness sketch detailing the agony commercial writing became for Lardner during his last years of
failing health."
The short stories are especially delightful at times, with changes in point of view
and mood. In "Cured" the comic-strip
artist Dick Streeter finds his downfall in
his great thirst for intoxicating beverages.
How Dick conquers this problem after
falling off the wagon (when a policeman's horse steps on his shoeshine a!'ld
causes him to join a party of old buddiesi
is a lesson in temperance. Lardner handles dialogue well throughout the story.
This conversation between Dick and a
Dr. Wendell is an example of Lardner's
facile humor: "Now, when you start to
drink, do you make up your mind in
advance that you're going to, or does it
come on you suddenly?" "It comes on
me suddenly. Something happens that
drives me to it." "What happened this
time?" "I'd just had my shoes shined,
and a mounted policeman's horse
stepped on one of them." "That's sufficient cause," says Dr. Wendell. "You
must be careful to keep away from
mounted policemen. Or else you mustn't
get your shoes shined.''
"Bob's Birthday" is a first-person account in which Bob's 14-year-old sister
explains the peculiar collection of gifts
her brother receives. Lardner uses the
style of a youngster: "This is my first
attempt at writing a story, and I would
not have courage to make the attempt
only for a friend of Bob's who is editor of
a magazine named Mr. Bishop encouraging me to make the attempt, and also
because there is nothing I would stoop so
low as to make money in order to relieve
some of the burden from Bob's shoulders as he seems to be carrying everybody in the world's burden on his shoulders." When the young writer says that
Bob's Dad is giving his son his grandfather as a birthday present, she says:
"He added that it would only be for a
little while as Grandfather is now 62
years of age and very few of the Tylers
live much beyond eighty."
"Poodle" appeared in De/ineator in
1934, and the theme is appropriate to
the mid-1930s. The narrator tells of los-

ing his job, having to deceive his wife
about having employment and then accidentally fir.ding another job as "a
r.qventy-two-hundred-dollar day nurse
· 1amed Poodle."
"Widow" b a sympathetic though
humorous look at the experiences of a
woman whos~ hypocritical relatives call
and stay when her husband dies. Lardner captures the humor of the funeral:
"The Rev. Miles Langdon read the service and toasted the deceased in a
twenty-five-minute talk. One of his
paragraphs was to the effect that nobody
ought to feel sorry for John, who had
gone to his reward and finally attained
happiness, a statement that may have
been true but was not very complimentary to Margaret.''
One who enjoys easy reading will find
Some Champions a pleasure. One piece
of advice: Do not be deterred by some of
Lardner's stylistic devices in the opening
articles. This book is read perhaps best
with a look at some of the short stories
first.

J. James McElveen is a member of the
University of South Carolina College of
Journalism faculty.
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A Bicentennial Retrospective

Madeira 1776-1976

Don't Get Lazy

The story of America's 200 years
has been filmed and refilmedsometimes with accuracy, nearly always with love-in a myriad of ways:
adaptations of American novels,
screen biographies of our heroes, observations of current fads, propaganda, nostalgic reminiscences. If someone wanted to learn about American
civilization by watching movies, here
are some that I would pick.
The Puritan consciousness of many
early settlers and its conflict with the
wild new land is perhaps nowhere
better seen than in Nathaniel Hawthorne's classic, The Scarlet Letter. In
1926 a young Swedish director with
the ·Anglicized name of Victor Seastrom filmed this story of Puritan Massachusetts in the Hollywood hills. Lillian Gish was cast as Hester Prynne,
and Lars Hanson (another Swede
who, as a co-star of Greta Garbo in
Europe, had been brought to
America) was cast as the Rev. Arthur
Dimmesdale. (Director Seastrom is
the same Victor Sjostr¢m who, years
later, portrayed the old professor in
Ingmar Bergman's Wild Strawberries.) If a talking picture is preferred,
the best look at Puritan times is a
French film based on Arthur Miller's
The Crucible. It was called The
Witches of Salem (1956); once one
becomes accustomed to the Puritans
speaking French and to Massachusetts looking oddly like southern
France, the power of the story takes
over. Yves Montand and Simone
Signoret portray John and Elizabeth
Proctor who were accused of sorcery
in 1692.
For a look at Revolutionary times,
David Wark Griffith's America (1924)
is one of the best. In the large cast
Lionel Barrymore is memorable as
the notorious British captain Walter
Butler. Although this film is far from
Griffith's best work, his genius is still
evident. Today even the casual
moviegoer uses such terms as "close
up," "fade-out," "the last minute rescue"; yes, there was a time when the
movies didn't use them-D. W. Grif-

During Colonial days, British sailing
vessels controlled the seas and made
regular stops at Madeira. In the
unique and picturesque port of Funchal, 600 miles southeast of Lisbon,
the vessels took on casks of wine for
eager markets in Boston, New York,
Philadelphia, Richmond and Charleston. Madeira, consumed throughout
Colonial America, was highly favored
by George Washington, Thomas Jefferson and their compatriots.
What is Madeira and what is its origin?
Shortly after the colonization of the
island of Madeira (in the fifteenth century), the fame of its wines spread
throughout Europe and reference to
them is found in literature. "Falstaff,"
wrote Shakespeare, "sold his soul for
a glass of Madeira and a leg of chicken." The Duke of Clarence, imprisoned in the London Tower, chose, in
order to escape his brother's vengeance, to drown in a cask of Malvasia.
At the end of the eighteenth century, Madeira was also used for medicinal purposes and was referred to as
"the milk of the elderly."
Madeira wines are made from four
main varieties of grape: Sercial, Verdelho, Bual and Malvasia. From these
come the names under which the
wines are shipped out of the island,
although Malvasia (or Malvoisie) is
nowadays invariably called Malmsey.
Sercial and Verdelho, respectively
dry and medium dry are, like sherry,
fermented out in casks. However, the
fermentation of Bual and Malmsey,
both dessert wines, is ended by the
addition of brandy, as in making port,
in order to prevent the disappearance
of the natural sweetness into alcohol
and carbon dioxide.
The next stage in the making of
Madeira is unique. After the wine is
fermented, it is put into estufas - artificially heated rooms in which the
temperature is gradually raised to 120
degrees over a period of about a
month. After three months at this

July, though it's hot, and usually
dry, is just the right time to enjoy our
cared-for lawns, ornamentals, trees
and shrubs, and the bounty that will
soon come from our summer gardens.
We can rest a bit more this month to
be sure, but let's not get lazy and neglect the daily needs of our plants: if
we're hot and thirsty, we can be sure
they are. A little extra water this
month, regular feedings and some
tender loving care can help our lawns
and gardens get through the heat of
summer.
Following are some things I would
suggest you do to keep your lawn and
garden healthy, along with so'me
problems that might creep up on you.

(Please tum to page 80)

(Please turn to page 80)

(Please turn to page 80)

filmclip
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Iron Deficiency
All plants, once they have begun to
use up the organic materials and minerals provided for them, will, on occasion, become deficient in iron. As I
have mentioned in earlier columns,
iron is necessary for the formation of
chlorophyll, the green coloring matter
in plant leaves. When iron is not available in adequate amounts, young
leaves will begin to turn yellow between the veins. You may already
have noticed yellow spotting or
streaking on your centipede or
Charleston grasses, as well as wisteria,
azaleas and other plants. This condition is called iron chlorosis and it can
be corrected with an addition of iron
to the roots or the foliage of the plant.
There are two types of iron treatment I
would suggest you use to treat this
ailment, either of which may be
applied as a spray or poured into the
soil.
The first method requires the use of
an acidifying agent; iron sulphate is
what I would recommend, because it
will correct soil alkalinity, the basic
cause of iron deficiency.
A faster-acting agent, like iron chilate, can improve the appearance of
plants within 48 hours, if used as a
spray, and within a few days, if
poured into the soil to act on the roots.
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Filmclip (Continued from page 79)
fith introduced them all, along with
back lighting, soft focus and cutbacks. All of these comprise one
reason why last year he was the first
movie director to get his face on a
United States postage stamp. Again,
however, if you insist on the Revolution with sound, there's always the
recent musical offering 1776, which
recreates May 8 to July 4 in Philadelphia and shows Edward Rutledge of
South Carolina denouncing the hypocrisy of New Englanders and clashing with John Adams of Massachusetts.
The most famous film-and justly
so-of the War Between the States is
Gone With the Wind, based on Margaret Mitchell's best selling novel. The
picture took nearly two years to make
and cost nearly $4 million back in
1939; it also ran to the unprecedented
length of 220 minutes. Also unprecedented were the Academy Awards it
won: best production, direction, art
direction, film editing, screenplay, actress and supporting actress. In addition to Vivian Leigh (the first British
actress to win an Oscar) and Hattie
McDaniel (the first black American to
win an Oscar), Clark Gable, Olivia
deHavilland and Butterfly McQueen
were unforgettable.
The carpetbag era after the Civil
War was depicted in D. W. Griffith's
propagandistic Birth of a Nation.
(Kentucky-born Griffith was the son
of a Confederate colonel.) The film is
often attacked today because of its
bias; but if judged in moviemaking
terms, it is a masterpiece. Lillian Gish
headed the talented cast.
The South can be further observed
a little later in time in The Little Foxes
(1941) based on Lillian Hellman's
successful play. The story of the rise of
the grasping Hubbard family as industry moved to the South had an excellent cast: Bette Davis, Herbert Marshall, Teresa Wright, Ray Collins, Patricia Collinge and Dan Duryea. William Wyler directed, Gregg Toland
photographed.
And, of course, all this time the nation was expanding westward. No
other single aspect of our country's
history has so thoroughly captured
the imaginations of moviemakers and
moviegoers throughout the world.
One excellent Western is Treasure
of the Sierra Madre (1948) starring
(Please turn to page 82)
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(Continued from page 79)

heat, the temperature is slowly decreased and the wine emerges with a
curious roasted flavor, an amber color
and a softness which could only have
been achieved under natural conditions by years of maturation.
Vintage Madeiras are very rare, but
they do exist and can live to a great
age in a bottle.
The Sercial, made with grapes of
the same name and originally from
the banks of the Rhine River, is the
driest of all Madeiras. It is golden in
color, has a very special but lovely
bouquet, and can be described as
being almost as austere as the wild
countryside in which it grows. It is
great as an aperitif and should be
served cold.
Verdelho is a cousin of Sercial but
the grape abounds in sugar and yields
a rich golden wine, medium dry with a
softness that is only acquired with age.
Bual, which is already a dessert
wine, is sweeter and has a more golden color than Verdelho.
The Malvasia or Malmsey, which is
the most famous and was the most
favored by the Founding Fathers, was
also the first wine made on the island.
It is made from a malvasia grape first
brought there from Crete called
"Candie" at that time. This wine,
made from grapes overripened by
tropical sun, looks like liquid gold and
is suave like honey.
Malmsey is a luscious wine which
with age becomes slightly spirituous
and develops the character of a fine
liqueur. It expresses the sensual
charm of the island, is heady and a
little mysterious.
Malmsey is better as a dessert wine
and is served at room temperature.
A votre sante et bon anniversaire
America.

nias, marigolds, portulaca and petunias.
To prepare a seed bed for annuals
turn the soil to a depth of six to ten
inches. For clay soil, add one or two
inches of sand and peat moss. This
will improve drainage and water holding ability. To sandy soil, add peat,
compost and other types of organic
materials to give it body. Once the soil
has been prepared in this way, add
lime at the rate of five pounds per 100
square feet and 5-10-10 at the rate of
three to four pounds per 100 square
feet.
To plant annuals, prepare furrows
with your finger or a small board. Sow
the seeds evenly, covering them by
pressing the sides of the furrow together with your fingers. The soil covering should be about twice the thickness of the seed. Firm the soil lightly
with a board or your hand and mulch
well with dried leaves, straw, sawdust,
bark, pecan or peanut hulls, or old
newspapers to insure rapid germination and to prevent erosion. Water
with a nozzle that produces a fine
spray and keep the bed moist until
germination.
Heavy mulching as I have described will deter, but not eliminate,
weed growth. Weeds that do break
through the mulch, however, will be
very easy to remove. Be sure to remove all weeds and grass that may
appear to prevent them from taking
nourishment from your plants.
When annuals such as petunias become scraggly, they can be rejuvenated by cutting them back to within
six inches of the ground. Cutting away
dead flowers is also a good practice.
Roses

Flowering Annuals

Roses need to be kept moist during
these hot days, so water about once a
week. Ideally, water should be
applied to the roots, keeping the
foliage dry. Water on the foliage will
stimulate disease spores.
To keep foliage free of leaf spot,
spray once a week using phaltan,
maneb or benlate. Again, always follow package directions carefully.
To keep the foliage green, continue
fertilizing each month using 5-10-10
or 10-10-10 at the rate of a half-cup
per bush. You may wish to use a
spray.

There is still time to plant many of
your favorite annuals, including zin-

Bob Bailey is former Richland County
Extension Leader.

Jean-Pierre Chambas is wine consultant for the Wine and Cheese Cellar in
Columbia.
Gardener (Continued from page 79)

Either method may be used to treat
trees, shrubs, vines and lawn grasses.
Remember to always read package
directions carefully.

Sand/apper

Peacocks (Continued from page 10)
some sort of disclaimer? Heck, those
folks over at the State Library and the
S. C. American Revolution Bicentennial Commission are a whole lot smarter than I am and when I devoted a
couple of these columns (July and October 1975) to a personal reading list
of books about the early period of this
country, its founding, etc., I made
sure to note that it was a very subjective listing. As a matter of fact that was
said in the July 1975 column and I
invited people who read the column
and felt I had left out books which
should have been on the list to let me
know about them. Lots of people responded and that formed the basis for
the October 1975 column. But this
most recent brochure contains no
such disclaimer.
Okay, so nobody's perfect. As as I
was glancing over the brochure because I was interested in what they
had listed as well as trying to decide
what I hadn't read or what I might
want to read again, I couldn't help but
notice some real glaring omissions.
Now, perhaps they used a criterion of
selection which I can't discern but
why were so many people left out?
For example Ambrose Gonzales
(185 7-1926) and his Gullah stories of
the Carolina coast. How about Katharine Boling and A Piece of the Fox's
Hide; George McMillan, who wrote
many pieces on South Carolina which
appeared in numerous magazines
such as Esquire and Holiday (and I
believe were later collected into a ·
book-at least I seem to remember
that being so, but I won't swear to it).
Or A View From Pompey's Head by
Hamilton Basso and although it might
be said that James Dickey' s writings
aren't completely "South Carolina,"
he might have been included, as Ben
Greer might have been for his recent
Slammer.
But being a man of some tolerance
I might have forgiven and forgotten all
about it. But how in the name of all
that's holy could those responsible for
compiling the listing of books for inclusion have left out the name of Julia
Peterkin, whose Scarlet Sister Mary
won the Pulitzer Prize in 1929 - the
only South Carolina writer ever so
honored for fiction.
Ye gads, shame, shame, shame.
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ROUTE 5, RUTHERFORD ROAD
GREENVILLE, S. C.
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Bus. 244-7608

W e are 8 years old and
still growing . . .

DIAMONDS
JEWELRY
GIFTS
MR. PARKER'S

Res. 268-0404
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:moutiqur 14th

Quality Tool Repair

NORTH HILLS SHOP-PING
CENTER
GREENVILLE , S. C .
PH 244-6777

WADE HAMPTON MALL
GREENVILLE, S. C.
271-8161

books from

THE SANDLAPPER
STORE, INC.
SWAMP FOX by Robert D. Bass.
The best-selling biography of Revolutionary War hero Francis Marion.
$7.50 .
HOME BY THE RIVER by Archibald
Rutledge. The story of Hampton
Plantation by the late Poet Laureate
of South Carolina. Illustrated with
photographs. $10.00.
GHOST IN THE CAPITOL by Idella
Bodie. In the manner of her previous
books, Mrs. Bodie combines intrigue
with historical fact to present to
youths ages 1O to 14 a mystery
steeped in South Carolina traditions.
Paperback. $3.95.
Free catalog of
South Carolina books .
Dealer Inquiries Invited.

THE SANDLAPPER STORE, INC.
P.O. Box 841-B
Lexington, South Carolina 29072

Come on over to
our house ...

Carriage House
An F.thanAllen Gallery

1184 N. PLEASANTBURG DR.
GREENVILLE , S. C. 29607
PH . 268-2061
Let us look around your house
before your friends do ....

-Buck Miller
July 1976
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SOUTH CAROLINA
Is a reservoir of ideas and memories
Only you can bring them to Ille
with the warmth and love
that you feel
Capture them In a painting

eoach flouse ltntiques
CREATIVE CRAFTS AND HOBBIES, INC.
North HIiis Shopping Center
Greenville, South Carolina

3129 Wade Hampton Boulevard
Taylors, South Carolina 29687

29607

268-3760

(803) 244-9402

ORIENTAL RUGS
LARGEST SELECTION
IN SOUTH CAROLINA

SANDWICH SHOP
3106 Wade Hampton Blvd.
Taylors, S. C.
(near Robert Hall)
244-1193

• ALL SIZES • ALL PRICES
• NEW AND ANTIQUE
We dean and repair
Oriental and Domestic Rugs

BIST ANY'S

Directions: 60 to 2480 Two Notch Rd., turn at
K•yo St•tion •nd ltop at 1701 McFadden StrMt

All activities to be considered for the
Calendar of Events must be sent directly to the Events Editor, Sandlapper Press, Inc., P. 0. Box 1668,
Columbia, South Carolina 29202, no
later than 45 days prior to the first of
the month in which the activity will
occur.

August 5, 12
GREENVILLE-Lakeside Band
Concert:
Performance
by
Furman-Greenville Civic Band
under direction of Dan Ellis. Furman University. 7:30 p. m.
August 7
SPRINGDALE-Springdale Fun-D
Day: Home tours, parade, antique
museum, art show, games, food
and street dance.
August 20-22
MYRTLE BEACH-Champman Antique Show. Myrtle Beach Convention Center.

252-1171

August 21-22
EASLEY-Foothills Festival: Arts and
crafts festival. August 21 from 10
a. m. until 9 p. m., August 22 1-6
p.m.

GREENVILLE
SPARTANBURG
ANDERSON
ASHEVILLE

Add a distinctive touch to your
home - A solid brass door
knocker by Baldwin -All through
the house to a gourmet's delight
in the kitchen!
Gift's for everyone on your list.
12 Gallery Center

244-1128

9:30-5:30 Mon.-Sat.

mardy' s gifts
12 GALLERY CENTER
TAYLORS, S. C. • 244-1128
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August 21-22
HILTON HEAD ISLAND-Father
and Son Golf Tournament. Robert
Trent Jones and George Fazio
Courses. Palmetto Dunes.
August 28-29
HILTON HEAD ISLAND-Palmetto
Dunes Club Golf Championship:
Men, women, juniors divisions.
Filmclip (Continued from page 80)
Humphrey Bogart, Tim Holt and Walter Huston whose son John wrote and
directed the film. The theme of greed
is well-examined here, and certainly
that was a major factor in the westward movement. Also in 1948 Red
River had the perennial subject of
moving cattle on an unknown trail
with all the hazards involved including
a stampede. This classic Western
even had some Oedipal plot overtones; Howard Hawks directed John
Wayne as the hero and Montgomery
Sandlapper

Clift as his stepson. Another popular
theme is that of the one brave lawman
looking for support against outlaws; it
has never been better realized than in
High Noon (1952) for which Gary
Cooper won his second Academy
Award. Many people would undoubtedly choose the 1939
Stagecoach with John Wayne, Claire
Trevor and Thomas Mitchell if forced
to choose the best Western of them
all-and it would be a good choice
because the film has all the ingredients of the best Western films .
Nevertheless, if I had to pick just one,
it would be Shane (1953), that serious
study of a pioneer family protected by
a mysterious stranger. Alan Ladd,
Jean Arthur, Van Heflin, Brandon
DeWilde and Jack Palance starred;
the fine photography was by Loyal
Griggs.
Coziness in nineteenth-century
America can be observed in the adaptations of Louisa May Alcott's Little
Women . While the 1949colorversion
has much to recommend it, I prefer
the 1933 one with Katharine Hepburn as Jo. Middle-class America at
the turn of the century can be found in
Meet Me in St. Louis (1944) starring
Judy Garland and Margaret O' Brien;
Vincente Minelli directed. I'm sure
you remember "The Trolley Song,"
" The Boy Next Door" and " Have
Yourself a Merry Little Christmas" as
well as I do.
Pre-World War I agricultural
California is seen in East of Eden
(1955) from John Steinbeck's novel.
The film introduced James Dean and
featured Julie Harris, Raymond Massey, Jo Van Fleet and Richard
Davalos. One of the best fillllS concerning the first World War was
Sergeant York (1941), a biographical
film of a conscientious objector who
won the Congressional Medal of
Honor. Gary Cooper won his first
Oscar for this performance.
Another good biography on film
was that of the famous showman of
the World War I era, George M. Cohan. Yankee Doodle Dandy (1942) is
still fresh today, thanks to good songs
and a great performance by James
Cagney as the entertainer-playwright.
The life of a later Broadway personality, Florenz Ziegfeld, was depicted in
the three-hour drama and music sage
The Great Ziegfeld (1936 ). It won an
Academy Award for best picture and
for Luise Rainer portraying Anna
Held; her " telephone scene" set a
July 1976
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COLONIAL
CLEANERS
Style King
(803) 244-84 11
North Hills Shopping Center
Greenville, S. C .

2520 E. NORTH STREET
GREENVILLE , S. C.

Golden Razor
(803) 268-5312
1124 N. Pleasantburg D r.
Greenville, S. C.

Our 64th Year
Organized in 1912
Complete Interior Designs

CRAIG-RUSH

Raymond E. Briggs, Owner

~
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ANTIQUE

SHOP

FURNITURE COMPANY
Wade Hampton Boulevard at
North Pleasantburg Drive
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29603

3228 WADE HAMPTON BLVD.
HWY. 29
TAYLORS, S. C.
244-3195
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WADE HAMPTON MALL({(
GREENVILLE, S.C, 29609

U.S. CHOICE
AGED WESTERN BEEF

(803) 242-9925

SALAD BAR
2711 Wade Hampton Blvd.
Greenville, S. C.
Highway 21 , North
Open 6:00 P.M.
Ph 268-5616
ABC Sales & Consumption License

TAYLORS
MOBILE SERVICE CENTER
3301 WADE HAMPTON BLVD.
TAYLORS, S. C. • PH 244-7708

Air Conditioning Specialist
Mechanic on Duty
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Cheese -

Coffee

2720 Wade Hampton Blvd.
Greenville, S. C.
268-2073

RESTAURANT
QREENViLLE'S FIRST

MORRIS
BARBER STYLE SHOP

Serving only authentic
Mexican food
Take out Service

405 N. MAIN STREET
GREENVILLE, S. C.
232-1721

WADE HAMPTON MALL
GREENVILLE , S. C.

WALLACE A. MORRIS, OWNER

233-9263

Looking/or
something
Special?
3 Special Summer Workshops
for the

DECORATIVEPAJNTER

J#,.

3-two day sessions:
,
June 25 -26
~j
;} July 23-24
rt... August 5-6

~~,~
•

>~ .
::.~~ -0

-1"

"'3r-------v--- -

'2500 a day to learn and complete jive exj
citing projects each session. All materials
except y our paints and brushes furnished
(Some real Southern cookin 'for lunch
included).
(
..

"-----.-.V--.._j ,

fo r reservations, wnte:

Corner Cupboard Crafts
Greer Plaza, Greer, S. C. 29651
Phone 877-2103
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'mlp~ ~ron ~astrrs
One of 58 exclusive designs
Our ornamental security storm doors give
your home the classic beauty that has
been a tradition in South Carolina for generations and provide protection and insulation at the same time.

Specializing in custom
ornamental ironwork
11 Gallery Centre
Taylors, S. C. 29687
268-4664
Out of !owners call collect to place orders.
Write for free brochures.

standard to which actresses still aspire. William Powell played the title
role, Myrna Loy played Billie Burke,
Fanny Brice played herself and Nat
Pendleton played strongman Eugene
Sandow through whom Ziegfeld got
his start. The ending musical number
in this movie has a revolving set that
I'll never forget-ever!
Success stories in areas of American life other than show business also
flourished. Although Patty Hearst has
never seen Citizen Kane (1941), the
thinly disguised biography of her
grandfather William Randolph
Hearst, millions of others have. In addition to its interest as a story of an
American newspaper tycoon, the film
is studied today for its fine performances and especially for the unorthodox lighting and unusual camera
angles of photographer Gregg Toland. The director, producter, coauthor and star is Orson Welles. Only
Charlie Chaplin had ever taken on all
these functions. In spite of rave reviews by critics, the Hearst press
never reviewed or even mentioned
the film or Welles. The power of
Hearst and his columnist Louella Parsons is obvious for the awards Citizen
Kane did not win; today it is an
acknowledged masterpiece.
"The pursuit of happiness" promised in the Declaration of Independence might be interpreted as doing
whatever one wants. On that premise
You Can't Take It With You (1938)
shows a 1930s New York family in
which all the members do just thatwhatever they enjoy. George S .
Kaufman and Moss Hart wrote this
wonderfully zany comedy; it was
happily directed by Frank Capra and
acted by a cast that must have had a
wonderful time. Do you remember
Lionel Barrymore as the head of the
household where Mischa Auer gave
Ann Miller ballet lessons, Spring
Byington painted blithely at her easel
and Jean Arthur fell in love with
James Stewart, the son of stuffy Edward Arnold?
All was not comic on the silver
screen, however; social injustice became a theme for films in the 1940s
and 1950s. One of the first and still
one of the best is the screen version of
John Steinbeck's novel of migrant
workers who go from the midwestern
dust bowl to California, The Grapes of
Wrath (1940). It remains a realistic
and unprettified film; John Ford directed Henry Fonda and Jane DarSand/apper

well in a fine script by Nunnaly
Johnson. The social problem of alcoholism was treated in The Lost
Weekend (1945), based on Charles
Jackson's novel. The movie' s title
added a new phrase to the American
language. Ray Milland gave a chilling
portrayal of an alcoholic; he was
aided by the excellent screenplay of
Charles Brackett and Billy Wilder.
Set in Hawaii before and during the
attack on Pearl Harbor, From Here to
Eternity (1953), adapted from James
Jones' bestseller, shows some unpleasant aspects of military life. Burt
Lancaster, Deborah Kerr, Montgomery Clift, Donna Reed, Frank Sinatra
and Ernest Borgnine were outstanding. After World War II, three veterans
were followed home in Robert Sherwood's The Best Years of Our Lives
(1946) . Its honesty made some
people in Washington uncomfortable, but American audiences loved it.
In retrospect, some of the movie may
seem sentimental, but it is an intelligent film that featured Frederick
March, amputee Harold Russell ,
Dana Andrews, Myrna Loy, Virginia
Mayo and Teresa Wright.
Americans are as susceptible as
anyone to a good love story, and the
1950s provided the background for
some of the finest of these. Probably
my favorite is the unglamorous romance of a butcher and a shy schoolteacher in a realistic New York setting.
Paddy Chayefsky wrote Marty
(1956); Delbert Mann directed it; Ernest Borgnine and Betsy Blair starred;
Americans everywhere loved it. West
Side Story (1961) brought the story of
Romeo and Juliet to New York City
slums with conflicting street gangs and
ethnic prejudices causing the conflicts
for the young lovers. The show has
first-rate music by Leonard Bernstein
and some of the best dancing on film.
I know that I've left out somebody's
favorite movie, and I couldn't list all
the great movies that depict the
American scene right up to our current political campaign as seen in
RobertAltrnan'sNashui//e (1975). My
purpose was to give · just a quick
glimpse of our heritage so easily accessible in movies, the export through
which most of the world knows and
judges the United States.

John Akins Jr. is a free-lance writer
from Washington, D. C.
July 1976
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AIKEN PREPARATORY SCHOOL
Boys 8 - 15, Day and Boarding
Family atm osph ere - 11
acre campus access ible to
2600 acres of woods - 61st
year of operation - grades 4
through 9 - small classes personal, individualized instruction - remed ial , developmental reading - all
sports including horseback
r iding - day $1,600.00,
boarding $3,700.00.

AND CATERING SERVICE
Wade Hampton Boulevard
at St . Marks Road
Taylors, S. C. 29687

Fine Foo~ for
All Occasions

HUDSON'S
Lake Forest Studio
FINE PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHERS
WEDDINGS • PASSPORTS
1368 N. PLEASANTBURG DR .
GREENVILLE, S. C.
244-8839

Please direct inquiries to:
Robert J. Harrington , H eadmaster
P. 0 . Box 317
Aiken , S. C. 29801

THE TRAIN
Breakfast 6:00 a.m. - 11:30 p.m.
Lunch 11:30 a.m . - 2:30 p. m. Mon.-Sat .
Friday evenings "Seafood Special"

BYPAS S 291
1127 N. PLEASANTB URG DR.
GRE E NVILLE , S. C .

B4NDM4DB
SOLID IDDD
FUINITUIB

TRAILS
~ :··\SOUTH
INC.
',r~

~

Visit our Showroom

160 S. Pine St.
South Carolina's newest and
largest specialty shop. Offering
the best in quality equipment for
backpacking, mountaineering,
and wilderness river experiences.
Come and visit us in our new
Greenville store. We'd like to help
you get out next weekend.
Wade Hampton Mall (US 29)
Greenville, S. C. 29609
(803) 232-0915
University Sq . Mini-Mall
Clemson, S. C.
(803) 654-1325

Monday-Friday
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
and 3 p.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
9a.m.-12Noon

Produced by Expert Craftsmen
We custom bui ld furnitu re you 'll e n joy for
ma nyyears t ocome . C h oose f ro m o u r designs or bring us you r ideas . You r c h oice
of woods and f inis h es . R easo nabl y
p r iced . Ca ll. wri t e . o r co m e by a nd vis it .

SCALES ENTERPRISES, INC.
Larry Scales. Presiden t & Sa les Manager

160 S. Pine St./ Spartanburg, S.C. 29302
803-582-8333
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The Year the
Lights Came On
by Terry Kay

Welcome You
to Dreamland
by Charles Israel

An exclusive excerpt from
the book, to be published in
September. Hixon said
Freeman stole the $20. The
sheriff tried to find Freeman
in the swamp, but Dover
plays Robin Goodfeilow with
some old clothes. What?
Don't get it? Well, read the
story.

The second-place winner in
our fiction competition, this
tale is the stuff that nightmares are made of.

.. . and, for those of you who
are wondering where we're
keeping the generals this
issue, Chapman Milling
examines the role of the
Catawba Indian in the Revolution.

Sand/apper

interesting,
unusual items and services
>e><>e><>e><>e><>e><

ANTIQUES

>ex >e><>CX>CX x:::>

ELIZABETH AUSTIN INC. - Specializing in An tique Silver. Period furniture and authentic Ac cessories. 165 King Street . Charleston. S C.
29401. 722-8227 .

:::x>e>< ,ex >c:><>e><>=

CRAFTS

ART

:::x>ex>ex ,cx,cx,c:x~

Selling my private collection of all early Sallie Middleton
and Harrison Coca-Cola prints. Prints, Rt. 2, Box 928,
Orangeburg, S. C. 29115.

CAROLINA PRINTS AND FRAMES-Specialists
in Sporting Art . Old Print, and Maps. Signed.
Limited Editi on Prints. 160 King Street. Charleston , S . C. 29401.

LIMITED EDITION COLLECTORS PRINT. IN
FULL COLOR. Robert E. Lee by Robert Karr,
Atlanta artist. Each print (2500 in the edition) individually signed and numbered . Overall size20"x24". (We also stock other Civil War prints
including the GREAT SEAL OF THE CONFEDERACY) To order LEE print, send $30 .00 to :
SOUTHERN GALLERIES, P .O . Box 321, Hopkinsville, Ky . 42240 .

C><>C><>C><>e><>C><K

BOOKS

CX>CX >CX>CX>C:>< x::

HAMPTON BOOKS . Old and rare books. prints.
posters, maps . Rt . 1. Box 76. Newberry. S C
29108 . Ph . 276-6870 (US Hwy . 176. 2 mi. No .
of S .C. 34)

:::x>e><>ex>exx::

COLLECTORS ,cx,c:x,c:x,c:x,c,

Collector wants to buy old South Carolina bottles
and S.C. marked pottery . Free appraisals . Singleton Bailey, P .O . Box 95, Loris, S .C. 29569 .

July 1976

FOOD

:::x>e><>e>< ,cx,cx,c:,

LID 'N LADLE-Gourmet Cookware and ideas
for the creative cook . The Market , 188 Meeting
Street , Charleston , S . C . 723-8747 .
><>c:><>C><>C><>CX

,,cx>e><>e><>ex>e><>e>

,ex , e x = =

OLDE TOWNE LEATHERCRAFf -Custom
Gihs made especially for you by Frank and Jan
King . The Market , 188 Meeting Street. Charlest0n, S C. 29401. (803) 723-3318 .
>e><>e><>e><>e><>e><x::

CHESTNUT GALLERIES 144 Chestnut Street Spartanburg, S. C. Fine 18th and 19th century furniture and
accessories. Open 10-5 Monday-Saturday, 803-5859576.

:::x =

NEEDLEWORK

><>ex>c:><>ex>=

YOU NAME IT -WE'VE GOT IT IN NEEDLE POINT . Also. authentic needlepoint college
emblems painted on canvas . yarn included .
Special : coats of arms painted on canvas. yarn
included (allow two weeks for delivery) . Also. we
will do your resea rch . Graphs. canvas and yarn
for S . C . palmetto tree and medical caduceuses .
Nationally advertised Icelandic Kits for Ponchos
and ski sweaters . Imported yarns. materii'lls.
crewel and needlepoint . Assorted pocketbook
kits . Folline's Knit and Bridge Studio (next to the
A&P) . Old fashion netting and yarn for making
place mats . 2926 Devine Street, Columbia, S .C .
29205 . Phone 253-9748 .
Now taking orders for hand made quilts. All new
cotton material. Polyester filled , beautiful patterns , including the "double wedding ring." Mrs_
Annie R. Sears, Rt. 2, Box 86, Tallassee,
Alabama 36078.
><>e><>e><>e><>e><

STAINED GLASS

<>c:><>C><>CX>C

Are you hiding your STAINED-GLASS lamp
under a "bushel-basket," or some out of the way
place? We have the materials, tooling and experience to repair your TIFF ANY lamp shade or
replicas. Your design can become a reality, both
in Shades or Window Panels, using your choice of
glass. Include a "bit of the past" in your home or
business . Discover the beauty of vibrant colors
through the media of true Stained-Glass, executed for you, right here in Florence. Call or write.
Nick Cicora, Ornamental Window Co., P .O . Box
3842, Florence, S .C . 29501 .
c><>C><>C><>C><>C><K

wANTED

:::X>C><>C><>C><>C><)

Artists and illustrators interested in doing freelance illustration work for Sand/apper magazine.
Contact Harry Hope or Bob Rowland. 779-8824 .
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endpiece
Shakespeare said it first (although one usually hears it misquoted as " It's an ill wind that
blows no good" ) about 200 years before the founding of this nation of ours and 400 years
before our celebration of independence.
It's a fairly appropriate comment to apply to the Bicentennial craze in which we find
ourselves. Because, just in case you haven't noticed, just about everybody who can is cashing
in (or trying to cash in) on the 200th anniversary of the founding of our nation. On every side
we are being besieged with Bicentennial items, ranging from planters to prints and from plates
to toilet seats and even coffins.
But perhaps before we go too far in decrying this trend we should look at the positive
aspects of the Bicentennial fever we are experiencing.
One of the really wonderful, and at the same time amazing, things about this country is its
dichotomy, its sense of mixture, of separateness and at the same time togetherness. For
America is made up of many parts, of people of different cultural origins and folkways, of
diverse religions and beliefs and mores, of different traditions and speech. It's a part of this
nation which other nations still do not understand, sometimes sneer at: but they are constantly
amazed at how it works.
We don't have a queen or a king or a dictator who is given to us whether we like them or not.
People of other nations are amazed that every four years our nation divides up into fragments
supporting the candidate of their choice for president, and basing that support on what their
candidate says or looks like or the part of the country he comes from or his record of
achievements or what he says he is going to do or what he has done. Americans talk and argue
and try to influence one another to vote for their candidate and it goes on for months and
months. Then comes the big day when people have a chance to go to the polls and vote for the
candidate of their choice. Of course, some don't go to the polls at all, don't exercise their right
to vote for some personal or private reason and again, that's a wonderful prerogative to have.
And then after the count is in and someone wins, Americans come back together. Everybody can't be a winner but generally no matter how disappointed Americans may be that their
man didn't win, once we have a winner, Americans tend to come back together and say in
effect, " Well, heck, I didn't vote for him, but he' s our president now." And in general he
receives the respect we accord our leader. This does not mean, of course, that when the leader
does something which displeases the losers they don't say "Well, I told you my candidate
would be better" but they accept it in fairly good grace.
But the past decade has been a different time for America, a time when our nation has been
in the agonies of divisiveness. We are divided up into more fragments than possibly ever
before due to forces such as the Korean War, the Civil Rights movement, Welfare Rights, the
Vietnam War, the Peace movement, the Hippie/ Drug culture; Desegregation, Discrimination;
Inflation, Unemployment; the assassinations of John Kennedy, Robert Kennedy and Martin
Luther King; the attempted assassination of George Wallace; Watergate, and the resignation
under fire of a vice-president and a president, leaving a nation with a leader who, for the first
time in our history, was not elected.
And so we have been during the past decade more divided, more tormented, less united,
than probably at any time in the history of our nation.
To me it seems both ironic and fortunate that at this time in our development we come to
the Bicentennial of our nation. Although as a people and a nation no matter how much we
may tire of hearing the word " Bicentennial" over and over again and no matter how much we
may deplore some of the crass commercialism which may develop out of it, the Bicentennial
does afford us a sorely needed chance to reflect, a chance to consider the agonies of our
birth-to remember people who pledged their lives, their fortunes and their sacred honors to
bring it about. We now have a chance to re-appraise the growth and development of America
as a nation. In short, take a focus, in which all of us can say ''This is where we came from, this is
where we've been, this is what we have done." With all the mistakes and problems and errors
which we committed and caused during the past 200 years we have built something which
nobody in 1776 would have given a chance in hell of developing, succeeding and lasting. We
may not be perfect, but we did it, and by jove if we had it to go through over again we
would.
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"If I take care
of my people,
I know
they'll take care
of me.''

.n ECFJ'll? -Jl ·"'

·\'\ Y 14

s. c.
._

200J

State Ubrary

"I started my business on a
shoestring . And though my people
weren 't making the best wages, they
stuck with me.
"So once things got going, I
took care of them . Not just with
money, but other things .. . like health
insurance .
"The last thing I want is for one
of my people to go into hock paying
medical bills. Blue Cross and Blue
Shield coverage returns more of its
premiums in claim payments to
policyholders than most other major
insurance companies. And it doesn't
set maximum dollar limits on most
hospital services, including the
intensive care unit.
"Sure, I might get group health
insurance at a lower rate. But I figure
my people are worth every nickel
that Blue Cross and Blue Shield
insurance costs ."

...
Blue Cross
Blue Shield

Does your company think of South Carolina
enough of you to provide
~
the best?
Registered Mark Blue Cross Association
Registered Service Mark of the
National Association of Blue Shield Plans

